


Xmportant 

to purchasers. 
PRICES—NOTE CAREFULLY. Sm<de-r * 

prices are for less than five of a kind 

Ten-rate prices are for five or more and 
less than 25 of a kind. 

Hundred-rate prices are for twenty-five or 

more ancl less than 250 of a kind. 

Thousand-rate prices are for 250 or more of 

a kind. 

We cannot agree to fill small orders for 

a few of a kind for less than single rates as 

it oftentimes takes one over many acres of 

ground to fill a single order, and the propor¬ 

tionate expense of digging and packing orders 

must be taken into account. 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS ON TREES AND PLANTS. To those who send 

us orders for less than five of a kind, shipped at the same time, amounting 

to the following: 

Orders amounting to $10.00, a discount of 5% from single-rate prices. 

Orders amounting to $30.00, a discount of 10% from single-rate prices. 

Orders amounting to $50.00, a discount of 15% from single-rate prices. 

Orders amounting to $75.co. a discount of 20% from single-rate prices. 

Orders amounting to $ico.oo, a discount of 25% from single-rate prices. 

Special discounts on larger orders. Send 11s list for estimates. 

These discounts apply to Trees and other Plants only. 

Trees and Plants individually selected at our nurseries or special selections will 

be charged for according to. quoted price without discounts. This does 

not mean that the rates will necessarily be advanced. 

TERMS. Cash in advance from unknown parties who do not furnish satis¬ 

factory reference. We send invoice at time of shipment of order, ancl should 

any errors be noticed on receipt of goods notify ns immediately and we will 

do all in our power to rectify it. 

HOW ORDERS ARE SHIPPED. We ship all large trees and other bulky 

orders, which are to go outside the city, by freight, unless otherwise re¬ 

quested. Medium sired orders can be shipped by express to advantage; 

this way is especially advisable where immediate arrival is desired. All 

orders are delivered free to local freight and express companies. We are 

not liable for delays by forwarding parties. Tf not promptly received 

notify us and we will promptly trace. 

PACKING. We make no charge for packing except in the case of large bulky 

stock, or where we are requested to ship with carefully preserved balls of 

earth, etc., which necessitates devoting more time and packing material than 

is usual. In such instances a charge covering actual cost is made. 

ORDER EARLY. Do not wait until you are ready to plant before ordering, 

but place your order as far in advance as possible. We will hold such oideis 

subject to further directions is requested The actual shipping season is so 

short that much is gained both to the planter and the nurseryman when 

orders are booked as far in advance as possible of the actual shipping season. 

PIOW TO REACH US. Our nursery and office are located at EDGEWOOD; 

Edgewood Avenue, just beyond Edgewood Park. The Edgewood Avenue 

cars direct to the nursery, connecting with the cars from the R. R- Station 
at the New Haven Green. Parties autoing, driving or wheeling to the mi 

sery will find West Chapel Street, which has been recently regiadecl and 

hardened, the better route, turning to the right at either Centra 0 

Alden Avenue. 

LANDSCAPE DEPARTMENT. All inquiries for this work are turned ovei 

to Ernest F. Coe, Landscape Architect. Write to him direct foi teims. 

The Elm City Nursery Company, 
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
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Bordering the drive on either side leading to the Nursery Office are many very choice specimen 
Evergreens, including some , e Colorado Blue Spruce, the true Koster strain. 

Hbout Ourselves. 
OUR nursery has been built, up rapidly from a small beginning. The increasing appre¬ 

ciation and demand for the many beautiful hardy trees and other hardy plants which 

endure in our climate from year to year and produce permanent results, both econom¬ 

ical and artistic, has resulted in a steady demand for carefully grown hardy stock. 
Seemingly the whole country has awakened to realize what great opportunities abound on 

very side for the creation of greater beauty. Practically every city and commonwealth 
aow has its developing parks and parkways, and the large proportion of the people individ¬ 

ually are taking an active interest in evolving beautiful gardens and otherwise surrounding 
their homes with the many expressions of beauty and trees and other hardy plants neces¬ 

sarily take a prominent part.. 
It is, of course, the enduring trees and other enduring (hardy) plants that must neces¬ 

sarily be used for these permanent improvements. There is now such a great variety avail¬ 
able at a well equipped Nursery to select from that the material for no end of charming 

schemes can be supplied. This has come about by ransacking the entire world for the many 
country’s most beautiful trees and plants. Japan alone furnishes a most fascinating avail 

able collection, and all the temperate zones, both north and south, have contributed their 

full share. 
Careful testing for many years is fast proving the most desirable kinds, and it is our 

practice to keep in touch with the latest information, and our customers get the benefit 

of it. 
In working up our stock which the catalogue describes, we have constantly studied the 

^.nterest of the buying public, and the stock herein listed can be depended on to be not only 

representative as to assortment, but has been most carefully grown under most favorable 
conditions, and with our splendid facilities for handling the business cart of the work, cus¬ 
tomers can feel assured of prompt and courteous treatment, and to receive stock which will 

be a source of entire satisfaction to both buyer and seller. 

Specimens for Immediate 6ffect. 
At the nursery we give special attention to growing into large sizes many kinds of bruit 

and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs. Vines, etc., for bv their use much quicker results can be 
obtained than by the use of smaller stock. Many instances, occur where the purchaser gladly 

pays the additional charge for such stock over the usual sizes. 
Particular attention is called to our large collection of specimen Evergreens, ready for 

immediate effects. The number of these specimen plants is always more limited than of the 
smaller grades. A visit to the nursery is desirable where the selection of individual speci¬ 
mens is required. However, bv sending us a description of what is desired we can make 

selections which will be perfectly satisfactory when a personal visit is not practical) e. 

planting and General Gardening. 
Connected with the nursery are experienced men who thoroughly understand Forestry 

°rK. including pruning of trees, etc., also those who can carry out garden plans in a 
„ JTct workmanlike manner. We can arrange for a number of contracts each season 

. would advise parties who anticipate availing themselves of this service to consult wit -\ 

as tar in advance as possible. 

Grading and Curf ing. 
lawn!6 rnve, every facility for doing this work, and know how to establish fine velvety 
lawn e lav^ available several acres of very fine quality turf which we keep under i 

mower which makes it available throughout the entire summer and fall, 

you win" ^rass Seed, see back inside cover page. We offer superior lawn grass see 
Cv iV n?*e, we sell it bv weight instead of bulk, as it is all recleaned seed, and what you 

seed, the chaff having been cleaned away. 

the elm city nursery company, 

few Ave. 

EDGEWOOD, Edgewood Avenue, 
•Pr've, ^lec,tric Cirs Direct to Nursery. 

Te,ephone Cyc,e out by way of West Chapel St. 

New Haven, Conn. 
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Bell Flower . 36 
Beilis . 36 
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Birches . 6 
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Cydonia . 22 
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Dahlias . 59 
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Daisy, Shasta ... 41, 38 
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Delphinum . 38 
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Desmodium . 3S 
Deutzias . 22, 23 
Dianthus . 38 
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Discount .  6 
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Grading . 
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Larch . 10 
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Ligustrum . 24, 26 
Lilacs .26, 27, 60 
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Osmunda . 53 
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Packing . 0 
Padanthus . 42 
Paeonia . 42, 48, 49 
Paeonia Tree .... 26, 49 
Pansy . 42 
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Pavia . 11 
Pea . 42 
Peach fl. 11 
Peaches . 62 
Pears . 61 
Penstemon . 42 
Periploca . 32 
Periwinkle . 42 
Phellodendron . 11 
Philadelphus . 26 
Phlox . 42, 50, 51 
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Physostegia . 42 
Picea . 14, 15, 16 
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Pines .15, 16, 60 
Pinus . 15, 16, 17 
Pinks . 42 
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Rhubarb .. 62 
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Slug Shot . 64 
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Sneezeweed . 42 
Snowballs . 28 
Snowberry . 2S 
Snowdrop Tree . 12 
Solidago . 42 
Sophora . 12 
Sorbaria . 28 
Sorbus . 12, 28 
Specimens . 1 
Special Collections... 52 
Speedwell . 42 
Spiraea . 28, 42 
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Stacbys . 42 
Staphylea . 28 
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Strawberry Shrubs... 28 
Sumach . 28, 29 
Sunflower . 42 
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Vitis . 32 
Walnuts . 12 
Weigela . 30 
Whale Oil Soap .... 64 
Willows . 12 
Winterberry . 30 
Wistaria . 32 
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Woodbine . 32 
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General Descriptive price List. 
THE following lists are so arranged that quick reference can be made to sizes n a 

of the stock we have to offer. We have used a popular classification as folio prices 
Deciduous Trees. Pages 4 to 12. Foliage dropping in the Autumn. Example mTi 
Evergreen Trees. Page 13 to 17. Foliage remaining on the tree throughout 7i, p e' 

Example, Norway Spruce. e 7eM. 
Evergreen Shrubs. Pages 18 to 20. Foliage remaining throughout the vear , 

Rhododendron. ’ " mP'ei 
Deciduous Shrubs. Pages 21 to 30. Foliage dropping in Autumn. Example, Lilac 
Hardy Vines. Pages 31 to 33. Example, Wistaria. 
Hardy Herbaceous Plants. Pages 34 to 52. Plardy permanent roots, above ground n, 

growth is renewed annually. Example Paeonia. tne 
Fruit Department. General list of fruit trees, vines, etc. See pages 61 to 63. 

The Common English names are inserted alphabetically in THIS TYPE, under thei 
respective classes and refer to the Botanical name, which see. " 

Examples:—MAPLE, see Acer; NORWAY SPRUCE, see Picea excelsa, etc. 

American Elm. 

Deciduous t>ees. 
LOVERS of the beautiful in nature, mostly feel a 

reverence for her stately trees. They are the 

higher forms of vegtation, many of them devel¬ 

oping into majestic proportions, their great trunk and 

arching limbs supporting a wealth of delicate foliage, 

every line a line of grace and beauty. What a refin¬ 

ing pleasure to be so situated that one can be sur¬ 

rounded by these noble expressions of nature, and 
what a study for one in observing, from day to day 
and year to year, the little sapling, seemingly no dif¬ 
ferent from many other surrounding forms, slowly 
and surely gaining in size and development, until 
finally it reaches the grand proportions that makes it 
the monarch. 

ACACIA, see Robina. 
ACER CAMPESTRE (English Maple) ... 4 to 6 feet. 

Dwarf trees of interesting habit and brilliant fall foliage. 2 to 4 feet. 
ACER DASYCARPUM, see A. Saccharinum. 
ACER LAETUM VAR. RUBRUM (Colchicum Maple). 10 to 12 feet. 

A medium tall-growing Maple from Japan with very 4 to 6 feet, 
beautiful habit and foliage. 2 to 4 feet. 

ACER NEGUNDO (Box Elder Maple).12 to 15 feet, $2.00 to 
Vigorous-growing Maples, making medium-sized trees in 10 to 12 feet, 

this climate, bark smooth and foliage a pleasing light green, 8 to 10 feet. 
Makes a fine avenue tree where large growth is not desired. 6 to 8 feet. 

ACER PALMATUM, see Acer Polymorphum. 
ACER PENNSYLVANICUM (Striped Bark) . 2 to 3 feet. 
ACER PLATANOIDES (Norway Maple).. .Specimens, 15 to 20 feet, $3.00 to 

The Norway Maple is one of the most de.sirable shade 10 to 12 feet 
trees obtainable, thriving on almost any soil and with- 8 to 10 feet, 
standing extreme exposure. The tree is well formed and 6 to 8 feet, 
the foliage dense and shapely. 4 to 6 feet. 

ACER PLATANOIDES VAR. REITENBACHI. 12 to 15 feet. 
A form of the Norway Maple of moderate growth and 10 to 12 feet, 

rich amber-red foliage; holds its rich color well through- 8 to 10 feet, 
out the season. 6 to 8 feet. 

ACER PLATANOIDES VAR. SCHWEDLERII (see page 5). 
Specimens, 10 to 15 feet, $4.00 to 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to S feet. 
4 to 6 feet. 

ACER POLYMORPHUM’ (Japan Maple). 2 to 3 feet. 
A graceful shrubby grower, foliage beautifully tinted in 1 to 2 feet, 

spring and very brilliant in the fall. 
ACER POLYMORPPIUM (garden varieties), see page 5. 

Specimens, $3.00 to 
1 to 2 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

ACER PSEUDO-PLATANUS (English Sycamore Maple). 
The English Sycamore Maple forms a large spreading 4 to 6 feet, 

tree with broad, handsome foliage. 
ACER PSEUDO-PLATANUS VAR. ATROPUPUREUM. 

This is a form of the Sycamore Maple of which the 8 to 10 feet, 
underside of the leaves and leaf stems are of a rich 6 to 8 feet, 
amber-purple, giving the tree a very rich color effect. 4 to 6 feet. 

ACER PSEUDO-PLATANUS VAR. WOORLEI (Golden- 7 to 8 feet. 
leaved Sycamore Maple). 3 to 4 feet. 

ACER RUBRUM (Red or Soft Maple), see page 5. 
Specimens, 12 to 25 feet, $2.00 to 

10 fo 12 feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 

ACER RUBRUM VAR. SANGUINEM. 6 to 8 feet. 
Variety of the Red Maple, with very brilliant Fall foliage. 4 to 6 feet. 

ACER SACCHARINUM (Silver Maple)... .Specimens, 15 to 20 feet, $2.00 to 
The most rapid-growing of all the Maples and is a very 12 to 15 feet, 

much planted tree for avenues. The habit is graceful and 10 to 12 feet, 
owes its name, Silver Maple, to the silvery effect of the 8 to 10 feet, 
underside of the foliage. 6 to 8 feet. 

iiach. 
Per 
10. 

Per 
100. 

$.75 $4.50 
.35 2.50 

2.00 
.75 5.00 
.50 3.50 

4.00 
1.75 15.00 

1.00 9.00 $60.00 

.75 6.00 40.00 

.50 3.00 

10.00 . 
2.00 18.66 

1.50 12.50 90.00 

.75 6.00 50.00 

.50 3.00 25.00 

4.00 
3.00 25.00 

2.00 18.00 

1.50 12.50 

8.00 
3.00 25.00 

1.50 12.50 

.75 6.00 

1.50 10.00 

.75 6.00 

5.00 
1.75 15.00 

3.00 25.00 

.50 3.50 25.00 

1.50 
1.25 i’o.66 

1.00 9.00 

1.50 12.50 

.75 6.00 

20.00 
2 00 15.00 

1.50 12.50 

1.00 7.50 

1.50 | 12.50 

1.00 i 9.00 

$10.00 
$12.50 

1.25 9.00 $75.00 

1.00 7.50 50.00 

.75 5.00 35.00 

I'VE SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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Beautiful jVIaples. 
S a shade and ornamental tree the Maple is to-day one of the most popular, 

the Sugar, Norway, Silver, Sycamore, Ash-leaved and Japan Maples all 

being very desirable in their many ways. We wish to call special attention 

to the following, as we believe them to be worthy of special notice. 

Red or Scarlet jVIaple (Acer Rubrvm.) 

Just why this beautiful native maple of the Eastern States is not more generally appre¬ 

ciated we cannot imagine. Of medium growth, compact and shapely in form, and perfectly 

hardy, it makes a most valuable lawn and avenue tree. The silvery gray color of the bark, 

the early bright orange red showy flowers before the leaves expand, the graceful foliage 

changing to such intensely brilliant autumnal shades, are all features to commend this 

tree It is also long lived, will thrive on almost any soil and exposure. 
For prices see page 4. 

Scbwedler's Hmber-leaved Norway JVIaple 
This splendid variety originated in Europe some years ago and will be very popular 

in this country as soon as better known. 

The ordinary form of the Norway Maple, of which this is a variety, is to-day a strong 

competitor for popular favor with the native hard or sugar Maple, it has so many merits 

to recommend it. This deep amber-leaved form (Schwedler’s) has all the merits of the type 

together with this special feature of its beautiful foliage which, when it first develops in 

the Suring is the most intense amber red imaginable, slowly changing as the season ad¬ 

vances to a deep rich green much the same as the copper beech. 

We cannot too strongly recommend this beautiful tree where a mass of brilliant color 

is wanted through the Spring and early Summer and at the same time desire it in the form 

of a Maple tree. It will thrive almost anywhere and is very suitable for planting near the 

seashore. 
For prices see page 4. 

Currier's Cut-leaved Silver jVIaple X)asycarpum var. Turaerii. 

This new tree originated here at the nuisery some years ago, appearing among a block 

of several thousand seedlings. It first attracted our attention by its very interesting deeply 

laciniated or fern-like foliage, which was in marked contrast to its neighbors. It was later 

removed to a favorable spot where it had a chance to develop and where we could watch 

it. Since then it has developed rapidly (for the Silver Maple is one of our fastest growing 

shade trees). The tree has a fine symmetrical habit, its outer branches are somewhat spread¬ 

ing while the young bark, stem and mid-rib of the leaf are of a most brilliant crimson. 

We consider it a most distinct variety and as a specimen tree it surely is an acqui¬ 
sition. 

We have worked up a nice stock of the Maple and offer the following sizes. 

For prices see page 6. 

"Cwo Japan JVIaples. 
Ihese are charming shrub-like trees and a great number of varieties come to us from 

Japan. The following two we believe to be the most striking and the best for general 

garden planting in this climate. 

purple jfapan JMaple (Broad Leaf Upright.) 

This variety produces an upright plant with broad handsome leaves of the most intense 

°od-red when they unfold in the Spring time, hold a deep maron red all the summer, and 

again bec°me intensely brilliant in the fall. 

For prices see Acer Polymorphus (garden varieties), page 4. 

purple ^apan jVIaple (Cut Leaf Weeping.) 

is s^n°l;'ler m°st interesting variety with a spreading limb weeping habit and whose foliage 

simi°am'nUte'y ^'ssecte<^ as to give the plant a very graceful fem-like appearance. Foliage 
color to preceding, but not quite as brilliant. 

For prices see Acer Polymorphus (garden varieties), page 4. 

FOR special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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DECIDUOUS TREES. 

10 to 12 feet 
8 to 10 feet. 

ACER SACCHARINUM VAR.WE1RI (Weir’s Cut-leaved). 
Specimens, 12 to 15 

Form of the Silver Maple with drooping branches and 
finely laciniated foliage. 

ACER SACCHARIN UM HETEROPHYLLUM (Fern-leaved). 
Specimens, 12 to 20 

Form of the Silver Maple with a vigorous upright habit 
and effective foliage. 

ACER SACCHARIN UM VAR. TURNERII, see page 5. 

ACER SACCHARUM (Sugar or Hard Maple). 
Specimens, 15 to 2 

The most popular Maple tree in the East as a shade and 
avenue tree. Of rapid and symmetrical growth thriving on 
a variety of soils and producing beautiful, brilliant foliage 
effects in Autumn. We have a fine lot of trees to select from. 

ACER SP1CATUM (Mountain Maple). 
This is a dwarf tree and thrives well in shady places and 

under other trees. Effective foliage and fragrant blooms. 
Desirable for planting in masses and along woodland drives. 

.... 8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet 

ACER GINNALA ... 8 to in fee}' 
AEt.LE SEPiARIA (Trifoliate or Hardy Orange). 1 to ’feet 
AESCULUS PI IPPOCAS PAN U M (White Horsechestnut).. 

A popular tree, well known for its beautiful foliage and 
showy flowers. A long-lived tree which develops to great 
size. 

AESCULUS HIPPOCASTANUM VAR. (Double White 
Horsechestnut)... 

A double flowering foim of the above, and very effective. 
AESCULUS PARV1PLORA (Pavia Macrostachya) (Dwarf 
Horsechestnut)... 4 t0 

A shrub-like Horsechestnut, blooming in July. Very de¬ 
sirable for massing, also makes a fine single specimen. 

12 to 15 feet. 
10 to 12 feet. 

8 to 10 feet 
6 to 8 feet 
8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 

ACER TATARfCUM. 
Shrub-like tree, has brilliant autumn coloring. 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
4 to 0 feet. 
2 to 4 feet. 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 

AILANTPIUS GLANDULOSA (Tree of Heaven). 
ALDER, see Alnus below. 
ALNUS GLUT1NOSA VAR. IMPE.RIALIS (Cut-Leaved 

European Alder). 
A graceful medium-sized tree with finely-divided foliage. 

3 to 
2 to 
1 to 
3 to 

5 feet. 
4 feet. 
3 feet. 
2 feet. 
4 feet. 

6 to 
4 to 
3 to 

8 feet. 
6 feet. 
4 feet. 
3 feet. AMELANCHIER CANADENSIS (Shad Bush). 1 to 

ANDROMEDA, see Oxydendron. 
ARALIA, see Shrubs. 
ASH. see Fraxinus. 
basswood, see Tiiia. 
BEECH, see Fagus. 

ALBA (European White Birch).... Specimens, 12 to 15 feet,$1.50 to 
this White Birch is a European species and grows to 10 to 12 feet, 

be a large tree, erect habit with drooping branch, bark 8 to 10 feet, 
silvery-white. 6 to 8 feet 

BET*lrJLA ALBA VAR. PENDULA LACINIATA (Cut-leaf 
Weeping White Birch).. 10 to 12 feet. 

A very popular form of the above with deep-cut foliage 
and pendulous growth to the side branches while the trunk 
remains erect. 

BETULA ALBA VAR. PENDULA YOUNGI. 
Foliage and bark like ite parent, the European White 

‘-)Ut f°rm *s drooping, much like the Weeping Beech. _ __ 
BETULA ALBA VAR. PUPl’KEA (Purple Leaf). 6 to 8 feet. 

F.nrnnpan f ^ 1; c a 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
4 to G feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
4 to 6 feet. 

Porm of the European White Birch with purple foliage. 

more generally 

5 to 6 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 

12 to 15 feet. 
10 to 12 feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 

BETULA LENTA (Sweet Black Birch)_ 
A very interesting tree. Should be 

planted. 
BETULA LUTEA (Yellow Birch). 10 to 12 feet. 

Large-growing native tree with silvery bark. 8 to 10 feet. 

BETULA NIGRA (River Red Birch) . 10 to 12 feet. 
Reddish brown bark and very graceful. One of the 8 to 10 feet. 

rapid growing native trees. 6 to 8 feet. 
LA I A PYRI FERA (Canoe Birch).... Specimens, 12 to 20 feet, $2.00 to 

the well-known white birch of our northern woods. 10 to 12 feet. 
Very rapid grower and should be used freely, especially 

r..r.^.,ere Piattmesque woodland effects are desired. 
BIRCH, see Iletula. 

KAZINOKI (Japan Paper Mulberry).... 
BUTTONBALL TREE, see Platanus. 
CARPINUS BETULUS (European ITornbeam). 12 to 15 feet. 

This Hornbeam eventually becomes a large tree, making 
a fine appearance. 

8 to 10 feet 

4 to 6 feet. 

Each 
1 her 
Mo. 

5.00 
1.75 15.00 
1.25 10.00 

5.00 

10.00 
1.50 12.50 

25.00 
2.00 17.50 
1 50 12.50 
3.00 7.50 
.To 5.00 

1.25 10.00 
./o 5.00 

1.50 12.50 
1.00 7.50 

.75 6.00 
2.00 17.50 

.50 4.50 
2.00 18.00 
1.25 10.00 

.75 6.00 

.50 3.50 

2.50 20.00 
2.00 15.00 

1.75 15.00 
1.25 9.00 
1.00 6.00 

.75 4.00 

.50 3.00 

2.00 15.00 
1.25 10.00 

.75 6.00 

.35 2.50 

10 to 12 feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

CARPTNUS CAROLTNIANA (American ITornbeam). 
Not as tall a grower as former, graceful and interesting. 

1 to 
3 to 
2 to 
1 to 

CARYA ALBA, see Hicoria. 
CASTENEA AMERTCANA (American Sweet Chestnut).... 5 to 

None of the chestnut trees produce sweeter nuts. Our 4 to 
trees are grown from selected seed and can be depended 3 to 
on to produce a large percentage of trees bearing extra 2 to 
large fruits. 

CASTENEA CRENATA (Japan Chestnut) . 4 to 
3 to 

2 feet. 
4 feet. 
3 feet. 
2 feet. 

7 feet. 
5 feel. 
4 feet. 
3 feet. 

6 feet 
4 feet. 

CATALPA BUNGEI, grafted on 5 to 6 foot stems. 
Specimens, 2 to 6 year heads, $3.00 to 

Ihese trees with bushy heads on straight stems make 
excellent specimens where formal effects are desired. We 
have a fine stock of them to otter. 

4.00 
1.50 
1.00 

.75 

2.50 
1.75 
1.00 

.75 
2.00 
1.50 

1.00 
1.50 
1.25 
1.00 
1.75 
1.50 
1.00 
1.50 
1.00 

.75 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 

15.00 

1.50 
1.25 

.75 

5.0C | 
3.U0 
1.50 

.50 

.25 
1.00 

.50 

.35 

$1.50 
.75 
.50 
.35 

1.00 
.75 

10.00 

12.50 
6.00 

4.00 

15.00 
8.00 
6.00 

12.50 
8.00 

ib.oo 
8.00 

15.00 

9.00 
6.00 

15.00 

12.50 
7.50 

12.50 
10.00 

6.00 

80.00 

50 00 
35.00 

40.00 
20.00 

30.00 

L. 

20.00 

90.00 
40.00 
25.00 

50.00 

20.00 

FOR SPECFAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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NO rare exotic has greater beauty 
of growth, bloom or Autumn 
coloring than our native white 

flowering Dogwood. In the last of 
May its showy bloom lends its own 
peculiar charm to our woodland bor¬ 

ders and an occasional isolated tree or group of them will stand out boldly 
and command our admiration. This Dogwood will thrive under the great¬ 
est variety of exposures and soil conditions and is hapov in the association 
of other trees. 

four Distinct XTypcs of Dogwood. 
White Flowering. This is the native form as we see it in the woodlands and occasionally 

in plantings and is certainly very attractive. We anticipate a much more genera] use 
of it in the future, many now using it freely along drives and woodland borders as 
well as for specimens, as several orders for them by the hundreds within the past two 
seasons indicates. We have succeeded in getting up a fine lot of this valuabue tree to 
offer for this season. For pnci ■ page 8. 

F'owering. This is a very marked variety of the native white dogwood. In habit 
it is very similar to the type but produces in the greatest quantities blooms whose 
showy involucres are deep rosy red, making a splendid display, either by themselves 
or if planted so as to contrast with the other forms, the effect is often very beautiful. 

For prices see page S. 
Pink Flowering. This is an intermediate form as to color, the habit being very like the 

preceding. The color is a clear soft pink when in bloom and where the three are 
planted so that their contrasting colors can be enjoyed, the effect is splendid. This 
form originated here at the Nursery and we are not aware that it can be procured else¬ 
where. For prices see page 8. 

Weening White F’owering. Another and a most interesting form of this desirable tree. 
While the central stem inclines to grow upright, the branches all hang down, form¬ 
ing of the whole plant a very unique effect. It is most effective where it stands alone. 

For'prices see page 8. 

Other Dogzvoods, see Comas, Deciduous Shrubs. 

Dogwood in bloom along a. woodland drive. 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PACE. 
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DECIDUOUS TREES. 

CATAL-PA SPECIOSA....-..• • • • ..■ 
Rapid-growing trees with large heart-shaped foliage and 

large clusters of showy blooms in June. Very desirable 
especially where quick effects are desired 

CELTIS OCCIDENTALIS (Nettle Tree) . 
Eventually becomes a large tree. Foliage resembles the 

Elm some vhat. We have found it thrives especially well 
at the seashore. 

CERASUS, see Prunus. 
CERC1DYPIIYLLUM JAPONICA . 

An interesting Japan tree’ resembling the birches in 
habit, leaves heart-shaped, very hardy. 

CERC1S CANADENSIS (Judas-Tree). 
Also known as Red-bud. Flowers rosy pink before 

leaves. Very desirable for foreground planting for larger 
trees. A tree of medium height. 

CERCTS CHINENSIS (Chinese Red-Bud)...Specimens, 3 to 4 feet. 
CHERRY, see Prunus. 
CHESTNUT, see Castanea. 
CLADRASTIS TINCTURIA (Yellow-wood).. 12 to 15 feet. 

A very desirable tree of medium growth, producing 
wistaria-like leaves of a pleasing pea-green in June. The 
trees are festooned with drooping racemes of blooms re¬ 
sembling the wistaria, of a creamy white and fragrant. 

CLADRASTIS AMURENSIS (Japan Yellow-wood). 

COFFEE-TREE, see Gymnocladus. 
CORNUS FLORIDA (White Flowering Dogwood), 

see page 7. 8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
5 to 6 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 

CORNUS FLORIDA VAR. RUBRA (Red Flowering Dogwood), 
see page 

CORNUS FLORIDA VAR. ROSEA, see page 7. 

CORNUS FLORIDA VAR. PENDULA, see page 7. 
CORNUS. SHRUBBY FORMS, see Shrubs. 
CRABAPPLE, see Pvrus. 
CRATAEGUS CRUS-GAI.LI (Cockspur Thorn). 

Very decorative species with picturesque habit, foliage 
glossy, and bright red fruits. 

CRATAEGUS OXYACANTHA VAR. (Double White). 
An interesting form of Hawthorn with corymbs of white 

flowers becoming flushed with pink as the blossom matures. 
CRATAEGUS OXYACANTHA VAR. (Double Crimson)... 

Also known as Paul’s crimson double hawthorn. One 
of the most desirable and showy of the medium-sized trees. 

CRATAEGUS PYRACANTHA, see Pyracantha. 
OTHER THORNS, see Pyrus. 
CYPRESS, see Taxodium. 
CYTISUS, see Laburnum and Shrubs. 
DOGWOOD, see Cornus and Sluubs. 
DOGWOOD, WHITE, RED and PINK, see page 7. 
ELM, see Ulmus. 
FAGUS FERRUGINEA (American Beech).. 

Our native beech is a tree of noble proportions. 
FAGUS SYLVATICA (European Beech), also see page 60 

for hedge plants . 
This is the beech famous in England, where many 

avenues planted centuries ago, now in their majestic old 
age are objects of veneration. It seems to thrive equally 
well in this country. Makes a fine hedge. 

FAGUS SYLVATICA VAR. HETEROPHYLLA (Fern Leaf) 
This is a beautiful shrub-like form of the European 

beech, and while slow growing makes a striking object on 
lawn. 

FAGUS SYLVATICA VAR. PENDULA (Weeping Beech) 
8 to 10 feet, $3.00 to 

This unique form of the European beech is well known 6 to 8 feet, 
by its tortuous outline, striving upwards and at the same 
time drooping in all directions. Picturesque arches and 
garden houses can be created by the skillful use of this 
tree, which will become mure effective from vear to year. 

FAGUS SYLVATICA VAR. PUPLRFA (Purple-leaved').... 
The well-known purple-leaved beech. Its rich coloring 

too well known to need describing. 
FAGUS SYLVATTCA (River’s).. 

Considered the darkest purple-leaved form of the beech. 

FRAXTNUS AMERICANA (White Ash')... 1? toJ2 Jeet 
The American white ash is a rapid-growing long-lived 

tree of fine proportions and is a very desirable shade tree. 
FRAXTNUS EXCELSIOR (European Ash)........ 12 to 15 feet. 

The European ash grows to be a large tree, similar in 10 to 12 feet, 
manv resperrs to the American while ash. 8 to 10 feet. 

FRAXTNUS EXCF.LSTOR VAR. PENDULA. 
•A form with drooping branches. Specimens, 5 to 8 feet, sl.O'i to 

FRAXTNUS T.ANCEOL.ATA (Green Ash). 10 to 12 ee . 
A beautiful tree with glossy green leaves and symme- 8 to 10 leet. 

trical habit, rapid growth. 6 to 8 teet. 
GINKGO BTLOBA (Maiden Hair Tree). ^ tn In fr 

A wonderful tree with wedge-shaped leaves and termed 8 to 10 tee 
maiden-hair tree owing to the resemblance to the maiden 6 to 
hair fern the effect of the foliage produces. Makes a fine I to 
lawn tree, and at Washington. D. C . is used as an avenue tree. 

GLEDITSCHTA SINENSIS (Chinese -Honey-Locust)....... 8 t0 Iff. 
This Chinese honey-locust is a distinct species with 6 to 

often branched spines and almost straight podded fruit. 5 to 

Bach, 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
5 to 6 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 

2.00 

3.00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 
l.no 

.75 

.50 

17.50 

17.50 
12.50 

7.50 
8.00 
6.00 

4.00 

4.00 

8 feet. 
6 feet. 

17.50 
15.00 

12.50 
JO.no 
8.00 

14.00 

10.00 
7.00 

17 50 I 
12.50 

8.00 

4.00 

9 »0 
7 no 

4.50 

ihiio 
9.00 

12.50 
8.00 
5. on 

$15.00 .~ 
12.50 $90.00 
8.00 75.00 

5.00 
1.50 
1.00 

.75 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 

.75 

12.00 
8 00 I 60.00 

5.00 
17.60 
12.00 
8.00 
6.00 

40.00 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE 
FRONT COPER PACE. 
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MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA. 

6arly flowering JVIagnolias. 
NO more highly ornamental class of trees and shrubs exist than the Magnolia family. 

This is especially true of those known as the Asiatic species, which bloom before the 
leaves appear in the spring. Everyone is familiar with the large cup-shaped pink 

and white fragrant blooms which suddenly envelop the plant and fill the air with a delicate 
fragrance before we are hardly aware that spring has really arrived. There are a number 
of species and varieties varying in color, form, and time of blooming, from the bush-like 
Stellata with its very white and many-petaled bloom, to the more sedate and stately Lennei, 
blooming a month later, producing great cup-shaped, deep rosy red flowers. Our stock 
of the following kinds is very fine and most of them will take up and transplant with large 
balls of earth. When handled in this way we believe practically no loss should result. 

STELLATA OR HALLEANA, sometimes known as the Star-Magnolia. It is a shrub 
seldom reaching a height of fifteen feet. Plants but a foot high will often bloom profusely. 
It is the first strictly hardy magnolia to bloom in the spring and its dainty but showy pure 
white flowers of delicate fragrance are always welcome. 

For prices see page 11. 

LENNEI. The latest of the class to bloom and the flowers are the largest and of a deep 
rose red on the outside of the petal, inside a rosy white. This is one of the most effective 
°t the magnolias and has the additional value of blooming at intervals throughout the sum¬ 
mer. 

For prices see page 10. 
SPECIOSA. Much lighter in color and some larger than Soulangeana, blooms at about 

the same time. 

For prices see page 10. 
‘OULANGEANA. This is the very well-known and more common pink magnolia, 
^hybrid garden variety and very desirable. The pink cup-shaped flowers are very 

It 
fra- 

F or 

For prices see page 10. 

other Magnolias see page 10. 

The plants arrived safely and I am more than pleased with them and 

flighted with the Iris you so kindly sent me.” 

I received the Hardy Plants sent me, in splendid order, and / was 
delighted with them ” 

All the plants I received from you did finely and my gat den was o 
gieat pleasure to me this spring” 

F°R SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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DECIDUOUS TREES. 

GLEDITSCHIA TRIACANTHOS (American Honey-Locust) 
A tree of picturesque outline and rapid growth. Thrives 

on very light soils. Often used for hedges and windbreaks. 
GYMNOCLADUS CANADENSiS (Coffee Tree) . 

A rapid-growing tree with large twice pinnate leaves. 

HALESIA TETRAPTERA (Snow-Drop Tree). 
Small tree-like shrubs bearing snow-drop-like blossoms. 

HAMAMELiS JAPON1CA (Japan Witch Hazel). 
Beautiful species, blooms in spring very early instead of 

the fall, like our native species. Flower bright yellow. 
HAMAMELIS VIRGINIANA (American Witch Hazel).... 

Yellow blooms appearing late in Autumn. A fine shrub 
to plant under the shade of larger trees. 

10 to 12 feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 

6 feet. 
5 feet. 
7 lcet. 
5 feet 
3 feet. 
2 feet. 

5 to 
4 to 
5 to 
4 to 
2 to 
1 to 

6 to 
5 to 
4 to 
3 to 
2 to 

5 feet. 
6 feet. 
5 feet. 
4 feet. 
3 feet 

HICORIA ALBA (Shellbark Hickory).12 to 18 inches 

HOP-TREE,see Ptelea. 8 t0 12 lnches- 
HORNBEAM, see Carpinus. 
HORSECHESTNUT, see Aesculus. 
ILEX, see Evergreen Trees, also Deciduous Shrubs. 
JAPAN MAPLES, see page 5, also Acer Polymorphum. 
JUDAS, see Cercis. 
JUGLANS CORDIFORMIS (Japan Walnut). 12 to 15 feet 

A broad-headed walnut tree from Japan. Very rapid 
growth, nuts edible. 

JUGLANS NIGRA (Black Walnut). 
Lofty tree of fine proporti .ns. Nuts esteemed for their 

rich flavor. 
JUGLANS REGIA (English Walnut). 

The English Walnut thrives in this climate, several 
trees in our vicinity producing good crops annually. 

JUGLANS SIEBOLDIANA (Siebold’s Walnut). 10 to 12 feet 
A species of walnut from Japan with broad-headed 

growth, nuts edible. 
KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE, see Gymnocladus 
KOELREUTERIA PANICULATA. 10 to 12 feet 

A beautiful medium-sized tiee producing in July iarge 
terminal clusters of bright yellow blooms. 

LARCH, see Larix. 
LARIX DECIDUA.' (European Larch).12 to 15 feet, $2,00 to 

10 to 12 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
8 to 9 feet, 
6 to 8 feet. 
5 to 6 feet. 
2 to 4 feet. 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 

6 feet. 
4 feet 
3 feet 

5 to 
to 

2 to 

4 feet. 
3 feet. 

A fine tree, deciduous, belonging to the cone-bearing 
family, foliage turning a warm yellow in the fall. 

LARIX LEPTOLEPSIS...... 3 
A species of larch from Japan. 

LINDEN, see Tilia. 
LIQUIDAMBAR STYRACIFLUA (Sweet Gum). 3 to 

Splendid tree of symmetrical form much like the sugar 2 to 
maple in outline. Leaves star shape and glossy, turning 
f° t’le most brilliant yellows and crimsons in the Fall. 

LIRIODENDRON TULIPIFERA (Tulip Tree).12 to 15 feet, $3.50 to 
Majestic native tree belonging to the magnolia family; 10 to 12 feet, 
very rapid growth, clean shapely foliage. Much used for 

avenue planting. Like all magnolias care should be taken to 
■ ~,F.e,SP the r.00ts from becoming exposed when transplanting. 
LOCUST, see Gleditschia. 
MACLURA AURANTICA, see Toxylon. 
MAGNOLIA ACUMINATA (Cucumber Tree). 
,,, _X^1' Pyramidal tree, of rapid growth, flowers in June. 
MAGNOLIA GLAUCA (Sweet Magnolia). 

Sweet swamp magnolia, a shrub in this climate with ever¬ 
green leaves in sheltered locations. Blooms in May and June. 

MAGNOLIA HYPOLEUCA . .. 
Japan magnolia of large size, leaves from 10 to 14 

inches long, blooms 6 to 7 inches across, creamy white and 
fragrant. Blooming after the leaves mature. 

MAGNOLIA ICOBUS (Thurberi) . 
A beautiful and fragrant one from Japan. 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 

3 to 4 feet 

2 to 
1 to 

4 to 
3 to 
2 to 

3 feet. 
2 feet. 

5 feet. 
4 feet. 
3 feet. 

MAGNOLIA LENNEI, see page .Specimens, 

5 feet. 
4 feet. 
3 feet. 

4 to 
3 to 
2 to 

4 to 6 feet, $3.00 to 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

MAGNOLIA MACROPHYLLA. 
Native magnolia with spreading habit. Leaves glau- 

cescent beneath and often two feet long, bloom a foot 
across, creamy white and fragrant. A wonderful tree. 

MAGNOLIA SOULANGEANA, see page 9. Specimens, 4 to 6 feet, $3.00 to 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

MAGNOLIA SPECIOSA, see page 9.Specimens, 4 to 6 feet, $3.00 to 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

MAGNOLIA STELLATA (Flail’s Early Japan), see page 9. 
Specimens, 4 to 5 feet, $5.00 to 

2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

1 foot. 
MAGNOLIA TRIPETALA (Umbre'la Tree). 8 to 10 feet. 

Very ornamental tree of spreading habit, large yellow- 4 to 
green leaves and showy flowers. The fruit in: the fall is 3 to 
very ornamental. 2 to 

MAGNOLIA YULAN OR CONSPICUA (Japan White).... 4 to 
MAIDEN HAIR TREE, see Ginkgo. 
MAPLE, see Acer. 
MAPLE JAPAN, see Acer Polymorphum. 
MORUS ALBA (Mulberry) Common white mulberry. 5 to 
MORUS ALBA VAR. PENDULA (Tea’s Weeping!... .Specimens, $1.50 to 

A weeping form, when grafted on stems 5 to 7 feet high 
makes a very unique effect. 

MOUNTAIN ASH, see Sorbus. 

6 feet. 
4 feet. 
3 feet. 
5 feet. 

7 feet. 

1.50 
1.00 
.75 

1.50 
1.00 
.75 
.50 
.75 
.50 

1.00 
.75 

1.50 
1.25 
1.00 

.50 

.35 

.75 

.50 

2.00 
1.50 
.35 

1.00 
.75 
.50 
.50 

1.50 
1.00 

.75 

1.50 

5.00 
1.50 
1.25 
1.00 
1.00 

.50 

.50 

.35 

5.00 
2.50 
1.75 
1.00 

.75 

1.00 
.50 

2.00 
1.00 

.75 

3.00 
1.50 
1.00 
6.00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.00 

.50 

6.00 
2.50 
2.00 
6.00 
2.50 
2.00 

7.50 
5.00 

’ 7.50 1 
6.00 
4.00 
6.00 
4.00 | 
8,00 I 
6.00 I 

9.00 
7.50 
4.00 
3.00 
6.00 
4.00 

12.50 
3.00 
8.00 
6.00 
4.00 
4.00 

12.50 
7.50 
6.00 

12.00 
9.00 
7.00 
8.00 
4.00 

4.00 
3.00 

20.00 
15.00 
8.00 

6.00 

7.50 
4.00 

7.50 
6.00 

7.50 

22.00 
18.50 

4.00 

$15.00 I ■ 
3.00 |$25 
2.00 | 18 
1.50 1 12 
1.75 
1.00 

.75 

.50 
5.00 

1.00 
5.00 

7.50 

20.00 

60.00 
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DECIDUOUS TREES. 

»S!f??LVAT?cT(TuP«lc 
10Also known as Pepperidge. 

or Sour-Gum). 
Wonderfully attactive tree. 

OAK. see Quercus. 

OXYDfiNDRUM5ARBOREUM (Tree Andromeda).^ 

remarkable for its 
the 

refined outline, 
fall, and for its 

The sorrel tree, 
glossy leaves turning intense red • 
heautifully lily-of-the-valley-like flowers produced in termi 

I sprays in July. One of the most beautiful medium 
shed trees in cultivation. 

daFONIA MOUTAN, or Tree Paeonia, see page 49. 
paulownia IMPERIALS..... 

Enormous foliage while young. At maturity tree pro¬ 
duces showy clusters of pale violet blooms m April and May. 

PAVIA, see Aesculus. . 
dfaCH Double flowering, see Prunus Persica. 
PHELLODENDRON AMURENSE (Cork Tree).Speci 

Chinese tree with spreading habit. Rapid grower and 
foliage produces a very spicy odor when bruised. 

PI ANE. see Platanus. 
PLATANUS ORIENTALIS (Button-Ball). 

A fine old world tree of very rapid growth. Very 
desirable for avenue planting and is preferable for that 
purpose to our native button-ball (occidentalis). 

PLUMS, see Prunus. 
POPLAR, see Populus. 
POPULUS ALBA (European White Popular). 
POPULUS ALBA VAR. NIVEA VEL. ACERFOLIA. 

Beautiful form of the white poplar, leaves maple-shaped, 
dark green above and velvety white beneath. The young 
shoots and leaf stems also of this velvet whiteness. Makes 
most effect masses and by cutting back occasionally can 
be treated as a shrub. 

POPULUS ALBA VAR. PYRAMID ALTS (Bolleana). 
Resembles the Lombardy poplar in shape, but has the 

rich colored bark and downy white leaves of the white 
poplar. 

POPULUS DELTOIDES (Carolina Poplar). Specimens, 15 to 5 
A much-used tree where quick results are required; of 

very rapid growth under varying conditions, with glossy, 
clean foliage. Not recommended for permanent effects, as it 
does not often assume a commanding outline with maturity. 

POPULUS NIGRA VAR. PYRAMIDALIS (Lombardy).... 
A favorite tree where striking pyramidal masses of foli¬ 

age are required. Used in creation of formal garden ef- 
ffects. 

POPULUS GRANDTDENTATA VAR. PENDULA. Specimer 
Grafted on straight stems makes an effective garden tree. 

POPULUS TRICHOCARPA. 
Verv narrow, willow-like, fragrant leaves. 

PRUNUS CERASIFERA VAR. (Pissard’s). 
Much used in gardening for its brilliant, amber-red foli¬ 

age, perhaps the most brilliant of the many purple-leaved 
trees, becoming more pronounced as the season advances. 

PRUNUS CERASTFERA VAR. ROSEA PLENA. 
Besutiful double garden form of the cherry. 

Delightfully graceful, 
age matures. 

delicate pink flowers before foli- 

covering the 

rmt^c crimson peach, very effective. 
PRUNUS TRILOBA.... 

Effective large, pink, double blooms, 
T.-rl’Ilpches before leaves appear. 

TRTFOLTATA (Hod Tree). 
PTELEA TRTFOLTATA VAR, AUREA. 

A golden form of the Hop-tree: foliage of a most bril- 
nant yellow which does not suffer by the sunlight but 

Dvn»C^,Il>?Ulf’ePer as Uie season advances. Verv desirable. 
nRACANTHA COCCTNEA VAR. LALANDI. 

onruh-hke tree of very striking appearance, foliage ever- 
ltered places. 

n VAR. (Bechtel’s Crabapple). 
Double form of the Western crabapple. Light pink, 

D very fragrant. 

x PI-ORTRUNDA (Japan Pink Crabapple). 
a»JliaCel ■ ,sma!! trees: enveloped at time the leaves 

PYPttc tj a't'I t ,cate P’nk pendulous flowers. 
PiRUS HALLIAINA VAR. PARKMANI . 

crabapples mos*: e'egan<: of all the Japan flowering 

PYRa\»L(?-?ARUNDA VAR. ATROSANGUENIUM.... 
PYRT-Q matt TO , J11 tke aBove, producing red flowers. 

M,i AL',STVAR- EL. PL- ROSEA..... . 
like f lu.™'s,zea spreading trees, producing blooms very 

fVRTO SJrur«R,.rTL,’pt.lT£Bl0,i qUi" *»% 1 

5DERTV/'«a ‘a"'*™ Soii".bl?°.ms:. 
dUERrus coccVnea SetWOak) ,°a.k). 

° he a large free of grand proportions. Leaves 
Grows 

resemble 
less 1 °,ak somewhat in form and coloring, but 

■VVWiL divided. OUFPrrie tt divided. 

TmerestTinJClFr]LIA (Dwarf or Shrub Oak). 
QUERrus PuriCTDTer0,v'! we" nn very sand>' ground 

Tli» N Vi , ,S (P,r °ak). 1 'n Oak is by 

ageVch°nak •• Graceful >' ge’ changing from 

far the most planted of all the 
form, glossy, deeplv-pinnated foli- 

green to rich crimson in the autumn. 

Each. 
Per 
10. 

1 to 2 feet. .35 3.00 

feet, $2.00 to 5.00 
3 to 4 feet. 1.00 
2 to 3 feet. .75 
1 to 2 feet. .50 4.00 

6 to 8 feet. $0.75 $6.00 
5 to 6 feet. .50 4.00 

nens, $3.00 to 15.00 
10 to 12 feet. 2.00 17.50 

8 to 10 feet. 1.50 12.50 

12 to 15 feet. 2.50 22.50 
10 to 12 feet. 2.00 17.50 

8 to 10 feet. 1.50 12.50 
6 to 8 feet. .75 6.00 

6 to 8 feet. .75 5.00 
12 to 15 feet. 2.50 20.00 
10 to 12 feet. 2.00 17.50 

8 to 10 feet. 1.50 12.50 
6 to 8 feet. 1.00 7.50 
5 to 0 feet. .75 5.00 
4 to 5 feet. .50 3.00 
8 to 10 feet. 1.00 . 
5 to 7 feet. .75 6.00 
4 to 5 feet. .50 4.00 

feet, $2.00 to 5.00 
12 to 15 feet. 1.50 12.50 
10 to 12 feet. 1.25 9.00 

8 to 10 feet. 1.00 7.50 
6 to 8 feet. .75 5.00 

12 to 15 feet. 2.50 17.50 
10 to 12 feet. 1.50 12.50 
8 to 10 feet. 1.00 7.50 
6 to 8 feet. .50 4.00 

s, 8 to 10 feet. 2.50 

8 to 10 feet. 1.25 1 . 
6 to 8 feet. 1.00 7.50 
4 to 6 feet. .50 4.00 

4 to 5 feet. .75 6.00 
3 to 4 feet. .50 4.00 
4 to 5 feet. 1.50 

4 to 6 feet. .50 3.50 

2 to 3 feet. .35 3.00 
1 to 2 feet. .25 2.00 

2 to 3 feet. .35 3.00 
5 to 6 feet. 1.00 9.00 
4 to 5 feet. .75 6.00 
3 to 4 feet. .50 4.00 

I to 2 feet. .50 3.50 

2 to 3 feet. .50 4.50 
1 to 2 feet. .35 3.00 

6 to 7 feet. $1.00 $S.OO 
5 to 6 feet. .75 6.00 
4 to 5 feet. .50 4.00 

3 to 4 feet. .75 6.00 
2 to 3 feet. .50 4.50 

8 to 10 feet. 1.50 
4 to 6 feet. .75 6.00 

10 to 12 feet. 1.50 12.50 
5 to 6 feet. .75 6.00 

feet, $2.00 to 4.00 

4 to 5 feet. .75 6.00 
3 to 4 feet. .50 4.00 

2 to 3 feet. .50 4.50 
8 to 10 feet. 1.75 15.00 
6 to 8 feet. 1.25 10.00 
5 to 6 feet. .75 6.00 

4 to 5 feet. .50 4.00 

2 to 3 feet. .50 3.50 

10 to 12 feet. 2.50 20.00 

8 to 10 feet. 2.00 15.00 

6 to 8 feet. 1.50 12.50 1 

5 to 6 feet. 1.00 S.00 | 

4 to 5 feet. .75 6.00 ! 
1 

II 

Pe7 
100. 

25.00 

75.00 
55.00 

40.00 
30.00 

60.00 
40.00 

PUN SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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DECIDUOUS TREES. 

QUERCUS PEDUNCULATA (English Oak). 
Lives to great age and is a noble tree. 

QUERCUS PEDUNCULATA VAR. CONCORDIA. 
The golden oak of gardens, really one of the best yellow- 

foliaged trees. 
QUERCUS PEDUNCULATA VAR. FASTIGIATA. 

This form of the English oaK is quite pyramidal and 
makes a striking form in contrast with other foliage. 

QUERCUS PRINUS (Chestnut Oak). 

QUERCUS RUBRA (Red Oak). 
One of our native oaks of fine proportions, producing 

brilliant colored foliage in the fall. 
RED BUD, see Cercis. 
ROB1NA PSEU'DACACIA (Locust Acacia). 

Very rapid-growing tree with attractive pea-green foli¬ 
age and showy racemes of fragran wistaria-like flowers. 

ROBiNA PSEUDACAC1A VAR. BESSONIANA. 
A form of the above free from thorns. 

ROBINA HISPIDA (Rose Acacia). 
Shrub-like branches, leaf stalk covered with red bristly 

hairs, flowers rose-pink in racemes. 
ROSE, Choice Hardy, see pages 54-58. 
ROSE ACACIA, see Robina. 
SALISBUR1A, see Ginkgo. 
SALIX BABYLONICA (Weeping Willow). .Specimens, 15 to 25 feet, $2.00 to 

The well-known weeping willow is useful in many 12 to 15 feet, 
places, its long drooping branches creating a pronounced 10 to 12 feet! 
effect. 8 to 10 feet. 

SALIX ELEGANTIS'SIMA (Thurlow’s Willow). 6 to 7 feet. 
A very beautiful willow, similar to Babylonica but 4 to 6 feet! 

somewhat more upright and consideied more hardy. 
SALIX M7UTABILIS (Japan Pussy Willow) . 3 to 4 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 

6 to 8 feet 
5 to 6 feet 
2 to 3 feet 
4 to 5 feet 

4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 

4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 
5 to 7 feet. 

4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feel. 
2 to 3 feet. 
3 to 4 leei. 
2 to 3 feet. 
2 to 3 teet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

8 to 10 feet. 1.00 
SALIX PENTANDRA (Laurel Willow) 

Upright in habit with polished foliage. It forms 
striking medium-sized tree. Thrives well at the shore. 

SALIX S1EBOLD1ANA (Japan Willow).Specimens, 9to 12 feet, $2.00 to 
Under this name we offer a very graceful slender- 7 to 9 feet, 

branched shrub-like willow, with sage-green foliage and 5 to 7 feet! 
an abundance of "pussies” very early in the spring. 

SALIX VITELLINA VAR. Al'REA.Specimens, 15 to 20 feet, $2.00 to 
Very rapid-growing willow which reaches a large size, 12 to 15 feet, 

the twigs are bright golden and foliage a pleasing silvery 10 to 12 feet! 
green. 

SALIX VITELLINA VAR. BRITZENSIS. .Specimens, 12 to 15 feet, $2.00 to 
A form of the above with deep red bark in the winter 10 to 12 feet 

season contrasting effectively with the golden form when 
they are planted in company. These two willows are 
often planted in groups, and by a severe annual pruning 
in the spring an abundant growth of new branches are 
formed which give very brilliant Winter effects. 

SNOW-DROP TREE, see Halesia. 
SOPHORA JAPONICA (Pagoda Tree). 

Medium-sized tree of graceful habit, bark a peculiar 
deep sea green, foliage of lighter shade, blooms freely in 
large terminal clusters of a creamy white in August. 

SOPHORA JAPONICA PENDULA, Specimens grafted, 6 to 8 feet,$3.00 to 
SORBL'S AUCUPARIA (European Mt. Ash). 10 to 12 feet. 

Well-known tree producing clusters of white flowers in 8 to 10 feet' 
May and June followed by brilliant red berries in the 
1-all. Very hardy and will endure great exposure. 

STUARTIA PENTAGYNA, see Deciduous Shrubs. 
SWEET-GUM, see Liquidambar. 
SYCAMORE, see Platanus. 
TAXODUM DISTICHUM (Bald Cypress). .Specimens, 10 to 12 feet, $1.50 to 

The cypress of the South, perfectly hardy here at the 8 to 10 feet. 
_ thrives in swampy land as well as in garden soil. 6 to 8 feet, 
THORNS, see Crataegus and Pyracantha. 
TILIA AMERICANA (American Linden) . 12 to 14 feet. 

Basswood, shapely trees with large handsome foliage. 10 to 12 feet. 
_T,An the lindens listed are desirable avenue trees. 8 to 10 feet. 
TILIA PETIOLARIS (Eu. Silver Linden) . 8 to 10 feet, 

4.00 | 
3.00 

8.00 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 

8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
5 to 6 feet. 

6 to 8 feet. 
5 to 6 feet. 

5.00 
1.00 

.75 

.50 

Elegant species with a silvery white effect of leaf and 
branch. A noble tree. 

TILIA PETIOLARIS VAR. PENDULA. 
A form of the above with slightly drooping branches. 

TILIA DASYSTYLA (Crimean Linden). 
Shapely habit, heart-shaped glossy-green 

smooth reddish-yellow bark. This linden is 
finest trees for a lawn or street tree 

leaves and 
one of the 

8 feet. 
6 feet. 
8 feet. 
6 feet. 
5 feet. 

10 to 12 feet. 
8 to 10 feet. 
6 to 8 feet. 
5 to 6 feet. 

6 to 
5 to 
6 to 
5 to 
4 to 

TILIA PLATYPHYLLOS (European Lime). 10 to 12 feet. 
Broad-leaved linden or lime of Europe. 6 to 8 feet. 

5 to 6 feet. 
4 to 6 feet. A VULGARIS (European small leaf Lime) . 

TULIP TREE, see Liriodendron. 
TUPELO, see Nyssa. 
ULMUS AMERICANA (White Elm).Specimens, 15 to 30 feet, $3.00 to 

Too well-known to need description. We believe the 12 to 15 feet, 
beetle which has been destructive to the foliage in the 10 to 12 feet 
East will not continue to be a serious pest; in fact, it has 8 to 10 feet, 
disappeared in some sections where it was a few years 6 to 8 feet, 
ago very abundant. No other tree forms such fine ave¬ 
nues and its free use for this purpose should be encour¬ 
aged. 

ULMUS SCABRA VAR. PENDULA. ... Specimens, 6 to 7 feet, $1.50 to 
WALNUT, see Tuglans. 
WILLOW, see Salix. 
XANTHOXYLUM AMEPICANUM (Prickly Ash). 4 to 6 feet. 
YELLOW WOOD, see Cladrastis. 

2.00 17.50 
1.50 12.50 | 

5.00 
1.50 12.50 
1.0.) 8.00 

.75 6.00 

.50 4.00 

3.00 
1.50 12.50 

.75 6.00 

2.50 
1.50 12.50 
1.25 | 9.00 
2.00 
1.50 12.50 

.75 6.00 
1.75 - 15,00 
1.00 8.00 

.50 4.00 
2.50 
1.75 I5.no 
1.25 10.00 

.75 6.00 
2.50 
1.50 12.50 
.75 6.00 
.50 3.50 

25.00 
2.50 20.00 
1.50 12.50 
1.00 8.00 

.50 4.00 

5.00 

.75 6.00 

30.00 

i_- 
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gvergreen Crees. 

AN observer will quickly note the importance of Evergreen Trees in the landscape. Their 
forms are strong in outline and the color and texture of their foliage is rich and 
beautiful. It is, however, in the winter season that their charms are most conspicu¬ 

ously displayed. At this season the dark rich greens and bronzes of their foliage lend a 
richness to the landscape and so often form a delightful background for the gray trunks 
and branches of other trees which stand out in bold relief, or perhaps a clump of richly 
colored berry-laden bushes which owe much of. their effectiveness to such a background. 

Again, Evergreens if properly used can be made to serve for a windbreak, very much 
modifying the effects of extreme cold and the force of the wind, consideration for bleak sit¬ 
uations, combining opportunities for beauty and economy. 

We have a fine lot of Evergreens; all have been transplanted and have a splendid 
system of roots. All possible care will be taken to dig carefully and avoid any exposure, for 
we know full well that exposure of the roots of evergreens is dangerous. 

Prices here noted are for carefully grown stock, in most instances so as to develop the 
individual characteristics of each plant. We also have a fine lot of specially trained speci¬ 
mens, so trimmed as to create quite formal effects. The prices of these trained specimens 
will depend upon the merit of each individual plant, and we will gladly quote prices when 
requested. 

EVERGREEN TREES. 
j Per 

Each. I 10. 
Per 
100. 

ABIES BALSAMEA (American Balsam Fir) . 12 to 15 inches. 
8 to 12 inches. 

ABIES CEPHALONICA (Mt. Enos Fir).Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $1.50 to 
Tall evergreen of fine form. 1 to 2 feet. 

ABIES CONCOLOR, (White Fir), see page 15. 
24 to 30 inches. 
18 to 24 inches. 
15 to 18 inches. 
12 to 15 inches. 

ABIES CONCOLOR, VAR. VIOLACAE. Specimens, 2)4 feet to 4 feet, $3.00 to 
»rttA variety with deep blue color and very long needles. 
ABIES NORDMANNIANA (Nordman’s Fir). 

Specimens, 5 to 8 feet, $3.00 to 
Lustrous deep green foliage and symmetrical form. 18 to 24 inches. 

One of the best of the silver firs. 12 to 18 inches. 
_ 8 to 12 inches. 

ab^lS PICEA (European Fir).Specimens, 5 to S feet, $3.00 to 
auttA s2, Anown as Silver European Fir. 
ADnon PINSAPO (Spanish Fir). 10 to 15 inches. 
Rai see Thuya. also Hedge Plants. 
^LSAM FIR, see Abies. 

BIOTA SPRUtE’ ^P‘cea Pungens), also see page 15. 

CEDAR, MerZn see Juniper. r/ , „ . SPECIAL NOTE. 
C af following Ckamaecyparis are generally known as Retinispora or Japan 
<hn e.Sf • ^,ey ar" from Japan of moilerate growth and some of them so 
a >?r- 1 >! their nature as to never grew to be more than 2 or j feet tall. 

Pey.f Ctly hardy, and for grouping, where a mass of low evergreen 

®A^EC^i^TuSA^ii Cypress). 
. . Specimens, 3 to 5 feet, $2.00 to 

'erT beautiful species of evergreen of refined appear- 2 to 3 feet. 
T],_ hrnealHm s'ze, remaining green through the winter. 1 to 2 feet. 
t,,r„ °"0Wln,S are all very desirable and adapted to pic- 6 to 12 inches. 

CHA\?lr™?5d formal Planting. 
chamaECYPARIS OBTUSA VAR. AUREA. 

Specimens, 2 to 4 feet, $2.00 to 
CHAM A above but the foliage is a rich yellow. 1 to 2 feet. 

Tnif.PAR.TS OBTUSA VAR. LYCOPODIODIES. 18 to 24 inches. 
°im with a rich green moss-like effect. 12 to IS inches. 

$0.50 $4.00 
.25 2.25 

3.00 
.75 6.00 

2.50 
2.00 17.50 
1.50 12.50 
1.00 7.50 
5.00 

20.00 
1.50 
1.00 8.66 

.75 6.00 
$10.00 

.50 4.00 

10.00 
1.50 12.50 
1.00 7.50 

.75 6.00 

10.00 
1.00 8.66 
1.50 12.50 
1.00 7.50 

$50.00 
40.00 

FOR special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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EVERGREEN TREES. 

CHAMAECYPARIS OBTUSA VAR. NANA. .Specimens, 2 to 4 feet, $3.00 to 
The gem of the lot; compact form and deep green foil- 18 to 24 inches, 

age. This is the form the Japanese use in creating their 12 to 18 inches 
famous dwarfs (chabo-hiba). Imported and nursery 8 to 12 inches, 
grown. All interesting and some of great age. 

CHAMAECYPARIS OBTUSA VAR. NANA AUREA. 18 to 23 inches. 
Like the preceding except that the foliage is light 15 to 18 inches, 

green tipped with golden. 12 to 15 inches. 
8 to 12 inches. 

CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA (Sawara Cypress). 18 to 24 inches. 
The pea-fruited species of the Japan Cypress. 12 to 18 inches. 

8 to 12 inches. 
CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA VAR. AUREA. 2 to 3 feet. 

Golden form of Pisifera, foliage light green tipped with 12 to 15 inches, 
golden yellow. 8 to 12 inches 

CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA VAR. NANA VARIE- 
GATA ...;... 12 to: 18 inches. 

A very dwarf form with a mixture of white variegation. 4 to 6 inches 
CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA VAR. FILIFERA. '5 to 15 feet, $5.00 to 

Interesting form with thread-like branchlets, forming 3 to 4 feet, 
a shower-like effect of green. One of the best, developing 2 to 3 feet, 
rapidly into a beautiful plant. 1 to 2 feet 

CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA VAR. LEPTOCLADA... 10 to 12 inches! 
Dwarf and very distinct; bluish above, silvery beneath 8 to 10 inches 

CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA VAR. PLUMOSA 
(Plume-like) ... Specimens, 2 to 15 feet, $2.50 to 

Dwarf green form, very bushy and if trimmed, can be 18 to 24 inches, 
made almost any form. Very much used in formal garden 12 to 18 inches! 
work. 8 to 12 inches! 

6 to 8 inches. 
CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA VAR. PLUMOSA ARGENTEA. 

Specimens, 15 to 18 inches, $2.00 to 
Very like preceding, but even more compact. New 12 to 15 inches, 

growth silver tipped. 8 to 12 inches! 

CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA VAR. PLUMOSA AUREA.6 l° § lnches' 
Specimens, 2 to 15 feet, $2.50 to 

Similar to the two preceding forms, but with a rich 18 to 24 inches, 
warm golden foliage much more pronounced on the 12 to 18 inches 
growing tips. 8 to 12 inches! 

CHAMAECYPARIS PISIFERA VAR. SQUARROSA VEITCHII.mCheS 
. Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $1.50 to 

Charming form, with a compact, feathery growth of a 18 to 24 inches, 
bluish-green color, changing to rich bluish maroon in the 15 to 18 inches, 
winter. 12 to 15 inches 

CHAMAECYPARIS SPITAEROIDEA (White Cedar). 2 to 2)4 feet. 
1.oreresting native tree. Will thrive in very swampy 1 to 2 feet 

situations 
CYPRESS, see Chamaecyparis. 
DOUGLASS SPRUCE, see Pseudotsuga also page 15. 
FIR, see Abies. 
HEMLOCK, see Tsuga also page 15. 
HOLLY, see Ilex and Deciduous Shrubs. 
ILEX CRENATA, see Ilex in Evergreen Shrubs. 
ILEX OPACA, see Ilex in Evergreen Shrubs. 
JUNIPER, see Juniperus. 
JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS (Common Juniper). 

. Specimens, 3 to 8 feet, $2.50 to 
Our stock is grown from the form native in this vicinity 2 to 3 feet, 

which has a flat habit, making spreading bushes. Fine for 1 to 2 feet, 
sandy hillsides and for rock garden effects and fore- 6 to 12 inches, 
grounds. 

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS VAR. AUREA. 12 to 18 inches. 
Golden form of the above. 8 to 12 inches 

JUNIPERUS COMMUNIS VAR. HIBERNICA (Irish)... 2 to 3 feet. 
The well-known Irish Juniper, pyramidal in form and V/2 to 2 feet, 

of a striking silvery-gray foliage. 1 to 1)4 feet. 
JUNIPERUS CPIINENSIS (Chinese Tuniper), Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $2.00 to 

holiage light green; especially rich in the winter. 18 to 24 inches. 
12 to 18 inches. 

JUNIPERUS CPIINENSIS VAR. PROCUMBENS. 
. .. Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $1.50 to 

TTT,,T-Lrostrate f°rm> spreading. Fine for rockeries. 
JUNIPERUS JAPONICA. ....Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $2.50 to 

An interesting, low-growing form from Japan. 2 to 18 inches. 
_ 8 to 12 inches. 

JUNIPERUS MACROCARPA (Neaboriensis). 3 to 4 feet. 
Shrub-like and somewhat resembling our native red 2 to 3 feet, 

cedar. 1 to 2 feet 
JUNIPERUS SABINA VAR. PROSTRATA. 1 to 2 feet' 

Clings to the ground. Fine for rock gardening. 8 to 12 inches, 
JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA (Red Cedar) 

Collected Specimens, 8 to 20 feet, $3.00 to 
Nursery-grown Specimens, 4 to 6 feet, $1.50 to 

Well known for its striking form and beautiful color. 3 to 4 feet. 
In sections quite covering rocky and barren hillsides. 2 to 3 feet. 
Should be more used where naturalistic plantings are 1 to 2 feet, 
made. Use the large size and save waiting. 

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA VAR. GLAUCA . 5 to 6 feet. 
A silvery form of the preceding. 4 to 5 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 

2)4 to 3 feet. 
2 to 2)4 feet. 

PICEA ALBA (White Spruce) .Specimens, 4 to 6 feet, $3.00 to 
This fine compact native spruce resembles the well- 3 to 4 feet, 

known Norway Spruce in general appearance excepting 2 to 3 feet, 
that it is much more compact and a slower grower. It 1 to 2 feet, 
is also very much hardier, withstanding without injury 9 to 12 inches, 
even in the most exposed places, the severest winds. It 
makes a very nice specimen tree and is especially recom- 
mendable for hedges and windbreaks. 

$50.00 
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1.00 

.50 
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1.50 
1.00 

.75 
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5.00 
1.00 

.75 

.50 
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.50 
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17.50 
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6.00 
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4.00 
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15.00 
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3.50 I 

I 
17.50 | 
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'6.00 

12.50 

5.00 
3.50 
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6.00 
3.50 
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7.00 
5.00 
3.50 
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6.00 
4.00 
8.00 
3.50 

JUNIPERUS VIRGINIANA VAR. PENDULA. 
This variety has long gracefully drooping branche 

$1.00 

10.00 
i 

1.50 
1.00 7.50 

.50 3.50 

1.50 12.50 

1.00 7.50 

1.50 
1.00 9.00 

.75 6.00 

5.00 
1.50 

.75 6.00 

2.50 
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.75 6.00 
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.75 6.00 
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3.00 
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3.00 
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.25 2.00 
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Colorado bluk spruce. 

Native Hmerican Evergreens. 
THE following five Evergreens have become famous not only in our own country, but 

abroad, for their exquisite beauty. These Evergreens are perfectly suitable for planting 
throughout the east, doing much better than most of the European evergreens which 

have been so freely used in the past, and are likely to largely supercede them in the near 
future for general planting. They will thrive in almost any location where the ground is 
well drained and will stand the most severe exposure. 

Colorado Blue SpruCC—Picea Pungens. 
Perhaps the most popular evergreen now planted in the east and the demand, especially 

lor the blue specimens, is equal to the supply. We have a large stock of medium-sized 
trees, all several times transplanted and manv of them of very fine color. For prices see 
Picea Fungens, page 16 

KObTER’S COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE. A strain with the brightest blue color yet obtained. 
Introduced from Holland. For prices see Picea Puneein, page 16 

Beautiful 

Concolor Spruce —Abies Concolor. 
Another these beautiful spruces of rapid growth and undoubtedly withstands exposure 

to heat and drought better than any other evergreen. Its general appearance is so ^striking 
that it commands attention wherever planted and is universally admired. For prices see Abies 
loncolor, page 13. 

Douglas Spruce—Pseudotsuga Dougiasii. 
A graceful evergreen partaking somewhat of the character of our native hemlock in this 

espect. It is a most rapid grower, far exceeding the Norway Spruce. Where it is native 
torms immense forests and is an important timber tree. It succeeds splendidly m the 

as ern states and bids fair to supercede the Norway Spruce where quick effects are desired, 
l m,s general appearance is much more effective owing to its softer and more graceful 
„ It makes a fine specimen tree, or if planted in groups or as windbreaks it is also 

c lve* ^or prices see Pseudotsuga Dougiasii, page 17. 

CObite pine —Pirns Strobus. 
ho,,!?16 g,I?,n.'W. °I our native evergreens and esteemed even in Europe for its great 
kauv/' While it grows to be a large timber tree in time it is always beautiful from 
foliarro bhe smaH trees in the Nursery appeal to one with their soft pleasing green 
onnn f a- as they develop they are always graceful and effective and finally, where 
outlin*Umtji a?orc^sJ they assume in the grandeur of full development very characteristic 
either f’ -J a^so a valuable timber tree and many a hillside now of no special value 
velnn irf/ ltSr beauty or utility could be planted to white pines which would not onlv ae- 
Strobus p 3 *eature beauty but eventually represent a material asset. For prices see / mu* 

Hmerican Remlock— Tsuga Canadensis. 
Pendanti every°ne is familiar with the graceful beauty of our native hemlock. Its 
Verv few Janches and soft deep green foliage appeals favorably to us all. It is one 01 
teach its ven?reens that grows well in the shade of other trees; in fact, it often s^en?s , 
scape beautiful development under these conditions. For general lawn and a - 
As a snerir,111® tlls hemlock lends itself in -more ways than perhaps any other e^erS , ' 
We have T ?11’ ln groups or for free planting throughout a woodland it is always beautiful. 
Prices see stock of medium size plants and a fair supply of the larger sizes. or 

*suga Canadensis, page 17. 

p0R SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PACE. 
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EVERGREEN TREES. 

PICEA ALBA VAR. AUREA .Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $2.00 to 
Known as the Glory of Spruces, silvery, generously 12 to 18 inches, 

tipped yellow. 
PICEA BICOLOR (Alcock’s Spruce).Specimens, 2 to 6 feet, $2.50 to 

European species, leaves green above and silvery 18 to 21 inches, 
blue beneath. 12 to 18 inches. 

PICEA ENGHLMANNI. 18 to 24 inches. 
One of the best Rocky Mountain evergreens. Effect of 12 to 18 inches, 

the tree very striking. 8 to 12 inches 
PICEA EXCELSA (Norway Spruce).Specimens, 6 to 12 feet, $3.00 to 

Universally known and planted. Very rapid growth 5 to 6 feet, 
of a pleasing dark green. Makes a fine specimen and is 4 to 5 feet, 
valuable for wind-break purposes. It also makes a 3 to 4 feet, 
very compact hedge, especially where one more than ten 2 to 3 feet, 
feet high is desired. Even large specimens transplant with 1 to 2 feet, 
safety. Following are grafted varieties. 

PICEA EXCELSA VAR. AUREA.Specimens, 3 t 
With golden yellow foliage. 

PICEA EXCELSA VAR. COLUMNARIS. 
Develops into a column-like growth. 

PICEA EXCELSA VAR. CON1CA . 
Very compact. 

PICEA EXCELSA VAR. ELEGANTISSIMA PENDULA. 
Silvery white foliage beautifully disposed. 

Specimens, 3 t 
PICEA EXCELSA VAR. GLAUCA PUMILA. 
PICEA EXCELSA VAR. GREGORIANA... .Specimens, 1 t 

Forms very dwarf, round-headed plants, most unique. 
PICEA EXCELSA VAR. MINIMA GLAUCA. 

Another very dwarf form. 18 
PICEA EXCELSA VAR. PENDULA (Weeping). 

Specimens, 3 t 
Also known as inverta, foliage deep green and abun¬ 

dant, the form, however, is like the well-known weeping 
beech and makes a very striking tree. 

PICEA EXCELSA VAR. PY RAMI DALIS. 
Striking form of very rapid growth and upright habit. 

PICEA EXCELSA VAR. REMONTII. . 
PICEA NIGER (Black Spruce).Specimens, 2 t 

Native tree, variable in habit. Will thrive on wet soil. 
PICEA NIGRA VAR. PUMILA. 

Cushion-like, forming a compact mass of deep green. 
PICEA ORIENTALIS (Oriental Spruce).Specimens, 2 t 

A genuine gem among evergreens, but will probably 
never be freely offered by nurserymen, as it is of such 
slow growth while young that it is difficult to get the 12 to 15 inches, 
average purchaser to appreciate its true worth. 

PICEA PUNGENS (Colorado Blue Spruce), see page 15. 
Specimens, selected blue, 

6 to 10 inches, 

8 to 12 inches. 

Each. 

$4.00 
1.00 

15.00 
1.50 
1.00 
1.50 
1.00 

.75 
30.00 
2.50 
2.00 
1.50 
1.00 

.50 

V„er I 1<er 
10- I 100. 

$6.00 

12.50 
7.50 

7.50 
4.50 

22.50 
17.50 
12.50 

7.50 
4.00 

$4 

PICEA PUNGENS (Roster’s Blue Spruce). 
A strain, with the brightest blue cole 

Introduced from Holland. 

12 to 15 inches. 
10 to 12 inches, 
6 to 10 inches 

PINE, see Pinus, 
PINUS CEMBRA (Stone Pine).Specimens, 2 to 

Elegant pine of the White pine tribe with very sym- 1 
metrical habit while young. ' 
forming beautiful specimens. 8 to 12 inches. 

6 to 8 inches, 
> 8 feet, $3.00 tc 

3 to 4 feet, 
PINUS EXCELSA (Bhotan Pine).Specimens, 4 t 

Very rapid growing pine resembling the native white 
pine somewhat; the foliage, however, is very much 
longer. i to 2 feet. 

PINUS LARICIO VAR. AUSTRIACA (Austrian Pine). 

. . Specimens, 4 to 8 feet, $1.00 to 
Well known and much planted. Very rapid growth of 3 to 4 feet 

pleasing color. 2 to 3 feet. 

PINUS LARICIO VAR. COMPACTA NANA. 12 to finches! 

a impact cushion of green. 8 to 12 inches 
PINCJS MONTANA (Mountain Pine). 12 to 18 inches. 

Dwarf grower and very hardy. 
PINUS MONTANA VAR. MUGHUS.Specimens, 2 to 4 feet, $2.00 to 

One of the best dwarf pines; thrives well in almost any 18 to 24 inches, 
dry soil, and makes a very fine effect as a foreground 12 to 18 inches. 

g to 12 inches. 
PINUS PONDEROSA (Bull Pine). 2 to 3 feet. 

Sturdy and rapid grower. A Western species. 18 to 24 inches. 

PINUS RESINOSA (Noiway Pine). 2 to 3 feet. 

_TXT V,ery ornamental and extremely hardy. ' 1 to 2 feet. 
PINUS RIGID A (Pitch Pine).Specimens, 5 to 6 feet. 

r»iKn,o assumes very picturesque outlines. 
PINUS STROBUS (American White Pine), see page 15. 

Specimens, 5 to 8 feet, $2.00 to 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

. 12 to 18 inches. 
8 to 12 inches. 

. 6 to 8 inches. 
4 to 6 inches. 

. 10 to 12 inches. 
8 to 10 inches. 

PINUS STROBUS VAR. PARVIFLORA. 
Compact form of preceding. 

PINUS STROBUS VAR. BREVIFOLIA. 
m»rrtiwa/: compact, with short leaves. 
UNUS STROBUS VAR. UMBRACULIFERA 

Flat-topped bush, with short leaves. 
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EVERGREEN TREES. 

„ CTKnBUS VAR. NIVEA..... 2 to 3 feet. 
plNUS STR • ry bushy. . 1 to 2 feet. 

DWcvT VESTRIS (Scotch Pine).Specimens, 6 to 10 feet, $2.00 to 
plNUS iiivv uropean timber tree, very hardy and orna- 4 to 5 feet. 

Imp, Windbreaks of this pine, especially where ex- 3 to 4 feet. 
ment,a'• Lvere winds, are very satisfactory. 2 to 3 feet, 
posed to sevei 1 to 2 feet. 

cvtVFSTRIS VAR. BEUVRONNENSIS. 9 to 12 inches. 
PlNUS 0f the Scotch Pine; very attractive. 6 to 8 inches. 

ttPc'TyT VESTRIS VAR. GLOBOSA. 12 to 18 inches. 
plNUS a 1 l wjth a low, cushion-like shape. 8 to 12 inches. 
cciinOTSUGA DOUGLASIl (Douglas Spruce), see page 15. 

PSEUDO I suua 1/ 24 to 30 inches. 
20 to 24 inches. 
15 to 20 inches. 
12 to 15 inches. 

cc.innTSUGA DOUGLASIl GLAUCA.Specimens, 2)4 to 3 feet, $3.00 tc 
PS A garden variety of the above with very bluish foliage. 

(Umbrella Pine) # , 
SCIADOr Specimens, 3 to 5 feet, $5.00 tc 

ui. „re and perfectly hardy evergreen from Japan is 30 to 36 inches. 
-*• nlS . . _ . ,_In 4-Viio />niinfrv Tt si 1 wptre 94 SO irtoViAc 

now De 

attracts 
the " 

the eve bv its unique beauty. Its growth me c y J _'■ Anrlr o 

“lossy’"3 to 6 inches long, it gives a striking effect. 
SPRUCE, see Picea and Abies, and Hedge Plants, page 60. 

4 to 6 inches. 

L Densely furnished, 
are justly very popular. 

with dark green foliage, the Yews 3 to 4 feet 
are ,u3u, .w. ar. A splendid tub plant. 

TAXUS BACCATA VAR. GRACILIS PENDULA. 12 to 15 inches 
More prostrate than the preceding. . 

TAXUS CANADENSIS (American Yew).. 18 to 24 inches 
A native evergreen, very hardy, and is one of the few 12 to 18 inches 

that even prefers a shady situation. evergreens 

A rare and beautiful, low-growing evergreen from 
Japan. It is as hardy as an oak and remains a deep 
green through the winter, even where exposed to the 
sun and wind. It is a very slow grower. We have 6 to 8 inches, 
succeeded in getting up quite a large stock. 4 to 

THUYA JAPONICA (Thuyopsis Standishii).Specimens 
From Japan. Makes a very graceful tree. 

THUYA OCCIDENTALIS (American Arborvitae), also see 
Hedge Plants, page 60. (Specimens, carefully trained, 3 to 10 f 

Also known as White Cedar. All things considered 
this native evergreen and its numerous varieties are 
among our most useful evergreens. Very easy to trans¬ 
plant and thriving on a great variety of soils, they are 
naturally in very great demand. Our stock, especially in 
the small and medium sizes, is very large. 

THUYA OCCIDENTALIS VAR. COLUMBIA. 
Strong grower, silvery variegated foliage. 

THUYA OCCIDENTALIS VAR. COMPACTA. 
Very dwarf and cushion like. 

THUYA OCCIDENTALIS GEO. PEABODY. 
One of the best golden forms. 

THUYA OCCIDENTALIS VAR. GLOBOSA. 
Specimens, 2 ( 

Develops into globe-like head, quite dwarf. 

2 to 3 feet. 

8 to 12 inches. 

6 to 
4 to 

THUYA OCCIDENTALIS VAR. LUTEA. 
Ouite pyramidal with rich golden foliage. 

THUYA OCCIDENTALIS VAR. PLICATA. 
Low and spreading. 

THUYA OCCIDENTALIS VAR. PYRAMIDALIS. 
Specimens, 5 tc 

Pyramidal form, rich dark green foliage. Very useful 
where, a formal column of deep green is required. This 
form is also very desirable for hedges, as its habit is 

_TTI,such that very little trimming is required. 
THUYA OCCIDENTALIS VAR. WAREANA (Siberian). 

Specimens, 2 tc 
Compact and dense of foliage, the color remains quite 

a rich green throughout the year. One of the best. 

7HUn\PRIENTALIS (Oriental Arborvitae). 
Brilliant evergreens with close ascending branches of 

a fan-shaped appearance, so arranged as to give a com- 
TnPm*. r°undish effect to the plant. 
‘HUYA ORIENTALS vat? ft t 

8 to 12 inches 

4 feet, $2.50 tc 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet, 
1 to 2 feet 

8 to 12 inches. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

ORIENTALIS VAR. ELEGANTISSIMA. 12 to 15 inches. 
More upright and pyramidal, the tips of new growth 8 to 12 inches. 

T«i7cr7 br,lliant yellow, 
fSUGA CANADENSIS (Am. Hemlock) 

TSUGA CANADENSIS VAR. 

, see page 

ATROVIRENS. 

1 to 2 feet. 
8 to 12 inches, 

2 to 3 feet, 

6 to 

»r -- ■ • uivj v rruNL/ULin oy. 

st unique, brandies very drooping. 

C^TtOLIANA (Carolina Hemlock)... 
thar,aCetu* sP.ccies, perfectly hardy, and quite different 
Wl- !cvlri n,aJ*ve species. It resembles the Japan hem- 

ittp! V^eboldii) somewhat. ‘ 4 
.Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $2.00 to 

TS'UfA somewhat. 
V hookeriana . 
.^Beautiful hemlock from th 

2 to 3 feet. 

tsuga'SI^old’tT 

briJlf™ iTapan- This 

YEVseefcys .f°Hage 

Rocky Mountains. 

hemlock has slender branches and 
and is very rare. 

2 to 3 feet. 
V/2 to 2 feet. 
1 to 1 / feet. 

Bach. 
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Rhododendrons in generous masses many times present most wondrous gai den effects 

Broad Leaved Gvzrqrcen Shrubs. 
THIS class of shrub-like plants comprise some of our most beautiful and available mate¬ 

rial for garden planting. The expressive evergreen foliage can be arranged in such 
ways as to give an added charm. 

BROAD LEAVED EVERGREEN SHRUBS. 

10 to 12 inches, ANDROMEDA POLIFOLIA. 
Very dwarf, flowers pink in June. 

ANDROMEDA, see Pieris. 
ANDROMEDA, see Oxydendrum, Deciduous Trees 
AZALEA INDICA VAR. AMOENA. 15 to 18 inches. 

See page 25 for description. 99 to 15 inches. 
. „ T uHSumY; „ 8 to 12 inches. 

AZALEA INDICA VAR. HINODGIRI. 12 to 18 inches. 
See page 25 for description. 

AZALEA INDICA VAR. ZODAGAEVA. 12 to 18 inches. 
Seepage 25 for description. 

P AZALEAS, see Azaleas, Deciduous Shrubs, also see page 25. 
BAY TREES, see page 59. 
BOX, see Buxus. 
BUXUS SEMPER VIRENS VAR. Suffruticosa (Border Box) 

c 3 to 4 inches, per 1,000, $75.00 
Wf page 19 for illustration, 2 to 3 inches, per 1,000, 50.00 

ETivne -i- ■ , 1 to 2 inches, per 1,000, 25.00 
"UAUb. trained specimens, see page 59. 
BERBERIS AQUIFOLIUM (Mahonia).... Specimens, 2 to 2)4 feet, $0.75 to 

Holly-like leaves, yellow flowers in May. Handsome 18 to 24 inches, 
evergreen for shady places. 12 to 18 inches. 

^ 8 to 12 inches. 
riu»fi?-A§T,S5’r,see Deciduous Shrubs. 

DAPHNE CNEORUM (Hardy Sweet Daphne), see page 19. 
Extra bushy plants, 

Bushy plants, 

EUONYMUS RADICANS (Creeping Evergreen). 18 to 24 inches. 
Spreading or trailing evergreen with small leaves. Will 12 to 18 inches, 

also cling like an ivy (ITedera). This and its variegated 8 to 12 inches. 
UTTmnnrui.as a foreground evergreen plant. 6 to 8 inches. 
EUONYMUS RADICANS VAR. ERECTA.... .   12 to 18 inches. 
mT7^ivr\?vrrl5TlTogl!,t. ferm Preceding, broader foliage. 8 to 17 inches. 
EUONYMOUS RADICANS VAR. VARIED ATA.. 18 to 24 inches. 

form of the second above with beautifully white 12 to iS inches, 
margin to foliage. 8 t0 12 inches. 

OTHER EUONYMUS, see Deciduous Shrubs. ® t0 8 
see Deciduous Shrubs. 

ILEX CRENATA (Japan Holly) .Specimens, 2 to 3 feet 
ms is the now very much talked about evergreen ’ ' ~ 

shrub whose small, glossy folioge and compact habit is 
so attiactive. It appears to be very hardy, having stood 

our nuisery through the winter under very exposed 
conditions. 

ILEX AQUAFOLIA (English Holly). 
tt tjv rrr> a a. a. . Trained specimens in pots, 3 to 4 feet. $3.00 to 
1LLX OPACA (American ITolly) . 12 to 18 inches. 

f rn,S .interesting tree, whose branches are so freeiy used 8 to 12 inches, 
at Christmas time, is quite hardy in most sections of New 6 to 8 inches, 
ungland, and is especially happy in a sandy loam and 
withstands the exposure of the seashore. 

1 to 2 feet. 
6 to 10 inches. 

Each. 

0.25 

1.50 
1.00 

.75 
1.00 

1.00 

Per 
10. 

Per 
100. 

$2.00 

12.50 
9.00 | 
6.00 1 
8.00 I 

S.00 
1 

.75 

.50 

2.00 
.50 3.50 

.35 3.00 

.25 2.00 

1.00 7.50 

.50 | 4.00 

.25 2.00 

.50 4.50 

.35 3.00 

.25 2.00 1 

.20 1.50 

.50 3 50 | 

.25 2.00 1 

.50 4.5u 1 

.35 3.00 

.25 2.00 

.20 1.50 

3.00 20.00 

1.25 10.00 
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1 
5.00 1 .. 1 

1.00 
.75 6.00 
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i 
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FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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Sweet evergreen “pink Daphne" 
WE have succeeded in getting up a large stock of this rare evergreen hardy Daphne, 

which excels the arbutus for fragrance. It is a most beautiful evergreen, low-growing, 
spreading shrub, and in June, when in the glory of its first blooming (see illustra¬ 

tion), it would be hard to find its rival for beauty or fragrance. It blooms freely at intervals 
all summer, even late into the fall, and will grow almost anywhere, thriving best in full 
sunlight. Splendid for foreground work and rockeries, where good generous masses can be 
made to produce charming effects. Blcms freely the first season planted. 

For prices see page 18. 

BROAD-LEAVED EVERGREEN SHRUBS.—Continued. Each. 
lJer 
10. 

Per 
100. 

KALMIA LATIFOL1A (Mountain Laurel), see page 20. 
Bushy, 15 to 20 inches. $1.50 $12.00 

Well rooted collected plants with balls of earth. 3 to 4 feet. 1.00 7.50 50.00 
Special prices on car-load lots. 2 to 3 feet. .75 5.00 35.00 

1 to 2 feet. .50 3.50 25.00 
Nursery grown, 1 to 2 feet. 1.50 12.00 100.00 

LAURUS NOBLIS. Trained specimens, see page 59. 
LEUCOTHOE CATESBAEI . 1 to 2 feet. 
LAUREL, see Kalmia, page 20. 

.35 3.00 . 
MAHONIA, see Berberis. 
PACHYSANDRA TERMINAL1S, see Herbaceous Plants. 
RHODODENDRONS', see page 20. 20 to 24 inches. 1.75 15.00 135.00 

Hardy Hybrids. 15 to 20 inches. 1.25 10.00 90.00 
RHODODENDRON MAXIMUM (Rose-Bay), see page 20. 

Specimens, 2 to 10 feet, $2.00 to $25.00 each, according to size and 
shapeliness. 

Special prices on car-load lots. 20 to 24 inches. 1.50 12.50 100.00 
15 to 20 inches. .75 6.00 45.00 
12 to 15 inches. .50 4.00 25.00 

ROSE-BAY, see Rhododendrons. 

Old time Garden Box. 
There are possibilities offered by this inter¬ 

esting old plant that many are making the 

most of now-a-days. It has no rival where a 

low, close growth of a strictly evergreen na¬ 
ture is desired. Its pungent and agreeable 
fragrance is another charm of this “old fash¬ 
ion” favorite. Tor prices see page IS. 

These old-time gardens have a fascinating charm. 

for special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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RHODODENDRON EVERSTIANUM. 

Rhododendrons, 
I T is generally accepted that Rhododendrons are among the most beautiful and desirable 

garden plants that we have. The broad, massive, evergreen foliage and the enveloping 
masses of exquisite flowers during the season of bloom make them at once indispensable. 

JNamed Garden Varieties. 
These varieties have proved hardy at the Arnold Arboretum, Boston, Mass. 

Abraham Lincoln. A rich deep red. 
Delicatissimum. White, or rather blush, faintly edged pink. 
Everstianum. Rosy lilac, spotted and fringed. The freest flowering, hardiest and most 

satisfactory Rhododendron in cultivation. 
John Walter. Deep red, needs protection. 
Pictum. Blush pink. 
Roseum Elegans. Bright rose, an old and general favorite. 
Minnie. Blush white, spotted with chocolate.; distinct. 

For prices see page 19. 

Rhododendron Maximum (Rosebay or Great.Laurel.) 

This splendid evergreen shrub grows native as far north as Nova Scotia 
This species is very much at home where the shade of surrounding trees makes , j^o 
ful growing of many desirable shrubs impossible, which gives it an addition ' tj,s 
other plant can be used in generous masses more effectively along woodland c ossoming 
either in public parks or private estates, making a special feature during 
season. Also very valuable for massing about buildings. For prices see page 

Kalmta LatlfoUa (Mountain or American Laurel.) ^ ^ 

This is also a plant with a wide native range and in its own special field qui^ ^yy]e 
sirable as the preceding, leaves are more glossy and the blooms aie eq c ^reacheS 'its best 
this most desirable shrub thrives very well under the shade ot tree;s, . when used 
development where the location is more open. 1 his Laurel is m 
in generous masses. For prices see page 19. 

ountain Laurel offers splendid opportunities to the garden m 

JR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER 
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Tliunberg’s Japanese Barberry used as an informal hedge. |\ 

See foot of this page for prices. 

Deciduous flowering Shrubs. 
THE term shrub is usually applied to such forms of plants as are hardy and make perma¬ 

nent wood but do not assume the proportions of trees. This class of plants is most 
useful, their many graceful forms and attractive flowers and the many ways that they 

- - • ° • «• nr._x_ —1.__ xi--■•’'■^1° Where can be manipulated in the creation of attractive effects makes, them indispensable, 
space is too limited to allow for much tree planting, by the judic 
desirable results can be gained, and in developing a large landscap< 
is evident. There are a host of forms suitable for general planting. 

DECIDUOUS FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

ACACIA, see Deciduous Trees. 
ALMOND, see Prunus Amygdalus. 
ALTHEA, see Hibiscus. , 
AMORPHA FRUTICOSA (Indigo Shrub)... 6 to 8 feet. 

Medium size, flowers dark purple in spikes. 5 to 6 feet. 
’ 3 to 4 feet. 

ACANTHOPANAX PENTAPHYLLUM (Aralia Pentaphylla) 5 to 6 feet. 
Very graceful shrub, dark shining leaves. From 4 to 5 feet. 

Japan. 3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

ARALIA CHINENSIS (Hercules Club). 2 to 3 feet. 
Prickly stems, enormous compounded leaves often 1 to 2 feet. 

4 feet in diameter. Produces large clusters of creamy 
white blooms in August followed by black berries. 

ARALIA PENTAPHYLLA, see Acanthopanax. 
AZALEA, Evergreen Kinds, see pages 18 and 25. 
AZALEA GANDAVENSIS (Ghent) .Specimens, $2.00 to 

Named varieties bushy and well budded. 
For varieties see page 25. Less bushy and well budded. 

Assorted without names, well budded. 
AZALEA SINENSIS (Mollis).Specimens,$2.00 to 

Named varieties, bushy and well budded. 
For varieties see page 25. Less bushy and well budded. 

Assorted without names, budded. 
AZALEA NUDIFLORA .Bushy plants. 

Smaller plants. 
Our native pink Azalea or Honeysuckle; a very inter¬ 

esting native shrub, aud nursery grown plants transplant 
with success. 

BACCHARIS HALIMIFOLIA ....... 3 to 4 feet. 
A desirable shrub producing fluffy snow white silky 2 to 3 feet, 

iruit tufts in the late fall. Very desirable for seashore 
planting. 

see Berberis, also Evergreen Shrubs. 
rpd«SRY' Myrica. 

aouifolium, see Evergreen Shrubs. 
BLRBERIS ILICIFOLIA (Holly-Leaved Barberry). 2 to 3 feet. 

Une of the best almost evergreen shrubs. Leaves 12 to 15 inches. 
RFinSn holly and are brilliant in the Fall. f 
hERBERlS NEUBERTI,. 3 to 4 feet. 
RPDRcr^oesi’np- holly-like leaves. 1 to 2 feet. 

ERIS THUNBERGI, see Fledge Plants, page 60. _ 
A Specimens, 2 to 4 feet, $0./o to 
Another, fine addition to our list of shrubs. It is of IS to 24 inches, 
w growing habit, forming a compact growth seldom 15 to 18.inches. 
J,r *9Ur ^et. It makes a splendid' specimen, groups 12 to 15 inches., 

info , L°^er shrubs and as a hedge plant where a low 
be rma*_Yedge is required nothing can rival this bar- 

ry* lhe foliage until Autumn is a pleasing light 

their importance 

Per I Per 
Each. 10. 100. 

$1.50 
1.00 $7.50 $50.66 

.50 3.50 25.00 
1.00 7.00 40.00 

.75 5.00 30.00 
.50 3.50 25.00 
.35 3.00 20.00 
.50 4.00 
.35 3.00 

5.00 
1.50 12.50 100.00 
1.00 9.00 75.00 

.50 4.00 35.00 
5.00 
1.50 12.50 
1.00 9.00 75.00 

.50 4.00 35 00 

.75 6.00 

.35 3.00 20.00 

.50 4.00 . 

.35 3.00 . 

.75 6.00 

.50 3.50 

.75 6.00 

.35 2.50 

3.00 
.50 3.50 
.35 2.25 1S.00 

.25 1.75 15.00 

for special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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DECIDUOUS FLOWERING SHRUBS. 
Each. 

BARBERRY THUNBERGII—Continued. 
green, but as the frost. appears this barberry begins to 
take on deep amber green tints, slowly changing to the 
deepest crimson and finally to rich yellow, and as the 
foliage drops the crimson berries, which were before 
partially hidden from view, fairly rival the foliage in 
its former brilliancy. These berries remain on without 
withering throughout the winter, giving a very beauti¬ 
ful effect. Prices, see foot of preceding page. 

BERBERIS VULGARIS (Common Barberry) specimens, 5 to 7 feet, $1.00 to 
Familiar to all and is really one of the most useful and 3 to 4 feet, 

graceful shrubs. Foliage and fruit in the Fall very 2 to 3 feet, 
interesting. IS to 24 inches. 

12 to 18 inches. 
BERBERIS V'ULGARIS VAR. PUPUREA.Specimens, 4 to 7 feet, $1.00 to 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

A graceful upright-growing form of the common bar¬ 
berry with rich amber purple foliage which forms a strik¬ 
ing contrast with the green of most shrubs. Also is es¬ 
pecially effective when in flower, and again when the 
rich red fruits of autumn wreath the branches. 

BLACK ALDER, see Ilex 
CALLICARPA PUPUREA..'. 

Compact shrub producing showy blue fruit in the Fall 
disposed in clusters from the leaf axis. 

CALIFORNIA PRIVET, see Pledge Plants, page 60, also page 24. 
CA.LYCANTITUS FLORIDUS (Sweet Shrub). 

Specimens, 5 to 6 feet, $1.00 to 
Prized for its fragrant blooms. Is a desirable shrub for 4 to 5 feet, 

general planting. 3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

CARAGANA ARBORESCENS (Siberian Pea).1 to 2 feet. 
Light pea-green, locust-like foliage, yellow blooms in May. 

CARAGANA ARBORESCENS VAR. PENDULA. 
Weeping form of preceding. Specimens grafted 5 ft. high 

CEANOTHUS AMERICANUS (New Jersey Tea). Bushy 
plants . 

CEPHALANTHUS OCCIDENTALIS (Button Ball Bush) 
White ball-like bloom in July and August. 

CHAMAECERASUS, see Lonicera. 
CHIONANTHUS VIRGINIANA (White Fringe). 

Specimens, 5 to 7 feet, $1.00 to 
More properly a low-growing tree. Flowers white in 2 to 3 feet, 

drooping panicles. 1 to 2 feet. 
CLEMATIS STANS, see Herbaceous Plants. 
CLETHRA ALNIFOLIA (Sweet Pepper Bush). 18 to 24 inches. 

Medium-sized shrub, fragrant white blooms in terminal 12 to 18 inches, 
panicles in July and August. Grows well in partial 
shade, also where very swampy. 

COLUTEA ABORESCENS.Specimens, 6 to 8 feet, $1.00 to 
Strong growing, yellow and orange pea-like flowers, 

followed by peculiar flesh-colored pods. 
CORNUS ALTERNIFOLIA .Specimens, 4 to 6 feet, $0.75 to 

1 to 2 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

CORNUS AMONUM (Silky Dogwood) 
CORNUS ALBA VAR. SIBERICA (Red-Twigged Dogwood) 

The very much used shrub for solid red-twigged effects 
in the winter, is also a desirable shrub at other seasons. 
The blooms while not showy are quite graceful. Will 
thrive well on quite wet soil. 

CORNUS ALBA VAR. AUREA (Yellow-Twigged Dogwood) 
A very striking variety with bright yellow twigs which 

contrast effectively with the red-twigged type for winter 
effects. 

CORNUS ALBA VAR. SPAETHI (Golden Leaved). 
Dogwood with leaves broadly banded with golden yellow. 

CORNUS ALBA VAR. VARIEGATA. 
Similar to preceding, but leaves are bordered with white. 

CORNUS ALBA VAR. VARIEGATA ELEGANTISSIMA 
Similar to preceding but more decidedly variegated. 

5 to 7 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
1 to 2 l’eet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

CORNUS FLORIDA, see page 7. 
CORNUS MAS (Cornelian Cherry). 5 to 6 feet. 

I all shrub or small tree. Flowers before leaves, 3 to 5 feet, 
yellow; fruit scarlet and edible. 2 to 3 feet. 

CORYLUS MAXIMA VAR. PUPUREA.  2 to 3 feet. 
Broad-leaved hazel-nut with deep purple foliage like 1 to 2 feet, 

the purple beech in color. 
COTONIJASTER HORIZONTALIS.Bushy specimens, $0.75 to 

2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

Delightful low-growing or spreading shrub from Japan 
with small glossy foliage almost evergreen and bright 
red holly-like fruits. 

COTONEASTER MICROPPIYLLA. 1 to 2 feet. 
Like preceding, but smaller leaves. 

CRATAEGUS, see Deciduous Trees. 
CYDONIA JAPONICA (Japan Quince). 2 to 3 feet. 

Well-known shrubs with very early brilliant scarlet 1 to 2 feet 
blooms. It is also used for hedges. 

CYDONIA JAPONICA VAR. ALBA (White). 2 to 3 feet 
White form of preceding. 1 to 2 feet 

CYDONIA JAPONICA VAR. MAULEI. 3 to 4 feet 
Very free bloomer 2 to 3 feet 

CYTISUS PUPUREUS. 2 to 3 feet 
Very low-growing pea-like shrub, pink flowers in May. 1 to 2 feet 

DAPHNE CNEORUM, see page 19. 
DAPHNE MEZEREUM. 12 to 18 inches 

Blooms before leaves, pink, very fragrant. 8 to 12 inches 
DESMODIUM, see Herbaceous Plants. 
DEUTZIA SCABRA VAR. CANDIDISSIMA. . 

Specimens, 6 to 8 feet, $1.00 to 
Tall-growing shrub, showy double white flowers in 5 to 6 tee . 

July. From China and Japan. ^tooteet. 
DEUTZIA SCABRA VAR. FL. PL. ROSEA. Specimens, 6 to 7 feet, $1.00 to 

Like preceding, excepting flowers, which are double 5 to 6 tee . 
pink._ 4 to 5 feet. 

EUR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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deciduous flowering shrubs. 
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DEUTZIA SCABRA VAR. PRIDE OF ROCHESTER. 
Specimens, 5 to 6 feet, $1.00 to 

form of the tall Deutzia. Flowers 4 to 5 feet. 

5 to 6 feet. 

5 to 6 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 

Very beautiful 

.TdiT7b}eAWSCABRA VAR. WATERERI. 
PEUTZIA effective. 

t.ttt7UV SCABRA VAR. WELLSII. 
DEUIZiA . . {orrn. Quite distinct and graceful. 

a GRACILIS (Dwarf White).Specimens, 3 to 4 feet, $1.00 to 
DEUIZ A CTl)ar and desirable low-growing shrub. . 2 to 3 feet, 

vci; f f 18 inches to 2 feet. 
12 to 18 inches. 

.. 1 FMOINEII .Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $1.00 to 
DEUTZIA ^ cross between the well-known Deutzia Gracilis 18 to 24 inches. 

I*1 the species Parviflora. It retains much of the 12 to 18 inches. 
allcl f and shapely habit of Gracilis, but the flowers are 8 to 12 inches 
•n'Tarcer clusters and the individual blooms are also larg- 
r and of the purest white. It is a very great acquisition 

to the garden and can be used wherever the Gracilis 
would be suitable. 

nPlITZIA PARVIFLORA. 
^ Taller growing species than Gracilis; from China. 
DIEKVILLA (Weigela). 

The following six forms are various hybrids of the 
Ibecies Florida, grandiflora, Japonica and flonbunda. All 
are very desirable garden shrubs, of graceful habits, and 
inducing in the greatest profusion their attractive blooms m 
May and June, and many of them at intervals throughout 

DIERvTlLA HYBRIDA VAR, AMABILIS ALBA . 
White form and very beautiful. 

DIERVILLA HYBRIDA VAR. CANDIDA. 
Very desirable white variety, vigorous. 

DIERVILLA HYBRIDA VAR. EVA RATHKE. 
Dark red flowers, medium sized bush. 

DIERVILLA PIYBRIDA VAR. ROSEA. 
Moderately dwarf and bushy form, flowers a very light 

DIERVILLA HYBRIDA VAR. ROSEA VARIEGATA... 
Variegated-leaved form of the preceding. 

DIERVILLA HYBRIDA VAR. SIEBOLDII. 
A variegated-leaved form of robust habit and great 

fredom of bloom. 
DIRCA PALUSTRIS (Leather Wood)..... 

Interesting native shrub, grows well in the shade. 
DOGWOOD, see Cornus and page 7. 
ELDER, see Sambucus. 
ELEAGNUS UMBELLATA (Silver Thorn)....... 3 to 4 feet 

Effective, tall growing shrub with silvery foliage, spicy 2 to 3 feet, 
blooms and showy edible fruit late in the fall. 1 to 2 feet 

ELEAGNUS LONGIPES..Specimens, 4 to 6 feet, $1.00 to 
Medium sized shrub, conspicuous for its cherry-like 

fruits, ripening in July; showy and ed'ble. 
EUONYMUS ALATUS (Burning Bush)......Specimens, 3 to 4 feet, $2.00 to 

Very distinct shrub, branches conspicuously winged; 18 to 24 inches, 
foliage in fall intense crimson. Very rare and beautiful 12 to 18 inches, 
shrub. 

EUONYMUS AMERICANUS... 4 to 6 feet. 
Tall, tree-like, brilliant pendant fruits in fall. 3 to 4 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 
EUONYMUS OBOVATUS. 1 to 2 feet 
EUONYMUS EUROPEUS (Burning Bush). Specimens, 8 to 10 feet, $2.50 to 

5 to 7 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
5 to 6 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet 
1 to 2 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

Tall, tree-like, leaves 
abundant and showy. 

smaller; fruit clusters more 5 to 6 feet 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
3 to 4 feet 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

EUONYMUS NANUS (Linearis).. 
Handsome shrub for rockeries and slopes. Slender foli- 

age, and evergreen in protected locations. 
EXOCHORDA GRANDIFLORA (Pearl Shrub). 

Specimens, 5 to 7 feet, $2.50 to 
Tall shrub, of graceful habit, bearing profusion of 3 to 4 feet, 

showy, pearly-white bloms very early in the spring. 2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

IORSYthia INTERMEDIA (Hybrid).... Specimens, 5 to 7 feet, $1.00 to 
Hybrid garden form and extremely free blooming. 4 to 5 feet 

Une of the best early blooming shrubs. 3 to 4 feet 
r ' ‘ 2 to 3 feet. 

EST 1 HI A SLTSPENSA ..Specimens, 5 to 6 feet, $1.00 to 
, ^ ery useful shrub with a wealth of slender, vine-like 
oianches and profusion 01' golden bell-like blooms. Can 

e trained as a vine to a height of at least forty feet. 
forsythia FORTUNII 

Specimens, 5 to 
i*i 'v- shrub-like than the preceding, otherwise very 

ve it, and a most desirable shrub. 
More 

3 to 4 feet. 
•2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

SUSPENSA VAR. _ 
feet, $1.00 to 

4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

V Ti * VIRIDISSIMA (Golden Bell), Specimens, 5 to 7 feet, $1.00 tc 
afY.„le rl101s^ common of the Forsythias. Deep green foli- 4 to 5 feet. 

G! (IRC branchcs. 3 to 4 feet. 

'0LD|NF^LERs’eeSef ^ 
GOLDEN ELDFR Forsythia. 
GOLDEN SPIRAFA Sambucus. 
HAZEL-NIJT se? Physo carpus. 
HEDGE-PLANT? Corylus- c PLANTS, see page 60. 
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DECIDUOUS FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

4 to 6 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

very dwarf, single and of the purest 

HIBISCUS SYRIACUS (Althea or Rose of Sharon). 
This is a popular garden shrub. The type bears single 

rosy red flowers. The varieties listed are all very desir¬ 
able and cover a great range of coior and form, both 
.single and double. Flowers double unless otherwise noted. 
Tree formed specimen .4 to 6 feet, $0.75 to 

Varieties. 
BICOLOR, flower variegated rose and pink. 
BOULE DE FEU, violet red, well formed flowers. 
COMTE DE HAINAUT, good form, light pink. 
JEANNE D’ARC, new variety, fine foliage, blooms pure white. 
LUTEOLA PLENA, creamy white and double, quite dwarf. 
LEOPOLDII, flesh color and large, deeply-cut foliage. 
PAEONIAFLORA, rosy purple. 
PULCPIERRIMUS, deep rose 
TOTUS ALBUS SIMPLEX, 

white. 
SINGLE BLUE, large flowers of a pleasing shade of blue, quite 

a novelty in altheas. 
ST. CLAIR, light pink, rose at base. 
VARIEGATA, foliage variegoted. Flower buds deep crimson. 

HIPPOPHAE RHAMNOIDES (Sea Buckthorn). 18 to 24 inches. 
Shrub with whitish appearing leaves and bark. Does 12 to 18 inches, 

especially well at the seashore. 
HONEYSUCKLE, see Lonicera. 
HYDRANGEA ARBORESCENS. 

A native shrub which makes a very attractive plant 
with abundant showy panicles of bloom in June and July. 

HYDRANGEA HORTENSIS, see specimen plants, page 59. 
HYDRANGEA PANICULATA. 

Shrub erect, the flower heads stand upright. 
HYDRANGEA PANICULATA VAR. TARDIVA. 

Blooms several weeks after preceding, otherwise similar. 
HYDRANGEA PANICULATA VAR. GRANDIFLORA, see page 29. 

Specimens, 6 to 8 feet, very bushy, $2.00 to 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

Specimens grown to single stem with bushy tops,$1.00 to 
HYDRANGEA OUERCIFOLIA. 2 to 3 feet. 

Magnificent shrub native to Eastern United States, 18 to 24 inches, 
large bold foliage which turns brilliant red in the fall; rare. 12 to 18 inches. 

$1.00 
.75 
.50 
.35 

2.50 

$8.00 
5.00 
3.50 
2.50 

>35.00 
25.00 
17.50 

4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
3 to 4 feet 
2 to 3 feet. 

shrub, with showy yellow 
HYPERICUM AUREUM 

Desirable low growing 
blooms. July and August. 

ILEX SERRATA (Japan Black Alder), very rare. 

ILEX VERTICILLATA (Black Alder). 
Native shrub of great beauty, especially when in the 

glory of its autumn load of brilliant berries. 
INDIGO SHRUB, see Amorpha. 
ITEA VIRGINICA. 

3 to 4 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 
Low-growing shrub with glossy foliage and white termi- 18 to 24 inches! 

nal clusters of bloom, July, desirable 
JAPAN QUINCE, see Cydonia. 
JAMESIA AMERICANA. 

Low growing Rocky Mountain shrub, clusters of 
terminal white flowers in June. 

KERRIA JAPONICA (Globe Flower). 
Graceful shrub with deep green bark and ye'liow butter- 

___c'uP’I1ke blooms. Very desirable for grouping. 
KERRIA JAPONICA VAR. AUREA (new) ,P..g... 
KERRIA JAPONICA VAR. LACINATA (new) 
KERRIA JAPONICA VAR. FL. PL. (Double)... 

Form of the Kerria with quite double blooms resemb¬ 
ling smaU yellow roses. It is like all the Kerrias, fine for 
planting in groups, being especially attractive in the 
winter, when the graceful deep green branches contrast 

T^_ ^ W1*h their surroundings. 
KERRIA JAPONICA VAR. NANA VARIEGATA. 

Specimens, $0.75 to 

12 to 18 inches. 

24 to 30 inches. 
18 to 24 inches. 

2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

12 to 15 inches. 
12 to 15 inches. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

.35 

.25 

.75 

.50 
.35 

.75 

.50 

.75 

.50 

5.00 
1.00 | 

.75 | 

.50 | 
5.00 
1.50 

.75 

.50 

.50 

1.50 
.75 
.50 
.35 

.75 

.50 

.35 

.50 

.35 

.50 

.35 

.75 

.75 

.50 

.35 

2.50 
2.00 

20.00 
15.00 

65.00 
40.00 
25.00 

5.00 
3.50 
3.00 

3.50 
2.50 

4.50 
3.00 

4.50 
2.50 

25.00 

25.00 
20.00 

.50 
2.50 

Quite dwarf form of Kerria 
blooms single and yellow. 

with silvery-like foliage, 

KIGUSTRUM IBOTA (Chinese Privet). 
Very hardy shrub of upright habit and fragrant blooms. 

Much used for hedging, especially where the so-called 
California Privet does not endure the climate. 

18 to 24 inches. 
12 to 18 inches. 
8 to 12 inches 

5 to 6 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 

LIGUSTRUM IBOTA VAR. REGELIAN Uivi. 

r i r , Specimens, 2 to 3 feet, $1.00 to 
ctVoKi gu u Ul .fm °* preceding. One of our most de- 12 to 18 inches, 
sirable shrubs, either as a striking specimen or planted 

?ts graceful branches are just pendant 
I iniTQTDinvf r\\r.Y16 Pant a most effective appearance. 

pS£Un 0V£L,F0LIUM (California Privet), see Hedge 
Plants, page 60. per 1,000. 

hed^e ii,. ncT, m universal demand as a 4 to 5 feet, 
nniif i 1 , W!U SJ0W everywhere, even in 3 to 4 feet, 

„ ® shady location, m a crowded city atmos- 30 to 36 inches, 
hatWI -ST u seashore where it is occasionally 24 to 30 inches, 
dl- ,5,7 spraJ,’ hb°ut as well as under or- 18 to 24 inches, 
dinary conditions. The leaves are bright glossy 
fnY =r?dld alrrjost evergreen. Transplants without 
L and.can he trimmed into any desired shape, 

fwentwY’Y t. 0neij°?t °J grown to a height of 
fid n Lt WIVWOuId be hard t0 find a more use- 
i.’Hplant' We have an immense stock of it, antici- 
K?"? a continued demand. “How to Plant a 
Ask for 1S a speeial circular we send out. 

$75.00 
60.00 
40.00 
35.00 
30.00 

15.00 

25.00 
17.50 

.25 1.75 12.00 

2.00 
.50 ' 3.50 25! 00 
.35 2.50 17.50 
.25 1.75 12.00 
.50 3.50 25.00 
.35 2.50 20.00 
.25 1.75 12.00 

3.00 
.50 ’ 3.50 so 66 

.30 2.50 

.25 2.00 

.20 1.50 

.15 1.00 

.10 .75 

15.00 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
5.00 

My plants which came from you last spring were very satisfactory in sue of 
p ants and. the fine condition in ■which they reached me" etc. 

FUK SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PACE. 
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Azalea Sinensis or Mollis, showing what a mass of blooms it Presents at the blooming season. 

Hz&Was, Fnrdy Garden Varieties. 
AZALEAS thrive in ordinary garden soil and are especially attractive when planted in 

groups, either by themselves or as the foreground for groups of Rhododendrons. 
Either as a garden shrub or for naturalizing in picturesque woodland landscapes, we- 

nave no material more useful. The flowers are borne in clusters and quite envelop the 
plants with their masses of striking colors. The range of color is very great, from the rich¬ 
est crimson to pure white, brilliarft yellow and clear pink, in fact, few classes of plants 
give a greater range of colors. 

Hzalea Gandavensu or Ghent Hzaleas. 
For prices see page 21. 

nf ,Ple?-e are £ai"den hybrid Azaleas of bushy form producing in June a great profusion 
0 dazzling bloom ranging from white to the deepest crimson through all possible shades, 

orange, scarlet, pink and red. 

Bouquet de Flore. Soft pin 
rwmita Speciosa. Clear . 
baviesi. pure white. 
Dehcata Nova. Pink. 

‘Varieties. 
Gloria Mundi. Clear orange. 
Ignaea Nova. Violet red. 
Prince Henry des PaysBas. Carmine. 
Sang de Gentbrugge. Carmine. 

Rzalca Sinensis. (Mollis or Chinese AzaleaC) 

. For prices see page 21. 

smallefpi kusl*y 'n habit of growth; blooming with greatest profusion even when quite 
yellow °.wennil before the leaves appear; the effect of a planting, where the various colors, 

' salm°n red, orange and white, are blended, is most striking. 

'ba°pfeenaaOHllee; Bright red' r °dorata. White. 
onstant de Rebecque. Yello 

zalea Indica 

Varieties. 
Bouquet d'Orange. Orange. 
Mad. Caroline Legrelle d'Hanis. Dark red. 
Willem 111. Bright red. 

mud'"11!03, Var' Amoe"a. For prices see page 21. The now popular evergreen .sort so 
Color a border to Rhododendron beds, blooms in greatest profusion in May. 

zalea I a- r clareL 
duceT flCa Val"' blinodgiri. For prices see page 21. Similar to the above in habit but pro- 

2alea lndirlVerS °t a brilliant orange red. 
blooms = var- Zodagaeve. For prices see page 21. Similar to the two preceding, but the 

ooms are double bright lilac. 
zaleae Nudifm^rec.aza,e.as are fr™ Japan and prove to be quite hardy and very desirable. 

a* tor prices see page 21. 

FOR special discounts see inside front cover pace. 
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DECIDUOUS FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

LIGUSTRUM OVA LI FOLIUM VARIEGATA...  3 to 4 feet. 
A form of California Privet with beautifully variegated 2 to 3 feet, 

leaves 
LIGUSTRUM VULGARIS (English Privet or Prim). 3 to 4 feet. 

This is the “Prim” of the English gardens. Is a very 2 to 3 feet, 

desirable shrub and very hardy. 1 to 2 feet. 
LILAC, see Syringa and Hedge Plants, page 60. 
LONICERA SPIN USA (Albert s Honeysuckle). 15 to 18 inches. 

Low shrub with trailing branches, leaves bluish green, 12 to 15 inches, 
blooms very fragrant and in May; fine for rockeries, etc. 10 to 12 inches. 

LONICERA FRAGRANTlSSliVLA.Specimens, 6 to 8 feet, $1.50 to 
Very useful shrub of vigorous growth, almost ever- 5 to G feet, 

green. Makes a very effective hedge. 4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

LONICERA STANDISHI.•... 
Almost evergreen; blooms very early, and fragrant. 3 to 4 feet. 

LONICERA TAT A RICA (Tatarian Bush Honeysuckle). 
Specimens, 6 to 7 feet, $1.00 to 

Well-known bush Honeysuckle, desirable shrub of up- 3 to 4 feet, 
right growth. Fruit red and ornamental; in late summer. 2 to 3 feet. 

1 to 2 feet. 

LONICERA TATARICA VAR. GRANDIFLORA ROSEA 3 to 4 feet. 
Form of preceding, more showy flower. 1 to 2 feet. 

MYRICA CERLFERA (Bayberry).. .Collected specimens, 3 to 6 feet, $0.50 to 
Very useful for sandy places and near the sea as well 

as for general landscape work. Its dwarf habit, glossy, 
almost evergreen leaves ana blue berries are all features 
of beauty with this plant. Special prices for car-load 
lots of collected plants. 

NEILLIA OPULIFOLIUS (Spiraea), see Physocarpus. 
PAEONIA MOUTAN (Japan Tree Paeonia), see page 49. 
PHILADELPHUS CORONARIUS (Sweet Syringo.)...... 18 to 24 inches. 

An old garden favorite, its sweet flowers and associa- 12 to 18 inches, 

tions making it dear to many. 
PHILADELPI-IUS CORONARIUS VAR. AUREA. 2 to 3 feet. 

Very like preceding, and has bright golden foliage. 1 to 2 feet. 
PHILADELPHUS CORONARIUS VAR. NANUS (Dwarf). 12 to 18 inches. 

Dwarf form of the two preceding, making cushion-like 8 to 12 inches, 

tufts of foliage. 
PHILADELPHUS FIYBRIDA VAR. GRANDIFLORUS. 

Specimens, 6 to 10 feet, $1.50 to 
Favorite old garden form, often, growing 18 to 20 feet 5 to 6 feet, 

tall. Large, showy white blooms; not very fragrant. 4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 

PHILADELPPIUS HYBRIDA VAR. NIVALIS. 
Specimens, 6 to 8 feet, $1.00 to 

Syringo; with pure white flower quite to center; fragrant. 4 to 5 feet. 

PHILADELPHUS HYBRIDA VAR. SPECIOSISSIMUS. 
Specimens, 5 to 7 feet, $1.00 to 

One of the best syringos, growing 6 to 10 feet, branch- 4 to 5 feet, 
ing freely and producing great wreaths of fragrant white 3 to 4 feet, 
blooms with rich orange centers. 2 to 3 feet. 

PHILADELPHUS HYBRIDA LEMOINII. 
This is another of Mr. Lemoine’s triumphs as a 

hybridist. It retains all the fragrance and freedom 
of the old sweet syringo but is far more graceful, the 18 to 24 inches, 
foliage is more glossy and of more delicate form. 12 to 18 inches. 
The flowers are produced in great profusion and in the 
graceful manner of the old Mock Orange on a smaller 
scale of growth. We believe that this is one of the 
new shrubs which is bound to become popular. 

PHILADELPHUS HYBRIDA VAR. LEMOINEII MT. 

BLANC . 
A veritable ball of white flowers; double. 

PHILADELPHUS HYBRIDA VAR. LEMOINEII CAN¬ 
DELABRA . 

Branches gracefully bend under the weight of their 
blooms. 

PHILADELPHUS MICROPHYLLUS. 
Dwarf species, seldom growing more than three feet 12 to 18 inches, 

high, flowers white, glossv foliage. 
PHYSOCARPUS OPULIFOLIUS (Ninebark or Spiraea).. 

Sometimes classed under Spiraea. Strong-growing 
shrub; does quite well in shady locations. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 

PHYSOCARPUS OPULIFOLIUS VAR. 

Gdlden-leaved form of preceding, 
ing strong color effects in gardens. 

5 to 7 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

AUREA. 
Specimens, 7 to 8 feet, $1.00 to 

Very useful in creat- 

PIERTS MARTANA (ANDROMEDA) (Stagger Bush). 
PRIVET, see Ligustrum. 

PRUNUS AMYGDALUS (Pink Flowering Almond). 
Well-known early dwarf Almond with clear pink dou¬ 

ble flowers forming wreaths on the stems. 
PRUNUS AMYGDALUS VAR. ALBA (Flowering Almond). 

•White form of preceding. 

5 to 6 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

QUINCE Glowering), see Cydonia. 
RHODOTYPOS KERRIOIDES.Specimens, 4 to 6 feet, $1.00 to 

Effective shrub bearing pure white flowers in May. 0 *" A 
RHUS AROMATICA (Fragrant Sumach). 

Low spreading shrub with glossy, aromatic foliage. 

3 to 4 feet 
3 to 4 feet 
2 to 3 feet 

18 to 24 inches 
12 to 18 inches 

2 to 3 feet 
1 to 2 feet 

RHUS COPALLINA (Shining Sumach).. 
Beautiful native shrub, glossy foliage, and the foliage i 

the fall is very brilliant. . 
RHUS COTINUS (Smoke Tree).Specimens, 5 to 8 feet, $1.50 to 

Well-known tree-like shrub, profusely plumed with its 4 to 5 tee - 
feathery flower stems. Gives a very pleasant effect. 3 to 4 tee - 

K 2 to 3 feet. 

1.50 
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MME. LEMOINE 

is a splendid double white lilac, with enor- 

mous trusses. 

Garden Lilacs. 
THE rapid strides which have been 

made in the improvement of the 

Lilac by a number of persistent 

specialists is truly wonderful. European 

firms offer several hundred varieties and 

about all of them have been thoroughly 

tried at the Arnold Aboretum at Boston, 

as well as a number of other places in 

this country, and we believe the follow¬ 

ing list will be found to contain the 

cream of the new varieties. You will 

note in these brief descriptions what a 

wide range of color and form there now 

is to select from. 

Alphonse Lavalle. Double. Very large panicle, beautiful blue, shaded violet. Sizes, 12 to 

18 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2 to 3 feet, 3 to 4 feet. 

Dr. Stockhardt. Single, deep wine red. Sizes, 18 to 24 inches, 3 to 4 feet, 4 to 5 feet. 

Languis. A single lilac which blossoms quite late. Panicle large; individual flowers medium, 

rosy lilac; a distinct shade. Sizes, 12 to 18 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2 to 3 feet, 3 to 4 feet. 

Marie Legray. Large panicles of white flowers. Valuable for forcing. The finest white 

lilac. Sizes, 12 to 18 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2 to 3 feet, 3 to 4 feet, 4 to 5 feet. 

Mme. Lemoine. Double and of the purest white. We consider it the best double white. 

Sizes, 12 to 18 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2 to 3 feet, 3 to 4 feet, 4 to 5 feet. 

President Grevy. Double, light blue, very large truss. Sizes 2 to 3 ft., 3 to 4 ft., 4 to 5 ft. 

Pyramidalis. Enormous clusters of large double flowers of the typical lilac color. Sizes, 

12 to 18 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2 to 3 feet, 3 to 4 feet. 

Renoncule. Double, reddish lilac. Sizes, 12 to 18 inches, 18 to 24 inches, 2 to 3 feet. 

For prices see page 30. 

For the old Purple and White Lilacs and other species of Lilacs see Syringa, on page 30. 

illustration of lilac Marie Legray gives a very good idea of the great freedom of bloom 

and the enormous size of the truss of these new lilacs. 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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DECIDUOUS FLOWERINO SHRUBS. 

RFTTIS r,I ABBA VAR. LACINIATA (Cut-leaved Sumach) 2 to 3 feet. 
Quite a fern-like appearing form and very effective as a 1 to 2 feet. 

foreground plant in shrub masses. stn 4 feet 
rxjijc SEMIALAIA (Japan Sumach).... 3 to 4 teet. 

A very rare and beautiful tree-like form from japan. 2 to 3 feet. 
The true form is difficult to procure. 1 to 2 feet. 

RHUS TYPH1NA VAR. LACINIATA (New), see page 29. a to t feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

RISES AUREUM (Yellow Flowering Currant).• • ■ • 3 to 4 feet. 
Favorite old shrub with spicy pendant flowers. Our 2 to 3 feet, 

plants also produce large and quite edible fruit. 
ROSE, see pages 54-58. 
ROSE ACACIA, see Deciduous Irees. _ . 
RUBUS DEE! Cl OS US.•■■••••. 2 to 3 feet. 

Rocky Mountain Raspberry with pure white flowers 
and interesting foliage. , , . , . 

SAMBUCUS CANADENSIS (American Elder)............. ito 5 feet. 
Native plant. Very useful shrub, especially for plant- 3 to 4 feet, 

ing on moist ground. ? to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

SAMBUCUS CANADENSIS VAR. LACINIATA (New) 2 to 3 leet. 
A very beautiful variety with graceful fern-like foliage. 1 to 2 feet. 

SAMBUCUS CANADENSIS VAR. A UREA (Golden Elder) 5 to 7 feet. 
A popular golden-foliaged form of preceding. 4 to 5 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

SAMBUCUS RACEMOSA FL. PL. (Double White Euro¬ 
pean Elder). 4 to 5 feet. 

A rapid growing shrub. 3 to 4 feel. 
2 to 3 feet. 

SILVER THORN, see Eleagnus. 
SMOKE-TREE, see Rhus Cotinus. 
SNOWBALL, see Viburnum. 
SNOWBERRY, see Symphoricarpus. 
SORBARIA SORBIFOLIA (Spiraea)... 2 to 3 feet. 

Graceful, rapid growing shrub with sumach-like leaves 1 to 2 feet, 
and terminal clusters of showy white blossoms in July. 

S'ORBUS ARBUTIFOLIA (Red Chokeberry). 1 to 2 feet. 
Graceful low growing shrub, brilliant autumn foliage. 

SPIRAEA A LB 1 FLORA (Japcnica Alba)....Specimens, 2 to 3 feet. 
Quite low growing and bushy, white panicles of bloom 

in July and August. 
SPIRAEA ARGUTA. 4 to 5 feet. 

One of the best of the Spiraeas of recent introduction. 3 to 4 feet. 
Resembles Thunbergi, but is taller and leaves broader. 2 to 3 feet. 

SPIRAEA BULLATA (Crispifolia). 1 to 2 feet. 
Very dwarf, crinkled dark green foliage; flowers deep rosy pink. 

SPIRAEA BUMALDA.Specimens, 3 to 4 feet, $1.00 to 
Another dwarf bushy type with rosy pink terminal 

flower heads, blooms all sun.mer. 
SPIRAEA BUMALDA VAR. A. WATERER. Specimens, 3 to 4 feet, $1.00 to 

New form of preceding with very deep red blooms. 2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

8 to 12 inches. 
SPIRAEA SORBIFOLIA, see Sorbaria. 
SPIRAEA CANTON TENS IS (Reeveaii).Specimens, 3 to 4 feet, $1.00 to 

Medium size and very bushy, is one of the best of the 2 to 3 feet, 
spiraeas but should have a protected location. 1 to 2 feet. 

SPIRAEA CANTONIENSIS (Reevesii) fl. pi. 2 to 3 feet. 
Beautiful double form of preceding. 1 to 2 feet. 

SPIRAEA JAPONICA (Callosa)._. 3 to 4 feet. 
Purplish foliage while young, flowers rosy pink in July 2 to 3 feet, 

and August. 
SPIRAEA OPULIFOL1US, see Physocarpus. 
SPIRAEA PRUNI FOLIA (Plum-Leaved)... .Specimens, 4 to 5 feet, $1.00 to 
SPIRAEA PRUNIFOLIA VAR. FL. PL. (Bridal Wreath). 

Specimens. 4 to 6 feet, $1.00 to 
Usually known as Bridal Wreath. A fine old garden 3 to 4 feet, 

shrub. 2 to 3 feet. 
SPIRAEA THUNBERGI.Specimens, 4 to 6 feet, $1.00 to 

Charming spiraea with graceful form and abundant 3 to 4 feet, 
bloom. Its delicate foliage turns quite brilliant in the 2 to 3 feet, 
fall. 1 to 2 feet. 

SPIRAEA TOMENTOSA VAR. ALBA. 3 to 4 feet. 
A white form of our native Hardback. 2 to 3 feet. 

SPIRAEA VAN HOUTEI.Specimens, 4 to 7 feet, $1.00 to 
Perhaps the most beautiful of all the spiraeas, both in 3 to 4 feet, 

leaf and in bloom. Form is graceful and (he blooms 2 to 3 feet, 
quite envelop it in white about Decoration Day time. 1 to 2 feet. 

STAPHYLEA COLCFIICA (Bladder Nut) 3 to 4 feet. 
Vigorous growth; flowers white m May and Tune. 

STEPHANANDRA FLEXUOSA . Specimens, 3 to 4 feet,$1.00 to 
Small shrub, foliage deeply toothed; graceful, pendant 2 to 3 feet, 

branches 1 to 2 feet. 
ST. JOHNSWORTH, see Hypericum. 
STRAWBERRY SHRUB, see Calycanthus. 
STUARTIA PENTAGYNA ;. 4 to 6 feet. 

A beautiful native shrub with creamy white flowers 3 to 4 feet, 
in August. Handsome habit and foliage. 2 to 3 feet. 

SUMACH, see Rhus. 
SUMACH, CUT-LEAVED, see page 29. 
SWEET SHRUB, see Calycanthus. 
SYMPHORICARPUS RACEMOSA (Sr.owberry). 

Slender shrub, bearing clusters of waxy white fruits 3 to 4 feet. 
..late in the fall. Grows well in partial shade. 2 to 3 feet. 
SYMPHORICARPUS VULGARIS (Indian Currant). 4 to 5 feet. 

Graceful shrub, bearing long wreaths of coral red 3 to 4 feet, 
berries which remain on well into the winter. Very 2 to 3 feet. 

^"r P'antmg under the shade of other shrubs. 
SYMPHORICARPUS VULGARIS VAR. VARIEGATA.. 3 to 4 feet. 

Form of preceding with variegated foliage. 2 to 3 feet. 

Each. 
lJer 
10. 

AJer 
100. 

$0.50 
.35 $2.50 $20.00 

1.00 
.75 6.00 
.50 

1.00 
4.00 
8.00 

35.00 
75.00 .75 6.00 50.00 .50 3.50 25.00 

.35 2.00 15.00 

.75 6.00 

.50 3.50 

.50 4.50 

.75 6.00 

.50 3.50 25.00 

.35 2.50 15.00 

.25 1.75 12.0(1 

.50 4.50 

.35 3.00 
1.00 8 00 

.75 5.00 35.00 

.50 3.50 25.00 

.35 2.00 15.00 

1.00 8.00 
.75 5.00 
.50 3.50 

.50 3.50 

.35 2.50 17.50 

.35 2.50 

1.00 

.75 6.00 

.50 3.50 

.35 2.50 20.00 

.25 1.75 15.00 

3.00 

3.00 
.75 5.00 40.66 
.50 3.50 25.00 
.25 1.75 15.00 

2.00 . 
.75 5.00 
.50 3.50 
.75 
.50 3.50 20.66 

.50 3.50 

.35 2.50 

2.00 

3.00 
.50 3.50 

20.00 .35 2.50 
5.00 

35.66 5.66 

.50 3.o9 25.00 

.35 2.50 20.00 

.50 3.5C 

.35 2.50 
5.00 

.75 5.66 
25.00 3.50 

.25 2.00 15.00 

.75 5.00 

3.00 
.50 3.50 25.00 

.35 2.50 15.00 

1.50 12.00 

75 6.00 
30.00 

.50 3.50 

.50 
.35 

3.50 25.00 

2.50 20.00 

^50 
.35 
.25 

3 0C 
2.0C 
1.50 

25.00 
15.00 
10.00 

.50 

.35 
3.50 
2.50 20.66 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE- 
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f this Hydrangea about tile foundations ot buildings ana in tne fore- 
. No-danger of their ever getting larger than is 

even to the ground annually if desired and continue to give 

The treer' use 
ground of other plantings is desirable, 
desired j they can be cut back 
splendid results. 

ftardy Rydrangea ; Paniculata var. 
Grandiflora.) THERE is no more popular shrub to-day for our gardens and lawns than this 

plant. Not only of the easiest culture and thriving under a great variety of 
conditions, but it can be used in so many ways effectively. As a single plant 

standing alone it can be trained into a fine specimen. Grown in masses by itself 
it is often very effective, and for grouping in combination with other tiees ana 
shrubs it is many times very satisfactory. It takes kindly to being pruned and if 
one wishes to keep the growth low, an annual cutting down seems not to injure 
the plants. As it is in its greatest beauty in August and September when few 
showy shrubs are in bloom, this feature lends an additional value to it. V\ e grow 
this Hydrangea in large quantities, especially the small and medium sizes. 

For other Hydrangeas and prices see page 24. 

fern-Leafed Sumach (Rhus UypbtnaVar. Lactmata.) 

THIS remarkable variety of our native stag-horn sumach was found on 
the hills of Vermont. It has the same rapid robust growth of the 
common form, producing the same showy cones of bright red frui > 

but, as the illustration below will show, the leaves are so beautifully formed 
that they rival the most delicate fern in their intricacy. For massing wit 
other effective foliage shrubs the effect can be very striking. It can also be 
cut to the ground each season if desired and a mass of the most beautitu 
ioliaee will result. This shrub will thrive on the poorest of soils with a 

sur, rising luxuriance. For prices see page 2?. 

THE NEW TERN-LEAVED STAGHORN SUMACH. 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COPER PAGE 
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DECIDUOUS FLOWERING SHRUBS. 

3 to 4 teet. 
2 to 3 feel. 
1 to 2 feel 

7 feet. $1.00 to 
2 to 3 feet. 

7 feet, $1.00 to 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

6 feet, $1.00 to 
3 to 4 feet 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

5 feet, $1.00 to 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

1 to 2 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

1 to 2 feet. 

SYRINGA JAPONICA (Japan Tree Lilac).. 
A stately tree-like shrub, producing large terminal 

clusters of creamv white Llossoms in July. 
SPYR1NGA JOSIKAEA (Late .Blooming Blue Lilac). 

Specimens, 5 to 

Tall shrub with glossy foliage, bloom .a clear, deep blue 

and weeks later than the common lilacs. 
SYRINGA PERS1CA (Persian or French Lilac). 

Specimens, ’5'to 

Graceful lilacs with beautiful blooms. 

SYRINGA PERSICA VAR. ALBA (White Persian). 
Specimens, 4 to 

Like preceding, flowers at maturity quite white. 

SYRINGA VILLOSA (Pink Late Blooming) Specimens, 4 to 
Erect shrub bearing large clusters of a pleasing rose 

pink, fragrant blooms in June at about the same time as 
Lilac Josikaea. 

SYRINGA VULGARTS (The Old Garden Lilac). 
Old garden favorite, it is most happy planted in large 

masses or as a hedge. We have a large stock of it 

offer. 
SYRINGA VULGARTS VAR. ALBA (White Lilac). 

The old White Lilac, growing oftentimes to tree-like 
proportions. This is a really desirable shrub for hedges. 

SYRINGA VULGARIS NEW VARIETIES OF LILACS 
See page 27.Specimens,! to 5.feet, $1.00 to $2.00 each. 

These new varieties of lilacs are all very beautiful 3 to 4 feet, 
and desirable. 2 to 3 feet. 

IS to 24 inches. 
SYRINGO, see Philadelphus. 
TAMA RfX PARVI FLORA (Africans).Specimens, 4 to 7 feet, $0.50 to 

Shrub of a very graceful willow habit, producing such a 3 to 4 feet, 
profusion of small delicate pink flowers as to develop the 2 to 3 feet, 
entire shrub in April and May. 1 to 2 feet. 

TAMARIX ODESSANA (Caspian Tamarix). 3 to 4 feet. 
Similar to preceding in form, foliage lignt sage green; 2 to 3 feet, 

flowers in large terminal clusters from July to September. 1 to 2 feet. 
TREE PAEON1A, see page 49. 

VIBURNUM LANTANA (Wayfaring Tree) .. Specimens, 5 to 7 feet, $0.75 to 
Tall growing shrub, producing showy fiat cymes of 3 to 4 feet, 

white, followed by fruits changing from green to red and 2 to 3 feet, 
then to black. 1 to 2 feet. 

VIBURNUM OPULUS (Cranberry Tree).Specimens, 5 to 7 feet, $0.75 to 
Much like the following, but flower heads are flat with but 4 to 5 feet, 

an outside row of sterile flowers; fruits in the Fall very showy. 3 to 4 feet. 
VIBURNUM OPULUS VAR. STERILE (Snowball). 

Specimens, 5 to 6 feet, $0.75 to 
The old fashion snowball known to all lovers of old 

fashioned shrubs. 

VIBURNUM OPULUS NANUS. Bushy. ... 8 to 12 inches 
An interesting dwarf bush forming a clump of foliage. 6 to 8 inches. 

VIBURNUM TOMENTOSUM (Japan Single Snowball) 
Busby. 4 to 6 feet, $2.00 to 

This is one of the most beautiful shrubs for planting 3 to 4 feet, 
on the lawn as a single specimen or for grouping with 2 to 3 feet, 
other shrubs. The habit is bushy and compact, the 1 to 2 feet, 
foliage is most beautifully crimped or plicated, and the 
flowers, which are produced in a wealth of profusion, 
envelop the whole shrub in bloom about June 1st to 15th. 
The foriage in the Fall turns to the most brilliant amber 
reds. 

VIBURNUM TOMENTOSUM VAR. PLICATUM (Japan 
Snowball),, . 3 to 4 feet. 

This variety is now very generally known as the double 2 to 3 feet, 
flowing Japan Snowball and is in universal demand. 1 to 2 feet. 
The flowers are so ball-like that they give to the bush 

blooming season a most beautiful appearance. 
WEIGELA, see Diervilla. 
WINTER-BERRY, see Tlex. 
XANTPTOCERAS SORBTFOLIA. 2 to 3 feet. 

Beautiful and rare shrub, leaves mountain-ash shaped 1 to 2 feet, 
and glossy; flowers in clusters, white and red, brown at 
base of petals. 

XANTIIORR FfTZA APIIFOLIA (Yellow Root). A low 8 to 12 inches. 
shrub with very attractive foliage assuming 12 to 18 inches, 

rich tints in the autumn. Much used as a cover plant 
1JJ. shade especially under trees. It can be natur¬ 
alized effectively along woodland roadsides and paths. 

Bach 
1 Per 

1 10. 
1 Per 
1 100. 

.75 6.00 
1 ~ 

.50 3.50 

.35 2.50 

3.00 
.35 2.50 

3.50 
.75 5.00 
M 3.00 2000 
.35 2.00 15.00 

$3.50 
.75 $5.00 $40.00 
.50 3.50 30.00 
.35 2.50 20.00 

3.00 
.75 5.00 
.50 . 3.50 
.35 2.00 15.00 

.50 3.50 

.35 2.50 15.00 

.25 1.75 12.00 

.50 3.50 30.00 

.35 2.50 

.25 2.00 15.00 

.75 6.00 50.00 

.50 4.50 35.00 

.35 3.00 25.00 

2.00 
.75 5.00 
.50 3.50 
.35 2.50 20.00 
.75 5.00 
.50 3.50 25.00 
.25 2.00 17.50 

3.00 
.50 3.50 
.35 2.50 20.00 
.25 2.00 15.00 

2.50 
.50 3.50 
.35 2.50 

2.50 

.50 3.50 

.35 2.50 

5.00 [ 

.75 6.00 50.00 

.50 4.00 | 35.00 

.35 

I 

3.00 ! 

! 

25.00 

1 
1 

.75 6.00 1 50.00 

.50 4.00 35.00 

.35 3.00 25.00 

.75 5.00 

.50 3.50 

.35 2.50 20.00 

.50 4.00 25.00 

Che Roots of plants. 
We seldom hear much said about the root system of a tree or plant, 

in fact, if the top of the plant looks shapely, little is thought of it otherwise 
by the usual buyer; but the fact is, its root system is an all important 
feature in its economy. If a plant is to be transplanted successfully, it 
is of. great importance that its roots have been suitably trained, and. this 
applies especially to the larger trees and all evergreens. Appreciating 
this, we regularly root prune our trees, resorting to various, ways of doing 
this work, with the result that the stock we send out is in the best of 
condition, both under and above ground, for successful transplanting. 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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hardy ft1 
flowering 
ft Vines 
THESE Hardy Vines are very 

useful in so many ways it is 
not to be wondered at that 

the demand for the more at¬ 
tractive ones is very large. Tor 
festooning over arbor or porch 
as shade producers, for screening 
otherwise objectionable views, 

and for decorative purposes gen¬ 
erally, hardy vines are very 

desirable. 

HARDY FLOWERING VINES. 

ACTINIDIA ARGUTA.Specimens, 3 to 8 feet, $2.00 to 
Very rapid growing vine that climbs in the same man- 2 to 3 feet, 

ner as wistaria; edible fruit. 1 to 2 feet. 
AKEBIA QU1NATA.Specimens, 6 to 8 feet, $0.75 to 

One of the best vines for arbor or screen, almost ever¬ 
green. Clover-like leaves and purple rose pendant flowers 
in May. Very hardy and will do well in the shade. 

4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. AMPELOPSIS ACONITIFOLIA. 

Very rapid grower, foliage similar to the frost-grape; 
fruit brilliant blue. 

AMPELOPSIS HETEROPHYLLA VAR. ELEGANS.... 3 to 4 feet. 
Dainty vine with grape-like foliage curiously variegated 1 to 2 feet, 

with white, rose and green: fruit brilliant blue. 

AMPELOPSIS TRICUSPIDATA (Boston Ivy) 
Also known as “Amelopsis Veitchii,” by far the most 2 to 3 feet, 

valuable vine which will cling to stone or wood. Introduced 1 to 2 feet 
from Japan. Too well known to need describing. 8 to 12 inches. 

AMPELOPSIS QUINQUEFOLIA (Woodbine). 6 to 10 feet, $0.75 to 
Our native Woodbine or Virginia Creeper grows almost 

anywhere and its clean, glcssy foliage is always wel¬ 
come. Foliage in the Fall among the most brilliant. 

AMPELOPSIS QUINQUEFOLIA VAR. BURBANKI.... 
Sent out by the “Wizard of Horticulture” as an im¬ 

provement on our native Woodbine. 

AMPELOPSIS QUINQUEFOLIA VAR. MURALIS. 
European variety of Woodbine with bluish cast to 

foliage. 

ARISIOLOCHIA SIPHO (Dutchman’s Pipe). 
Foliage like great Morning Glory foliage; curious pipe- 

hke flowers. 

Rn^TnN Y(/vET’ SeA Cela,stru.s and Page 33. 
BOSTON IVY, see Ampelopsis. 

CELASTRUS ARTICULATUS (Japan Bittersweet) 
See page 33. Extra strong. 

Smaller foliage and more rapid grower than our native 

m.JeTrSnAt;Jruit showy in Fall and Winter. 
CELASTRUS,SCANDENS (Common Bittersweet). 
„TT,,,?tIve vine of great beauty. 

V TORN A VAR. COCCINEA (Scarlet). 
CLEMATIS CRISPA (Sweet Jasamine). 

Esteemed for its delicate perfume. A graceful vine not 

or than 10 feet tall. 

^ Strongly (Sweet Clematis), see page 33. 

Strong. 

CLTTEV^t?YtRRIDS- Varieties. 
T a puvf a attt 3T^e white. Vigorous grower. 

vine: ^^arge ^eep r°yal purple. A well-known 

Large deep wine red. 

CLFMAttc lavender. Splendid large flowers.. 
Verv PANICULATA (Japan Sweet Clematis), see page 33. 

Vel? stronf: 5 yearS (with ba,ls 
Very strong, 

rr y.e/y strong. 
CLEMATIS VITICELLA. 

inches'Vn j'-ne Pr°ducing deep purple blooms about 2 
ri cT, ,£?. ln diameter. 

CLIMBINGROSES66 Herbaceous Plants. 
DUTCHMAN^Sp,Sppee pagf -56' , , . 

HNESA,^Ts-HedSera.Ar,St0,OChla- 

y A VlIX (English Ivy). 

lug groundU; aSi a flinging vine, ar.d desirable for cover- 

HEDERA etc- Tt evergreen. 
A mosVTuLfIX YAR-, CONCLOMERATA . 

HONRygijCKI pterest'ng dwarf form, splendid for rockeries. 

JAPAN Celastrus and pa^e 3S- 

0(GoldenA iJeaft 0N1 ^A PVAR. AUREA RETTCULATA 

Honeysuckle V»,YiU-i j.Specimens, 5 to 6 feet, $0.50 to 
variety. V1^b g°lden netted leaves; very desirable 4 to 5 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

4 to 6 feet. 
2 to 3 fee(. 
1 to 2 feet. 
4 to 5 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

3 to 4 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

3 years. 
2 years. 

2 years. 

1 year. 

2 years. 

2 years. 
2 years 
2 years. 

of earth). 

3 years. 
2 years. 
1 year. 
3 years 

2 to 3 feet 
1 to 2 feet. 

1 to 2 feet. 

. Each. 
Per 

| 10. 
Per 

| 100. 

$5.00 
.75 5.00 
.50 3.50 $25.00 

3.00 
.75 5.00 35.00 
.50 3.50 25.00 
.35 2.00 15.50 
.25 1.50 12.50 
.35 2.50 

.35 2.50 

.25 1.50 

.50 3.50 25.00 

.35 2.00 15.00 

.25 1.50 10.00 
1.50 

.50 ’3.50 25.00 

.35 2.50 10.00 

.25 2.00 15.00 

.75 6.00 
.50 3.50 
.35 2.00 $15.00 
.75 6.00 

.50 4.50 

1.00 7.50 

.75 6.00 

.50 4.00 

1 
..... 

1.00 
1 
I-. 

.75 6.00 

.50 3.50 

.35 2.50 . 
.25 1.75 15.00 

.35 2.50 20.00 

.35 2.50 20.00 

.35 2.50 20.00 

.25 2.00 15.00 

.75 5.00 

.75 5.00 .... 

.75 5.00 . 

.75 5.00 . 
. 

1.00 . . 
.50 4.00 30.00 

.35 2.50 20.00 

.25 2.00 15.00 

.50 3.50 25.00 

.35 2.50 

.25 1.75 15.00 

.50 4.50 

1.50 | .... 
.50 I 3.50 | 25.00 

.35 | 2.50 20.00 

.25 | 1.75 | 15.09 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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HARDY FLOWERING VINES. 

LONICERA JAPONICA VAR. CPIINENSIS (Chinese 
Honeysuckle) ..,-•••■...•••■ 

Honeysuckle with dark foliage, underside purple; flow¬ 
ers are rose and white turning to yellow. 

LONICERA JAPONICA VAR. PLALLIANA (Hall s 

The "^popular Evergreen Honeysuckle, flowers white, 
turning to yellow; very fragrant. 

LONICERA PER1CLYYYIENUM VAR. BELGICA.. .. 
Free flowering Honeysuckle with showy blooms j fra¬ 

grant. 
LYC1UM CHINENSE (Matrimony Vine)......... 

A woody climber, bearing pale pink blooms and red fruit. 
MATRIMONY VINE, see Lycium. 
PERIPLOCA GRAECA (Silk Vine). 

Rapid grower, narrow glossy leaves. 
SILK VINE, see Periploca. 
TECOMA GRANDIFLORA (Japan Trumpet Creeper). 

Very showy species from Japan. 
TECOMA RADICANS (Trumpet Creeper). 

Our native species and a very desirable vine. 

TRUMPET CREEPER, see Tecoma. 
VIRGINIA CREEPER, see Ampelopsis. 
VIT1S, see Ampelopsis. 
VIRGIN'S BOWER, see Clematis and page 33. 
WISTARIA CHINENSIS (Purple) . 

One of the best Wistarias, blooms before leaves appear. 
The many ways that this splendid vine can be used to 
advantage mark it as one of our most important vines; 
if thoroughly trimmed each season it can be trained to 
become quite tree-shaped so as to eventually become 
self-sustaining. 

WISTARIA CHINENSIS VAR. ALBA (White). 
White form of the preceding. Very effective. 

WISTARIA MULTIJUGA (see below) . 

WISTARIA S'PECIOSA (American Wistaria) . 
This Wistaria blooms after the leaves are well devel¬ 

oped ; racemes not so showy. 
WOODBINE, see Ampelopsis. 

2 to 3 feet. 

3 to 4 feet 
2 to 3 feet, 
1 to 2 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet, 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 

2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 
3 to 4 feet. 
2 to 3 feet. 
1 to 2 feet. 

3 to 4 leet. 
2 to 3 feet. 

Bach. 

3 to 4 feet. 1.00 7 50 
2 to 3 feet. .75 5.00 
1 to 2 feet. .50 3.50 

10 to 12 feet. 5.00 
6 to 10 feet. 3.00 

4 to 6 feet. 2.00 
2 to 4 feet. .75 6.00 
6 to 8 feet. 1.00 
3 to 4 feet. .50 3.50 
2 to3 feet. .35 2.50 

.25 

Per 
10. 

1.75 

2.50 
1.75 
1.25 
3.50 
2.50 
1 50 
3.00 
2.50 

2.50 

4.00 
3.00 | 
4.00 
2.50 
2.00 

3.50 
2.50 

Per 
100, 

15.00 

20.00 
15.00 
10.00 

I 

15.01) 

20.00 

25.00 

starta ]Multijuga 
the ^ap's favorite 

WISTARIA MULTIJUGA. 

From stereograph, copyright 1905, by 

Underwood & Underwood, N. Y. 

Racemes of flowers 

three to four feet long 

may seem incredible, 

but it is true of this 

wonderful form of the 

Wistaria. In Japan 

(see illustration) this 

vine is used in many ef¬ 

fective ways. It lends 

itself to pergola, porch, 

arbor work and no end 

of charming schemes 

can be developed with 

it. Blooming time is 

the same as the com¬ 

moner Chinese varie¬ 

ty. See above for pric- 

onder is that the 

< untry hasn t be¬ 

tokened to the 

jns of gardening 

Uy. The charm 

dive out-of-door 

lings appeals to 

I increasing num- 



Clematis Paniculata. 

Japan Sweet Clematis Clcnuti° p^iata 
See Illustration. 

NOTHING finer than this Clematis has captured our gardens for many a 
year. Its foliage is clean and glossy, and of a rich green. Its flowers 
are delicate, star-like in form, and purely white, borne in large panicles 

and fragrant to a degree that makes the bee a constant lover; it runs in 
rampant fashion, growing from twenty to thirty feet in a season after the 
rst bummer. The seed pods of this Clematis are very effective. It is of 

t e easiest culture, and will thrive almost anywhere, and is free from disease 
or insect troubles of any kind. Plant it for a porch or arbor vine, to clamber 
over old walls or ledges of rock, to cover tree stumps; in fact, anywhere 
w ere it is desired to grow a graceful and attractive vine. (See page 31 for 
prices.) 

Clematis f^lamula. 
Clematis very similar to the above, but blooming several 

weeks earlier, producing great masses of fleecy, pure white flowers 
and attractive dark green foliage. 

planting HW° dematis n°ted are very attractive planted side by side. By 
beautiful ^16 pi a'ter.nate'y along a fence or about a porch, the effect is very 
raakincr'' aS ,liatis Flamula blooms several weeks earlier than Paniculata, 
seem tnh COmomation with it, a long period of blooming. These two sorts 
larger t r,e ^roni the attacks of disease, and will thrive, even though the 

sorts like Jackmanii may fail. (See page 31 for prices.) 

J^pan Bittersweet Tht^ ■ 

foli'S a '^ar more elegant vine than our familiar native bittersweet, the 
it i^6 'S IPore glossy, fruits in the fall more abundant and showy and 

new vine td'16 • ^astest growing of all hardy vines. We predict for this 
desirable JaL'LV}1 raPid>y “me to be considered a most attractive and 

edition to our list of hardy vines. (See page 31 for prices.) 

FOR special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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Such a border as this is a continuous source '/beauty throughout the entire season. 

Rarely Rerbaceous plants. 
ALL plants whose roots are hardy and remain alive from year to year and whose tons 

annually die to the ground are classified under this heading. It includes such splendid 
garden plants as 1 aeonies, Iris, Larkspurs, etc. The great ease with which these 

plants can be grown and their great variety of color and form and season of bloom make 
them indispensable for the garden. Of late years, there has been a steadily increasing de¬ 
mand for this class of plants as well as a great improvement in the varieties so that they 
now make an important feature in the business of many nurserymen. We are making these 
a specialty at the nursery, growing them in large quantities out in the open fields under the 
most favorable conditions. The classification is the one adopted by Prof L IT Bailey in 
the Cyclopedia of American Horticulture. 

Height at flowering season and time of blossoming,general color of bloom, and very brief de¬ 
scriptions only are attempted in this abridged list. 

prices. 
A11 the following Hardy Herbaceous Plants are offered in three sizes, as follows, unless 

otherwise noted. I he very heavy field clumps can only be supplied in the sorts marked 
with a * to the left. 

. _. sied.cn. i er iv. rci jluu. 
very strong Field Clumps (.Express recommended.). 50c $4.00 $35.00 
Strong Field Grown (Express recommended.) . 25c 2.00 15.00 
Smaller size (Can be sent by mail.). 15c 1.25 10.00 

Hlpbabettcal ktst* 
MILLEFOLIUM VAR. RUBRA (Red Yarrow). 1 to 3 feet. June to October. 

Aromatic, fern-like foliage, which is very ornamental 
#A n attractive border plant. 
^^white^^^ BTARMICA VAR. PL. PL. (Pearl). 1 to 2 feet. May to October. Double 

a m\TTTrn7 especially in bloom. Much prized as a cut flower. 
NITUM ALTUMNALE (Monk’s Plood). 5 to 6 feet. September, October. Deep blue 

and a stately showy plant. 
ACONliUM NAPELLuS (Monk’s Hood). 3 to 4 feet. June to Julv. Deep blue. Resem¬ 

bles Larkspur. • ' 

feature sP^es deepest blue, in good generous clumps, can be made a striking 

*ACORUS CALAMUS VAR. VARIEGATA (Sweet Flag). 2 to 3 feet. Striped green and 
white foliage. 
sq.j Valuable for the margins of water gardens, but will thrive nicely in any good garden 

^ NEEDLE, see page 51. , 
AEGOPOIMUM PODAGRARIA VARIEGATA. One foot, splendid for covering the 
Aiffic? ,trees- Will grow almost anywhere. 
AL1HAEA (Hollyhocks). 

Always a popular garden plant and while they are grown from seed it takes one seaSOrj 
° §T°wth before they will bloom. There is always, therefore, a demand for P an, 
a blooming size. They require a very rich soil to get the best results. Following c° * 

at vcci T?iCc*171v0?^rec^ w^’te, yellow; single mixed; double mixed; Allegheny—semi-d 
ALYSSUM SAXAIIT E (Golden-tuft), /2to 1 foot. May and June. and 

fragra°ntmS * Spreadmg cIumP of velvety foliage and flowers are the richest yellow <u 

•AMSONIA ANGUSTIFOLIA. 2 to 4 feet. Glossy, willow-like leaves, forming a bushy 
mass of foliage. Flowers white Time 

* ANEMONE CANADENSIS. 1 to 2 feet. Summer. Daintily nodding white bells borne 
above foliage. 

'Aa!|KxT.aiua^'e ^or t1le rock garden and naturalizing in the woodlands. 
ONE JAPONICA. and Varieties Qa 

jMcuAvc . .,.-4 1 ule rocic garaen ana 
•ANTH P vt K PTiN\ cv’oa,nd Varieties, see page 35. 
ANTHEMIS I1NCTOR1A VAR. KELVVAYI. 2 to 3 feet. July to October. 

Brilliant 
„-VAJV IM'.I.VVflrt. Z to .j ..S' 

yellow daisies m great masses, splendid for cutting. 

APTnt; TimrDore?s’ either in the garden or cut . ,-i.p foliage. 
APIOS TUIiEROSA. 6 to 8 feet. July. Of climbing habit and with wistaria-ilk 

AnTTT°T0?'r'7,A $]~s3.e.Is Pea-like flowers of a reddish chocolate color. 
QUILT°1A COERIJLEA. 1 ‘? 2 feet. May to September. j . a fine garden 

plant !S 1S Mountain Columbine with the long spurs, and makes 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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1 apancsc 
Hnemones. 

OF all the late flowering hardy bor¬ 
der plants none are more 
graceful and appeal more to 

garden0 lovers than these charming 
Anemones from Japan While their 
hte blooming habit (September to 
November) gives them special value, 
their great beauty would make them 
welcome at any season. The blooms 
are produced in loose clusters on 
steins from two to four feet high 
which rise above a cluster of attrac¬ 
tive foliage. (See illustration). 

We offer four of the best varieties. 

Varieties. 

ALBA. Purest white petals, rich yel¬ 
low center. 

QUEF.N CHARLOTTE. Semi-dou¬ 
ble flowers of the clearest rosy pink. 

RUBRA. Light rose petals, other¬ 
wise like Alba. 

WHIRLWIND. Pure white semi- 
double form of great beauty. 

For prices see page 34. JAPANESE ANEMONES. 

Stokesia CyaneaTsn^™LH9ttr' 
THIS recently introduced hardy herbaceous plant flowered at the nursery 

last season and is all that is claimed for it. The plant in bloom is about 
eighteen inches high and the flowers, which are produced in very much 

the same manner as the annual garden aster, are very double, of a light 
pleasing blue, two to four inches in diameter, and produce a very effective 
appearance. 

For prices see page 34. 

New Double SI bite Hrabis. (Arabis Alpina_fl.pl.} 

THIS is a very desirable new double form of the interesting Rock-cress, 
blooming in early May and forming a mass of the purest white blooms 
which very closely resemble double stocks. This new double variety 

lasts several weeks in flower and is quite fragrant, having an agreeable spicy 
odor. Like its parent, the single form, the foliage is a silvery gray color 
and makes a solid mat of attractive foliage which is evergreen. One of the 
most desirable plants for rockeries and for planting in the foreground of the- 
erbaceous border. (See illustration below.. 

For prices see page 34. 

New Double White A rab is. 

FOR special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS. 

AQUILEG1A CHKYSANTHA. 2 to 3 feet. May to September. 
Another Rocky Mountain Columbine with long yellow spurs, equally desirahl 

gardens. D e I 
AQU1LEGIA CHRYSANTHA VAR. ALBA. 2 to 3 feet. May to August. 

A light or white form of the preceding. 
AQUILEG1A VULGARIS (European Columbine). 1 to 3 feet. June to August R 

blue, white. ' ™)st, 
These are popular old garden plants. 

’ARABIS ALBIDA (Rock Cress). to 1 foot. 
A beautiful low-growing plant with velvety foliage which is evergreen. Beco 

mass of snow-white in April, making it one of the earliest of our garden plants tn t?es ! 
’ARABIS ALBIDA FL. PL. (new). See page 35. bloo"> 
ARENARIA GRANDIi-LURA (Sandwort). 

Close-growing evergreen plant, forming a carpet of verdure. Very desirable for 
work. Flowers pure white, standing well above the foliage in early spring. ' r)c^ 

ARMERIA FORMOSA. 6 to 12 inches. July and August. 
Bright pink. Fine for borders, also effective in rockery. 

ARMERIA MARTIMA SPLENDENS. (Thrift.) 9 inches high. 
They flower more or less continuously from early spring until late in the fall. Att 

tive dwarf plants that will succeed in any soil, forming evergreen tufts of bright era ' 
foliage, from which innumerable flowers appear in dense heads, on stiff, wiry stem™ 
Very effective in the rockery and indispensable in the border. 

•ARUN'CUS SYLVESTER (Spiraea Aruncus). 5 to 6 feet. May and June. Creamy whit 
A desirable, strong-growing plant, either for the border or for the shrubbery ™ 

ARUNDU DONAX (Giant Reed). 8 to 20 feet. 
Very decorative tall grass or weed. 

•ASCLEPIAS INCARNATA (Milkweed). 2 to 3 feet. July and August. Kose-purpletonint 
‘ASCLEPIAS TUBERUSA (Butterfly Milkweed). 2 to 3 feet. July and August. Oranee t' 

flame. ' 8 0 
ASPERULA ODORATA (Sweet Woodruff). 6 to 8 inches. May and June. White and 

fragrant. 
’ASTER NOVAE ANGLIAE VAR. ROSEA. 2 to 4 feet. October and November. 

A variety of our native New England aster, with very large flowers in the greatest 
profusion. Color, clear rosy red with rich golden center. Will grow almost anywhere and 
is especially desirable on account of its late blooming time. 

•ASTILBE CHINENSIS. 2 to 3 feet. June. Pink to rose. Rare. 
A splendid new garden spiraea, and equally good for forcing 

♦ASTILBE JAPONICA VAR. GRANDIFLORA. 1 to 2 feet. May and June. Cream, 
white (new). ’ 

ASTILBE. Also see Ulmaria. 
BABY’S BREATH, see Gypsophila. 
•BAPTIS! A AUSTRALIS (False Indigo). 4 to 6 feet. June and July. Clear blue 
BEARD TONGE, see Penstemon. 
BEE BALM, see Monarda, and page 39. 
BEE LARKSPUR, see Delphinium. 
*BELEMCANDA CHINENSIS (Blackberry Lily). 2 to 3 feet. June and July. Yellow, 

spotted red. 
BELL FLOWER, see Platycodon and Campanula. 
BELLIS PERENNIS FL. PL. (Double English Daisy). 2 to 4 inches. March to May, 

Pink, white and rose. 
BERGAMOT, see Monarda, and page 39. 
BLACKBERRY LILY, see Belemcanda. 
BLANKET FLOWER, see Gaillardia. 
BLEEDING HEART, see Dicentra. 
BLUEBELLS, see Campanula. 
*BOCCONIA CORDA1A (Tree Lalamdine). 5 to 8 feet. August and September. Spikes 

of feathered white. 
Very strong grower and effective, either in a mass, or in a group with other plants 

or shrubs. 
■*BOLTONIA ASTEROIDES. 6 to 8 feet. August and September. 

Tall-growing plant, producing great masses of aster-like flowers, white with yellow 
center. 

■"BOLTON1A LATISQUAMAE. 6 to 8 feet. August and September. 
Similar to above excepting color of bloom which is light lavender, deep yellow center. 

BUTTERCUP, see Ranunculus. 
BUTTERFLY WEED, see Asciepias. 
CAMPANULA CARPATICA l/z to 1 foot. June to October. 

Like the other Campanulas, the flowers are bell-shaped. In this species they are 
produced singly on delicate wiry stems, and are deep blue. One of the best dwarf border 
plants. 

•CAMPANULA CARPATICA VAR. ALBA ^ to 1 foot. June to October. 
Similar to preceding otherwise than the color of the flowers, which are white. 

•CAMPANULA PERSIC1FOLIA. June to October. 
This species produces its flowers on stems 2 to 3 feet high'. The flowers are in loose 

clusters, and are very effective. Color blue. 
CAMPANULA PERSIC 11* O LI A VA R. ALBA. June to October. 
•CAMPANULA PERSIC1FOLIA VAR. FL. PL. ALuA. 

double white form and especially fine for cutting. Originated at the nursery. 
CAMPANULA PYRAMI DALIS. June to October. Known as the Chimney Campanula. 

Flowers blue and produced on branching flower stems 3 to 4 feet tall. 
^-LOMERA'JL A. Yi to 2 feet. June to October. 

CANDYTUFT, see Iberis. 
CAMOMILE, see A nth emus. 
CENIRAN1HUS RUBER (Red Valerian). 1 to 3 feet. All summer. Crimson. 
CERASTIUM TOMENTOSUM (Snow in Summer.) 6 inches. 

V,silvery foliage, grows m dry places, splendid rockeries. 
CEN 1AUREA GYMNOCARPA (Dusty Miller). 1 to 2 feet. 
rHnicTii?? white fern-like, fine for borders and foregrounds. 
CHRISTMAS-ROSE, see Heleborus. 
CHRYSANTHEMUM LEUCANTHEMUM. 
HYBRIDUM (llurbank’s Shasta Daisy), see page 41 r, -ev 
CHRYSANTHEMUM ULC TNOSUM. 4 to 5 feet. * July to September. The Giant Daisy. 
runvc a an<^ attractive blooms make it a desirable garden plant. 
r?^TrS^-r,TcH^VM HARDY GARDEN VARlETIES, see page 37. , „ , Blue. 
CLEMATIS HERACLAEFOLIA VAR. DAVIDIANA. 3 to 4 feet. Sept, and Oct. B 

fragrant. 

CLEMATIS RECTA. 2 to 3 feet. June an/ July. . paniculat» 
Great masses of white bloom on erect stems, closely resembling Clematis 

in appearance in a bush form. A splendid garden plant. 
ITMDI.H'/ler Clematis, see page 33 and Hardy Vines. 

COLUMBINE, see Aquilegia. 
see Rutlbeckia and Echinacea. 

CONVALI.ARIA MAJALIS (Lily of the Valley), see page 43 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES. 
FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 



far<*y Chrysanthemums pompons. 
THAT we can greatly prolong the season of brilliant color so acceptably in the garden by 

using these hardy Chrysanthemums naturally makes them very popular. 
Ihese Garden Pompon varieties have their own personal attractiveness quite as 

Proi|0unced in their way as the larger green-house sorts. We have collected an assortment 
of these hardy kinds which gives a great range of color and form. The plants we offer if- 
given good culture will bloom freely the same season they are planted. It is well to select 
a place for planting these chrysanthemums where there is some shelter from the north 
winds, such as the south side of a building, hedge or fence. 

Varieties* 
Dinizulu. Violet pink; the best for long 

sprays, as the flowers are produced all 
up the stalks. 

Dundee. Bright scarlet maroon; growini 
„ jUt ? ^eet h'gh. A profuse bloome 
and splendid bedder. 

.Aether splendid bedding variety 

the best6 S13de °f SiU'er P'nk °ne ° 

Cerise Queen.. A very striking shade o 
a compact growth, ver; cense pink; 

showy. 

tw^hr; /\n standard English varie 
flowpre • golden yellow; magnificen 

Qlorie de ’ P ^ CUt fl°Wer variety‘ 
iono- ranc<r- Exquisite silver pink 

g stem; splendid for cut flowers. 

Goldfinch. Small, beautiful golden yellow, 
shaded crimson; a magnificent com¬ 
bination. 

Queen of Whites. Large, creamy white, 
produced in profusion on long stiff 
stems; an old standard that is still a 
great favorite. 

Queen of Bui. Beautiful shade of violet 
rose; a rather tall grower; suitable for 
bedding or planting among shrubbery. 

Prince of Wales. This is without doubt the 
best pure white for all purposes; flowers 
large and full; makes fine sprays. 

Sir Michael. Tall grower; profuse bloomer; 
fine for cutting, especially for decora¬ 
tive work, on account of its long stems. 

Sunset. Bright golden bronze; fine long 
stems for cutting; a profuse bloomer: for 
bedding. 

From PrtCCS. 
stock from exJ?er!ence we find that the best plants to send out are well established young 
P°t, and senH S*’u ^ 0 *nsure bushy plants at the flowering season we set three plants in each 
nearer than pi ern out as one plant. Plant them direct into the garden as receievd, not 
bushy clumns^htCei1 lncbes apart and if the conditions are favorable they will become strong 

Per not 9-Y . flowering season and produce a splendid display. . . 
selection, ?2 00 CtS; per 10 pots> ?2-00: Per 100 Pots> ?15-00- Collection of 10 varieties, our 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS. 

•COREOPSIS LANCEOLATA (Tickseed). 1 to 2 feet. June to October. 
Une of the best golden yellow flowers for the garden. Star-like blooms nroH 

wiry stems. Splendid for cutting. p uuced on 
COKON1LLA VAR.1A. (Crown Vetch). June to August. 

A rampant creeper, with handsome globular heads of showy bright pink 
sweet pea-shaped flowers; a useful plant for covering tough banks for tl ‘ rnT. 

CROWN VETCH, see Coromlla. rockery. 
DAPHNE, see page 19. 
DAISY, see T!el 1 is and Chrysanthemum. 
DAISY SHASTA, see page 41. 
DAY-LILY, see Eunkia. 
•DELPHINIUM CASHMERIANUM. 2 to 3 feet. June to August. 

This Larkspur is not very well known in gardens. Of robust habit bur dwarf n 
blue and very effective. ’ awar1' Deep 

DELPHINIUM ELATUM (Bee Larkspur). 3 to 6 feet. June to August Deene^f k. 
DELPHINIUM FORMOSUM. 3 to 6 feet. June to August. ' pest blue. 

This type of Larkspur is superb. Color, soft porcelain blue; produced nn r-.ii 
DELPHINIUM GRAND1 FLORA (Chinese Larkspurs). 2 to 3 feet. June to Se 

A form of Larkspur with delicate cut foliage and producing a profusion of fu,,em°er' - 
deepest blue, light blue or white on loosely-arranged spikes Wws 

DESMOD1UM PENDUL1FLORUM, see Lespedeza. 
DiAiVJ Ills BAR BAT US, see page 32. 
DIANTIIUS PLUMARIUS (Scotch Pink). 9 to 12 inches. May and June Pink and 

fragrant. ' ana verf 
DIANTH US PLUMARIUS VAR. HER MAJESTY. 9 to 12 inches. May and T 

Double white; fragrant. As large and finely formed as a carnation oink 3 JUne 
•DICENTRA EXIM1A. 1 to 2 feet. May to September. 

A beautiful Bleeding Heart of dwarf habit, producing graceful spikes of nendam 
blooms in great profusion. The foliage is delicate and fern-like in appearance 

DICENTRA SPECTABILIS (Bleeding Heart). 2 to 3 feet. May and June Rose 
An old favorite. Keeps well as a cut flower. Forces well if taken un earlv' and 

inside. 1 
•DICTAMNUS ALBUS FRAXINELLA (Gas-plant). 2 to 3 feet. Tune and Tulv White- 

very fragrant. * ’ 
•DICTAMNUS ALBUS VAR. RUBRA. 2 to 3 feet. June and Tuly. Rose color and verv 

fragrant. y 
DIGITALIS PURPUREA (Fox Glove). Old-fashioned garden favorites of easiest culture 

Strong plants set out in the'spring will bloom the first season freely. In early fall it is 
well to remove the flower stems and transplant the plants, setting them about two 
inches deeper in the earth than before. 

ECHINACEA PURPUREA (Purple Coneflower). 3 .to 5 feet. July to September 
One of our most showy flowers of the cone or daisy type, ray flowers of a clear' rich 

rose,, very effective, lasts for weeks when cut. 
ECHINOPS SPHAEROCEPHALUS (Globe Thistle). 4 feet. July and August. 

“a"dTs,°T,?e ‘histle-like foliage, with globular pale blue flowers; fine for cutting. 
ERIANTHUS RAVENNAE (Ravenna Grass). 6 to 10 feet. October. ’ 
cm ,, P,ne tallest grasses, 25c. to $1.00 each, according to size of clump. 
LULALIA, see Miscanthus. 

^when^uL C0R0LLATA (Spurge). 1 to 2 feet. July to October. White; keeps well 

FALSE INDIGO, see Baptisia. 
FERNS, see page 53. 
I* ES I UCA GLA UCA. 1 to V/2 feet. June. 
FLAGS, see Iris, also pages 44-47. 
FORGET-ME-NOT, see Myosotis. 
FOX GLOVE, see Digitalis. 
FRAXINELLA, see Dictamnus. 

^ ^ ^Lily). 1 to ll/2 feet. July and August. Pale lilac. Silvery 
Diue ionage. Like all the following forms of Funkia, this Day Lily thrives well in the 
above' j^ormin^ effective clumps of heart-shaped foliage, flower spikes appearing well 

FUNKIA SUBCORDATA (White Day Lily). 1 to V/2 ft. July and Aug. White. Light 
green foliage. 

•FTTNTCTA T°Ai5nmr ta / feet- Jujy to September. Deep blue.- 
,C-r,to 12 ,nc'’es. August to October. Pale lilac. 

LAX ClFOLIA VAR. ALBA-MARG1NATA. 6 to 12 inches. August to October. 
.ct-tYt,?, . ac4 foliage margined with white. 
FUNK A LANCI1-OLIA VAR. AUREA MARGTNATA. 6 to 12 

riPT ADnij Jrfc,^llage margined with yellow. 
GAL.LARDIA ARISTATA (Blanket Flower). 2 to 3 ft 

splashes. 

see ?ages 44 and 45- GIANT REED, see Arundo. 
GOLDEN-GLOW, see page 39. 
GOLDEN ROD, see Solidago. 
GRASS SEED, see inside back cover. 

Erianthus and Miscanthus. 
GROUND IVY, see Nepeta. 
GY 1 SOI TULA PAN I CULATA. 3 to 4 feet. July to October. Known as Infant’s Breath. 

1,r0(UTes a m?rss ol t,le smallest white flowers so disposed as to form a veritable 
rv t,0, °?;.Ke,ePs well when cut. 

A f D-A 1 AN IC ULAT A FL. PL. 3 to 4 feet. Tuly to October. 

HARDYnFERONS,ese0erpagaen53Very d£Sirab,e- 50 CentS' ‘ 
AUTUMNaLe (Sneezeweed). 6 to 7 feet. August and September. 

HFT FTvniTTVT urjnnrcT’growing garden plants. Flowers golden yellow; in large I?ass11 ' 
HEIIAvVmK^v'^r } t0 3 and Tune. Color a peculiarly rich apricot yello*. 
HLLIAMHUb MANIMILIANI. 4 to 6 feet. August to October. 

HFT TA VTTTrdiQnvf'Tek°mTcVTaIuable late lowering plant. 
Resemhles^ CFL. LL. 3 to 4 feet. August to October. 

*HEI TANTTTTTQ TV^'c-but more double and less tall grower. 
The tall GRGYARPf- 5 to 7 feet. October and November. _ . „ 

sized snnfl ower...sP'^s °f the plant produced so late in the season with their mi 
velW mil W?r’ke b,?,oms> disposed all along the stems, and of such a bright golden 

•HEI npwkf AV-x??gclal,y durable. 
Another 4 it0 ® Jldy to November. . ■ 

HELLFP.ORTU^MTr'm? Pmnt- Wltl1 rich ye,,ow daisy-like flowers in great profusio . . 
pink °RUS NIGER (Christmas Rose). 6 to 12 inches. October to March. White ana 

itsVfloywea“rfnCtkVe- A,most lmP°ssible as it may seem, this strange plant re,al!j P/j^nty 
beeoSr* EU Whe Wmteir’ °Ut of doors' °ften when the ground is frozen hard their daimy 
begonia-like blooms, almost hidden in a clump of waxy evergreen leaves, will astonis 

Silvery blue foliage grass. 

July to Oct. 

inches. August to 

Bright red, yellow 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES. 
FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 



A Bouquet of Rudbeckia Golden Glow as a Screen Decoration. 

Golden Glow (Rudbeckia Lacimata, f l. pi.) 

NOTWITHSTANDING that this fine hardy garden plant has been offered but for a few 
years, it is now generally known throughout the country and the demand for it has been 

very large each year. It, however, is so valuable for so many uses that we have worked 
up a large stock ol’ it for this season. 

In July and August the plant becomes a mass of brilliant golden yellow flowers 
much resembling a fair chrysanthemum, and produced on graceful stems. As a garden 
plant for backgrounds, or for planting for a screen-like effect along walls or fences it is 
splendid and will grow well in partial shade. As a cut flower it is very fine, good gener- 
ous bunches with long stems can be arranged most effectively. Some plant a good lot 
of it in the garden just to have it in plenty for cutting. The plants we offer are large enough 
to bloom freely this season, especially the larger ones. 

For prices see page 34. 

JMonarda Didyma, Var. Bupcrba. ASLENDID variety of the old fragrant Bee-Balm with all the old sort’s vigor and 
freedom of bloom, the flowers, however, being much larger and of a deeper color. 
For massing in good generous clumps nothing can produce a more charming effect dur¬ 

ing August and September, the flowers being of the deepest crimson and in such great 
freedom as to make a striking appearance. It is also delightfully fragrant. If the ground 
is well enriched plants set out this Spring will produce a profusion of bloom this Summer. 

For prices see page 34. 

Double Lychnis Vtscarta (Bplcndens). PRODUCES clumps of bright evergreen foliage close to the ground from which spring 
numerous spikes from one to two feet high in June, producing dense heads of deep 
rose-pink double flowers much resembling pinks. They last in bloom several weeks 

and are quite agreeably fragrant. One of the most showy of the perfectly hardy garden bor¬ 
der plants. For prices see page 34. 

Group of Double Lychnis Vise aria. 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS. 

one. It is best to select a place for this plant which is sheltered from the wi H 
winter and where it can remain for years undisturbed. Also a few large plainVn t*le 
five years old, at 75 cents to $1.50 each. Smaller sizes at the prices of other u S', *0Ur lo 
Plants. Herbaceous 

HEMEROCALLIS AURANTIACA VAR. MAJOR. 2 to 2% feet. June and T 1 
orange yellow, new and rare. Strong plants 50 cents. Jtuy. Rich 

HEMEROCALLIS DUMORTIERII (Early Yellow Lily), Japan. 1 to 2 feet Tnn r, 

yellow and fragrant. ' J ne' bleep 
Makes a splendid foreground plant. 

HEMEROCALLIS ELAVA (Lemon Lily). 2 to 3 feet. June and July Pale lemon n 
fragrant. n yello'v; 

'This old garden favorite is most effective when grown in generous masspc 
HEMEROCALLIS EULVA (Orange Lily). 2 feet to 4 feet. July and August Oran 
HEMEROCALLIS EULVA VAR. KWANSO. 2 to 4 feet. July and August n™-5e "4 

semi-double. 6 
HEMEROCALLIS TPIUNBERGII (Late Blooming Lemon Lily). 2 to 3 

and July. Lemon yellow. 
HEUCHERA SAN GUINEA (Coral-Bells). V/2 to 2 feet. July to October 

The foliage of this plant in itself makes it worth having. The leaves are circular 
delicately fringed edges and of an attractive grayish marbled green and evergreen ’ti 
are about two inches m diameter, and as they grow form a round-like clumn Tt? 
flowers are coral red, small, and produced in loose clusters on delicate graceful ' e 
which have the merit of appearing freely throughout the summer Fine’for ems 

HIBISCUS MOSCHEUTOS (Marsh-Mallow). 3 to 5 feet. July to September" Clear,g'ros, 

‘HIBISCUS MOSCHEUTOS VAR. CRIMSON EYE. 3 to 5 feet. July to September 
Like the preceding in form and habit in growth. The flowers, however, are much hr., 

and better form Of the purest white, excepting at the center, which is crimson Both 
these Hibiscus do well in the garden, and also at the sea shore, where they luxuriate «! 
where the ground gets an occasional soaking of salt water. Blooming as thev Hr, 

August and September, they are especially desirable for seashore gardening 

Orange red; 

feet. Late June 

gardening. 

Whitej evergreen 

HOLLYHOCKS, see Althea Page 34. 
IBEK1S SEMPER VIRENS (Candytuft). 6 to 12 inches. April and May 

loliage. Makes a nice foreground border plant. ' 
IBER1S SEMPERV1RENS VAR. COMPACTA, see page 43. 
‘1R1S PSEUDACORUS, see page 45. 
*1RJS CRISIA'IA, see page 45. 
IRIS GERMANICA (Varieties of German Iris), see pages 44-45. 
IRIS LAEVIGATA, Japan Iris or Kaempferi see pages 46 and 47. 
IRIS PUMILA, see page 45. 
‘IRIS SIB ERICA, see page 45. 
‘IRIS SI BEK 1CA VAR. ALBA, see page 45. 
IRIS SIBEKICA VAR. ORIENTAL1S, see page 45. 
JACOB S LADDER, see Polemonium. 
KNIPHOF1A ALOIDES (Tritoma, Torch Plant), see page 41. 
LARKSPUR, see Delphinium. 
LATHYRUS LATIFOLIUS (Perennial Pea). 5 to 6 feet. June to October. Rosy Pink, 

vine-like in habit of growth. 
LAWN GRASS SEED, see inside back cover. 
LEMON LILY, see Hemerocallis. 
‘LESPEDEZA SIEBOLD1 (Desmodium) Pea Shrub. September and October. 

While it is a true herbaceous plant the growth is so full and shrub-like that by Fall it 
has made a bushy plant from 3 to 5 feet high. It is then for several weeks enveloped in a 
covering of deep wine red, pea shaped bloom which make it very attractive. It is effective 
planted in masses where it has room to develop, grouped with shrubs or in the herbaceous 
border, A few large clumps at 50c. and 75c. each, smaller sizes same prices as other plants. 

AURATUM (Golden Banded). June to August. The grandest of all the lilies. 
t CANDIDUM (Madonna Lily). Pure white. An old garden favorite. 

EL EGA N S. Orange Yellow. Blooms in terminal clusters. Very bright and showy. 
EJEfUM VAR. HICOLOR. Bright Red, otherwise like preceding. 

Jn?GA^^ VAR. ROBUSTA. Deep orange and very robust in habit. 
LILIUM S'PECIOSUM VAR ALBUM (Japan White Lily). 
T T_ This and the next following are splendid garden lilies, blooming in August and Sept. 
LILIUM SPECIOSUM VAR. RUBRUM (Japan Red Lily) 
LILIUM TENUIFOLIUM (Coral Lily). 

T TT rru nT??Cm V, ■ ''l'.? produced on delicate, graceful stalks. 
LILTUM I 1CRTNLM VAR. FL. PL. Orange Red Double Tiger Lily 
LILIUM TIGRfNUM VAR. SPLENDENS Orange Red 
i II V X?ry bright red and produced in great profusion, 
r nuri r • ‘ALLEY, see Convallaria. 
LOBELIA CARDINALIS (Cardinal Flower). 2 to 3 feet. August and September. 
♦T m-Yic °wfrs' handsome for the border. 
^CO KNICULAI US (Baby’s Slippers). July to November. Bright yellow; spread- 

r v r^M^tt!?jA°,Tn.4wG?od foreground border plants. 
1 i » t . vN A' ,4 most showy Plant and sometimes known as scarlet light¬ 

er1 2 feet. May and Tune. 
LYCHNIS VISCAKIA VAR. SPLENDENS, see page 39. 

MAI i A?rCeS ?Ta-^es °* very brilliant rose colored flowers resembling scotch pinks. 
MALLOW, see Hibiscus. 

mA™'D?ALL0W- see Hibiscus. 
MADWORTH, see Alyssum. 
MEADOW RUE, see Thalictrum 
MEADOW SWEET, see Spiraea ' 
MILK WEED, see .Wlepias 

M1SThu' 1 nUth ^K’ENSfS (Eulalia Japonica). 6 to 8 feet. 
Tv,.. " d the nex* following three are what are generally known as Japan plume grasses, 
-v 7,ra™j vei*y ornamental in growth and reach their height of perfection in Fall when the 

; J umes appear. These plumes remain on all Winter and well into the Spring if not 
*MTgr A xT'rTTTTc°0TtTrTn^?rryC'J!ds’ Pre=en1ing in the meantime a very effective appearance. 
MntW.;IHrtS SINENSIS VAR. VARIEGATUS. 6 to 8 feet. Foliage striped with white, 

•»-«TTo/lerw',e 'ke preceding. 
•MISCANTHul c™™!! YAR- ZEBRINUS. 6 to 8 feet. Foliage with yellow bars 

midAribHUS SINENSIS VAR. GRACILLIMUS. 6 to 8 feet. Foliage narrow, 

‘MONARDA DIDYMA (Bee-Balm) (Bergamot). 2 to 3 feet. July to October, 
wne ot the old garden plants which will ’ ’ T' ' -i-11" ' 

white 

u^eri in , r .. ever be popular. It is especially good where 

MONARDA DgIDTM^SVAnR,1f»R^rant’ b°th Ycf* and fl°Wer' 
MONISH000, see Aconitum SUPERLA' P^ge 39. 

TMs if ,DIUSTR-TS (Eorget-me-not). 2 to S inches. April to October. 
•MYOSOTTS AT nrQTDT? Y11^’ blooms all Summer and has that delightful light blue 

This snYr-;» ki S rRIS fEar’y Forget-me-not). 1 to 2 feet. April and May. 
this species blooms profusely in the early Spring. 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES. 
FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGB. 
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SHASTA DAISY. Actual Size. 

Shasta Daisy 
Burbank's Recent Creation, ]Sfew Rarely arden Daisy. 

THIS wonderful daisy, of which a great deal has been written in the 
horticultural press the past year, is the work of Mr. Luther Burbank, 
of California, to whom we are indebted for so many fine introductions. 

Flowers are of the purest glistening white, of enormous size, about four 
inches in diameter, and are borne on long, strong, stiff, wiry stems, about 
two feet in length. They are perfectly hardy perennials, and make a valu¬ 
able addition to our list of hardy plants. For prices see page 34. 

Sweet SUlUam. DEAR to the hearts of many a flower-lover 
with pleasant references to this splendid 
brilliant flowers lasting for many weeks, 

garden scenes. By using these plants definite 

Auricula. White with a beautiful splashing of 
around the center of each flower, 

emperor William. The most intense velvetv 

, the literature of the old-time gardens teems 
plant. Perfectly hardy and easily grown, its 
It can be used freely to advantage in many 
color effects can be depended on. 

the deepest velvety crimson forming a band 

crimson red imaginable. 
Peach Blow. A most delicate 

clear pink suggesting a shad¬ 
ing 01' sulphur, it is so free 
from any magenta in its ef¬ 
fect. 

For prices see page 34. 

Red Rot 
poltcr plant. 

(Kniphofia Aloides or Tritoma 

Uvaria.) THIS interesting garden plant 
is really a lily botanically 
and produces during late 

summer and fall, even until hard 
freezing weather, tall spikes 
which are capped with a quant¬ 
ity of tubular flowers which are 
pendant and hug closely to the 
stem. These vary in color as 
they develop from bright red 
to vellow in the mature flowers, 
producing an effect which so 
strongly resembles a red-hot 
poker that the plant is popularly 
called by that name. 

For prices see page 34. 

FUR SFE<~'1AL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS. 

•OENOTHERA SERRULATA (Evening Primrose). 1 foot Mav nnH T 
One of the best clear yellow flowers of low grow* especially ,1"'- ■ 

evening and on cloudy days. * ’ esPeclaJJy showy m the earlv 
‘PACHYSANDRA TERM IN A LIS. 6 to 8 inches y 

hohage evergreen and resembles in appearance our native wood plant Pu 
DA Thrives wen m the shade and is in fact one of the best cover plants for,W?Ces? P'ne- 
PADANTHUS, see Belemcanda. p Lb I0r shady places 
PAEON1A IN GREAT VARIETY, see pages 4S and 49 
PANSY, see Viola. ° 

PAPAVER NUDICAULE (Iceland Poppy). 1 to 2 feet. June to November 
These interesting little poppies with their smooth bluish green foliageTnJ i • , 

flowers produced at intervals all Summer are among our most i i d bnght golden 
PAPAVER ORIENTALS (Oriental Poppy). 2 to 3 feel Jun” and July g3rden 

Great showy flowers of the most dazzling orange scarlet J y' 
PEA, see Lathyrus. 
PENTSTEMON BARBATUS VAR. TORREYI. 2 to 3 feet August c 

Also known as the Coral Plant. Flowers are crimson and nrnrW»i d SePtember. 
PERIWINKLE, see Vinca. cnmson and produced on graceful spikes 
PHLOX, Paniculata, Tall Garden Varieties, see page 50 
PHLOX AMOENA. 3 to 5 inches. April and May 

is Bi i'h* **. 
PHLOX TSBiERIMT 'SuETRUTlSSJ1', „ , , , 

rose, white—five varieties. ’ ^ ■ o 3 feet. June and July. Lilac 
PHLOX SUBULATA (Moss Pink), see page 51. 
PHYSOSTEGIA VIRGINICA (False Dragon Head). 3 to 4 feet Tuly and A 

Effective spikes of clear pink flowers. July and August. 
PINKS, see Dianthus. 

‘PLATYCODON GRANDIFLORUM. 2 to 3 feet. June to October 
Resembles the Campanulas. The large blue bell-like finwerf l ' - ... 

°f from three to six. Plant blooms all summer and L verv lio l Pr°dvced in clusters 
‘PLATYCODON GRANDIFLORUM VAR ALBUM * Jal fedyTand desirable. 

A white form of the above. Both are finV for cutting June t0 0ctober- 
PLALYCODON GRANDIFLORUM VAR MARIEST (Newt t fn „ T 

Deep blue bells 3 inches across (Aew)- 1 foot June to October. 
•POLEMONIUM CAERULEUM (Tacob’s LadHerl * H a ■ i 

POPPY, see Papaver. 

JJY^Th?UM-PxF^M' 2 to 3 feet. June to August. 
the semi-double forms of thisi interesting hardy garden nlant are i , 

mg m color from almost white to deep rose The P • ? very beautiful, rang- 
ful fern-like foliage on single stems from twelve L nse-above a cluster of beauti- 

RoH3sL4!eb?hPr Sy™; F°bS've?y°llossf “,P)- 6 12 May a"d 

ROSE Choice’ Hardy,1'pagesM 11. 3°' 

* R U D B ECKIA fo AC IN LATA.(VAR* °FL ^ P L % to^lffe^ T° ,Se«ber- Golden yellow, 
page 39. 1 ^ 1 6 to 10 feeet. July to September. Also see 

•RUDBECKIA SPECIOSA VAk mNTnvuiPMTST b » during its blooming season. 
yellow, dark disk VAR' NEWMANII. 2 to 3 feet. July and August. Pure 

RXilnwtIdIafk ^RT0MENT0sa (Black-Eyed Susan). 2 to 3 feet. July to October. 

^SAXrAAG^CRA^nn! May J-e. Blue. 
SCABIOSA CAUCASIC/P (Mm, (Rockfpil). 1 to 2 feet. May. Purple lilac. 

white. urning Bride). 1 to 2 feet. July and August. Lavender to 

f~A see Statice. 
^EA PINK, see Armenia. 

JulyM Ye How? (St°ne Cr°p)' Fine for rocker>es and dry places. 2 to 3 in. June and 

SEDUM TE^NATUM° 3 tJw63' i/uly Tanid A-Hgust- White, red center. 
‘SEDUM SPECTABTTFIqJ1 lncbea- July- Rose tinted. 

A splendid garden nlant Wth Sedum). 1 to 2 feet. September and October. 

SHAN'T A nA?«CUt fl0^er il ]as^s fn" weeks7 Pan'deS °f r°Sy pink being very DAISY, see page 41 

iis-™^-variety- 

A~. 

i?-AiA 
SPURGE,, see EUphAoTbik.See Ulmark PurpUrea' 

Valuable for ftslery^ pearly^'vlVdT°rfhr 1 t0 ^ feet July and August 
•STATICE IATTFOT ta /P ly’ velYety foliage. 

A beautiful nlant nrnd?6 ■Eavender)- 1 to 2 feet. August and September, 
long which grow nnL JIc.mg a-i c uster °f broad evergreen leaves from 4 to 8 inches 
stems which brand? intn ?3k l 1 ?e Sr°nnd. The flowers are produced on slender wiry 
profusion. It also tv,,:,,. 3 bu„by head of branchlets bearing small blue flowers in greatest . 

STOKESIA CYANFA re, f Ye , at tke sea shore even where the ground is quite salty. 

IwEELm aI’ see Helianthus.3 160 , see page 35. g ' 

TORCH LILY, see KniphofiaSpfge(1nyme)‘ Trailing’ May- Rosy Eed; fine for rockeries' 

1 to 2 feet. July and August. 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES. 

FO/f SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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Could any plant adapt itself more effectively to the rock garden? 

ftardy Candytuft3^^pcrvirens- 
ONE lias but to look at the above attractive illustration to see that this 

hardy Candytuft is most happily adapted to the rock-garden. It is 
equally effective in the hardy border. 

The plant forms spreading clumps of beautiful evergreen foliage 
not unlike the hardy Daphne. This foliage effect is interesting the entire 
year. Its season of bloom is in April and May, being among our very early 
flowers, and is of the purest white imaginable, remaining for weeks. 

For prices see page 34. 

Lily of the Valley -- iinim 

IT may seem strange for us to call special attention to such a well-known, 
plant, but we feel -warranted in doing so, for the reason that we are 
certain that its freer use should be encouraged. One is not satisfied with 

a few flowers of this fragrant old favorite, but wants to be able to pick great 
bunches of them. It is equally true that as a garden plant, its most effec¬ 
tive use is in great masses so as to get a liberal effect of the spikes of flowers 
among the young pale green leaves. As it thrives under almost all garden 
conditions, even under the shade of trees, no garden is really complete 
without at least one good large patch of it. Good clumps planted about 
a foot apart will eventually grow quite together. Another way to form 
abed is to plant the single eye pips 2 to 3 inches apart.over the area de- 
sued for the planting and within a season a fine bed can be established. 

F°t prices see page y/, also the small pip plants at per 10, 25c ; per too, $2.00; per / ,000. $15.00. 

No flower is more delicate and fragrant than the lily-of-the-UMley. 

hUK ^FECIAL UISCUUN1S SHE INSIDE FRONT COVER FACE. 
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German Iris f^ur-dc-Us 

Hud Other Ins not lapan. 

-THESE splendid garden plants have been 

| favorites for years and are so hardy and 

easily grown and produce such a bounti¬ 

ful display of beautiful flowers that they c 

be considered one of the most important^'! 

our garden plants. They are of easiest culture 

requiring no special treatment, and will re’ 

main for years, even enduring neglect and 

produce regularly each year their fine display 

of blooms. The range of color and form ls 

very great as well as their season of blooming 

beginning with the hybrids of Pumila types as 

early as April 25, extending well up into June 

with some of the tall, late sorts. 

Culture. 

These Iris are of easiest culture, any' good 

garden soil is all that is required. They will 

grow well in partial shade but produce their 

finest blooms in full sunlight. The best ef¬ 

fects aie produced where a number of plants 

of a kind are planted near enough together so 

as to give a generous mass effect. 

transplanting. 

Ins can be transplanted any season of the 

year. The large sizes are recommended where 

immediate effects are desired. 

Selected List of German Iris, 

Our collection includes a large number of varieties which we do not 

catalogue, as we prefer to list only such kinds as are quite distinct and of 

P ove merit, and coyer the widest range of color, form and season of 
blooming. 

NOTE.—In describing the Iris “outer segments“ refers to the outer or 

n * 111 °^0wer> inner segments'” refers to the erect or inner part of 

Otter. . . stands for outer segments; I. S. stands for inner segments, in 
the -following descriptions. 

yellow s 1 "lJnijt0 -*fte season> T S-> clearest intense yellow, incurved; O. S., deepest 

coverino- nSle Wlt wllite at base, intermixed with russet veining, this veining quite 

and one ofTl Se,gment toward? the outer margins. Medium to low in habit of growth 
ana one of. the best in its class. 

,i^edlUrnjto talr and quite early. Splendid large, full flowers; I. S.j Very large, 

j ■ rCU1't., 3nd °/ 3 clear deeP blue color; O. S., large, closely reflex and of a 

colon*n Ve Ue Suffused with'enough of the royal purple to add to its richness of 
coloring. One of the best early sorts. 

" , : Medium to tall, mid-season; I. S„ very full and incurved, light rosy blue, 

1 •, ° eePer blue on the margins, which are exquisitely penciled; O. S., almost 
white, distinctly penciled with deep blue in a most interesting way. 

y ird. (1 lav.escens). Medium to late season. Medium to .tall grower, ideal form; y 

. S. are full and beautifully incurved; O. S„ full and effectively reflexed and of the 
earest canary yellow, slightly penciled with the palest blue. 

. nS' Mid season and medium size of growth; I. S., very little incurved and of the 

distinct d^ue’ deePest royal purple, freely veined with splashes of pure white. Very 

Ed'th Cook Medium to low grower, mid-season to'late, of strong, vigorous habit; I. S., 

° 16 C earest deeP yellow, slightly incurved; O. S., broad and spreading, freely splashed 

ned deep rosy purple on a white background and bordered with deep old gold* 

Bernot. Early to mid-season, medium to tall, very free bloomer; I. S'., delicate 

orange exquisitely suffused rosy purple; O. S., creamy white, intricately and freely 
ve.ned with the deepest royal purple. 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES. 
t"UK SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COPER PAGE. 
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.. ■Jai] and late, robust, of splendid habits; I. S., broad and incurved, old gold 
JackmanJi- ^ ing t0 a rich yellow buff beautifully suffused and shaded with deep rosy 

3t . n S rich deep velvety maroon intricately veined and penciled with deeper rose, 
tmilovv pink and white in a most indescribable manner. 

5,6 tt' Tall late, good full form; I. S., very full and incurved; O. S., somewhat flar- 
La VaJette^^j color, a clear pale blue, slightly suffused with rosy tints. 

ing’ S u Late and tall, of beautiful and unique form; I. S., pale blue and so pen- 
Mad. Cherea • . b]ue on the margin as to suggest fine embroidery; O. S., similar but a 

fittle lighter. A most distinct sort. 
f tivDSies Tall and late; I. S., rich old gold, delicately suffused and penciled with 

Queen °‘... v. q ‘g clear lilac overspread with beautiful pencilings of a deeper hue, inter¬ 
laced with white’and some chestnut markings. 

... Similar if not the same as Florentine. The earliest of the tall large type. 
Silver Ri «• form and when first unfolding is of the softest pale blue, becoming almost 

white at maturity’. Very fragrant. 
i Mid-season and medium grower; I. S., incurving and of a clear light blue towards 

th tips’ ^ g^ clear white at base, abruptly changing to clear blue suffused with royal 
116 le richly veined with deeper color. See the foreground blooms in accompanying 
illustration at foot of this sheet. 

The following varieties are among our best sorts, but as we are not sure of 

their names, we offer them under numbers only. 

Mo 4 Mid-season and medium size; I. S., broad, incurved, clear brilliant yeHow, slightly 
tinted palest blue; O. S., broad, richest yellow, changing towards margin to blue and 
then to creamy white and throughout veined with blue and russet. 

Mo 8 Very late and tall. Resembles the early Florentine in its fine full large form. Color, 
' strong rich blue; O. S., being suffused with a slight suggestion of velvety royal purple. 

Mo 14 Late, medium tall, splendid full form; I. S'., blue at base, changing to rosy blue 
1 towards tips; O. S., rich rosy purple, beautifully penciled and veined deep maroon. 

Mo 15. Late and medium tall, very robust and free; I. S., incurved but somewhat open, 
yellowish buff suffused with rose; O. S., whitish at base, richly veined and penciled red- 
maroon so freely as to quite cover the flower part of segment. 

Mo. 21. Late, medium dwarf, very similar to Auriole in form and color with the exception 
of the O. S., which are beautifully penciled with deep, velvety royal purple. 

For prices see page 34. 

Other Desirable Garden Iris. 
Not Including Japan Iris. 

Cristata. An interesting very dwarf species, but 3 to 6 inches high, pale blue, about the 
earliest to flower. 

Orientalis Alba. Very robust, often growing 3 to 4 feet high. Blooms June 10 to 25. Flow¬ 
ers medium size, of open form of a splendid firm waxy texture. Ivory white with a con¬ 
spicuous splash of the richest deep velvety yellow, at the base of the outer segment. 
Fine for cultivating, lasting for a week or more. 

Pseudacorus. Very robust, flowers of medium size, intense clear, deep yellow. In early June. 
Pumiia. Dwarf and early, blooming in April. These we offer are mixed hybrids, varying 

in color from deep blue to yellow. 

Siberica. Robust growers, foliage somewhat like the Japan Iris but more slender flowers, 
borne on 2 to 3 foot slender stems, well up above the foliage; color, clear rich blue. 
Flowers are somewhat larger than our native field Iris. In bloom with the late Ger¬ 
man Iris. 

Siberica Alba. Similar to preceding but white. 

Siberica FI. PI. Double form. Blooms late with the Japan Iris. 

Siberica Var. Orientalis. A beautiful Iris of the most vivid velvety deep blue, of medium 
size and blooming with great freedom about June 10 to 20. 

For prices see page 34. 

Field of German Iris at the Nursery. 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES. 

tui< SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER FACE. 
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Japanese Iris y-acv*gata0r 
J r nacmpfcrt.) 

TfS splendid type of Iris is now consul- 

I ered one of the most important of " 

strictly hardy permanent garden plant"' 

For effective habit and gorgeous display • 

color it stands alone at its blossoming sea 

son, which is June 20th to July 20th here at 

the Nursery. German Iris have been g0„e 

several weeks, Preonies have past, ni0st 

Roses are beyond their best and in this grand 

flower, just in its prime, we have opportuni¬ 

ties for special garden effects. 

The plants form strong clumps of effective 

narrow flag-like foliage, one to three feet 

high, which remains bright and green all 

summer. The flower stems are slender and 

graceful, lifting the flower heads well above 
the foliage, and several flower buds are pro 
duced on a single stem. The flowers are 
many of them ten to twelve inches in diam¬ 
eter and of the most exquisite combinations 
of colors from the purest white through even- 
possible range of color to the deepest blue 

Japanese iris, blooms sometimes’measur- black, including many rosy shades, the richest 
ing one foot across. of violets, royal purples, etc., and often so 

■ . complicated are the markings on a single flow¬ 
er that a clear word description would be hardly possible. Most of the varieties 
have a conspicuous rich deep velvety yellow splash at the base of each petal 
•or segment, adding greatly to the richness of the color effect. The flowers are 
referred to for convenience of description as double and single When both 
the outer and inner segments are broad and flattened the flower is called double 
When the outer three segments only are broad and flattened and the three 
rnnei segments are upright and narrow, the flower is considered single While 
the double varieties are in some instances gorgeous, many of the so-called single 

■varieties are equally so and quite as desirable. 

Cultivation. 
these Ii is will thrive in any good garden soil, but respond quickly to extra 

fertilizing, and while they don’t demand it to give good results, it is no doubt 
a fact that they reach their highest development where they can be watered free¬ 
ly just before and during the season of blossoming. We get most satisfactory 
results at the Nursery, however, without this extra care. 

Varieties. 
„ ^ list °f varieties we believe to be as fine a collection as ever 

otteied. Many of them are of our own importation direct from Japan. All 
that we herein list have been under cultivation at the Nursery for several years, 
and by thorough roguing at the blossoming season each year we believe that these 
we offer are true to description. 

Note.—In the following description O. S. refers to the outer three seg- 
men s 01 petals, I. S. refers to the inner three segments or petals. 

For prices see page 34. 

Single Varieties. 
Altia simplex Very early, medium to tall, free bloomer, of the purest white, very effective; 
r 'ff. b-\?mte reflex; 1. S., upright. 

With, vrfcery earliy’ tab-vigorous, medium size; O. S., pale purple lake, beautifully veined 
Exau Ste y PMr?le; 1> Jarrow Wight, deep royal purple. . ,, 

i. j. 'J'seas°n to late, medium to tall grower and robust, flowers large and w 
deen mAl' Ja e chalky blue, beautifully veined with deepest blue; I. S., upngi- 

Kathrvn Tr, ,P ? ?,’ ma.r£med bght blue; style deep blue, margined white, very effective. 
nley i c ly’ ta,11 and vigorous; O. S., broad, pale blue, beautifully veined royal pur- 

King Edward vii v n,arrow’ deePest purple, margined white. . 
richest * ^arly, medium tall, vigorous, very free, large, and entire flower 
see-ments- roya PJirple showing conspicuous deep yellow markings at the base 

Phvllf* b"Tvei'y broad so as to over-lop. 
suffnserl^at?’ low to medium, very free, entire flower of the richest deep bu , 

l?ne M s d sllghtly Wlth purple. 
white1"".; Wp'S<fT’ ta" a?d gleeful, flower medium to large; O. S„ broad and reflex, 
shadincyt.J3af£ shadlng to deep rose at margins; I. S., upright, creamy white at ba , 
snaoing to clear rose on margins. 

b.o. 11, 28, 31 Japan, see next page. 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES. 

bUK SOCIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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"Japanese Ins—Continued. 

Double Vanettes. 
hpiip Low to medium, eaily, medium size, segments 01 uniform size forming flat 

"(lower' white at base changing to deep blue on margins, effective. 

lav Late, medium tall, vigorous, very large, splendid form and substance, segments 
B hroad" almost uniform in shape, deep yellow at base changing to a soft azure blue, be¬ 

coming deeper at the margins and throughout beautifully marbled. Style waxy white 
bordered deepest blue. 

Dinah Mid-season, very tall and much branched medium to Jarge, the broad segments so 
much ruffled as to give a very double effect, deep blue suffused with deepest royal pur¬ 
ple the splash at base is conspicuous, styles upright and crested. 

Prancella Early, medium toll, medium size, segments uniform size and broad, almost 
white at base changing to deep rose at margins, effective. 

(iold Bound. Mid-season to late, very robust, stems branched, flowers of larger size, seg¬ 
ments so full as to present a very solid flat effect, the margins beautifully ruffled and 
reflex, of the purest waxy white showing the yellow markings at the base with fine 
effect. 

Hannibal. Late, tall, very free bloomer, fine form and substance, segments broad and uni¬ 
form size, chalky white beautifully veined with deepest blue, style upright, showy, deep 
blue, paler blue markings, beautifully crested. 

Mahogany. Late, medium tall and branched, large velvety deep mahogany red showing 
richest splash of deep yellow at base, segments so full and ruffled as to build the flower 
well up in the center, style so freely crested as to further double the flower, very unique 
and beautiful. 

Pyramid. Early to late, very strong grower and free bloomer, of largest size and splendid 
form, segments light blue at base shading to deep blue on margins suffused with royal 
purple, one of the best for general culture. 

Purity. Early to mid-season, medium grower, medium size of the purest-waxy white, flower 
very Hat and effective, O. S. conspicuously banded with yellow. 

Kobt. Craig. Mid-season to late, medium tall, very large and splendid form, pure white 
with occasional flowers showing rich rosy maroon splashes at base of segments on mar¬ 
gins, the style is also sometimes marked with rich color. 

Victor. Eate, medium tall, fine form, delicate porcelain blue, faintly marked with deeper 
blue. 

Mt. Fell. Mid-season to late, medium tall, flowers fine form, palest chalky white, slightly 
veined deep royal purple, style deep rosy blue almost white at margins. 

New Varieties imported direct from jlapan 
and have flowered in the Nursery and the description can be depended on.—Order by 

number if you prefer. 

bo. li. Mei-rom. Single, early, tall, very free; O. S., broad and reflex of a lilac white, so 
freely splashed with deep rose as to quite color the petals toward the margin; 1. S., 
similar in coloring but upright, style deep rose. 

No. 15. Urc-in. Double, mid-season, tall and much branched, flower large and very full, 
segments slightly cupped shape, color pale blue white at base changing to rich clear 
blue at margins, the segments being richly veined with deep blue. 

No. IS. Kumo-no-sho. Double, mid-season, tall, good size, white at base, freely veined rose 
which suffuses the segment at outer margin. 

No. 28. Shira-taki. Early, single, tall, very large flowers, well formed, purest white, slightly 
shaded with the daintiest blue. 

No. 31. Early, tall, robust; O. S., white, often bordered with rose; I. S., small and upright, 
sometimes rose and margined with deepest rosy red; styles upright, almost white and 
showy. 

No. 20. Kumo-no-nye. Late, double, splendid form, richest velvety royal blue, suffused 
slightly with royal purple, the brilliant yellow throat of each segment adding to the 
color effect; styles upright and much crested of a deep blue black. 

No. 45. Double, early, very tall and branching, flower large and showy, segments rich blue 
penciled deeper blue with white radiating lines, spring from a base of deepest yellow; 
styles upright and crested. For prices see page 34. 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES. 

fur special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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P/EON I A “FRANCIS ORTEGAL." One of the best dark red late sorts. 

CAROLINE MATHER is another splendid late crimson sort. 

Choice Herbaceous Peonies. 
THE Pseony is to-day without a rival as a hardy garden favorite, and is quite 

naturally so, as no hardy garden plant probably thrives with as little 
special care and produces so fine a display of gorgeous blooms. The great 

diversity of color and form which can now be obtained, very much' increases 
the importance of this plant. We have a great number of the new varieties on 
trial in our testing grounds, and feel confident that these we list represent the 
cream of the lot to date. We have been so careful in the culture of these 
plants that we have every reason to believe that they are true to name and de¬ 
scription. 

Culture. 
Any good garden soil is suitable for Pseony culture. While they undoubt¬ 

edly thrive most luxuriantly in full sunlight, they will do very well under partial 
shade of trees provided they have sufficient nourishment. Those who anticipate 
maximum results will do well to thoroughly enrich the ground by digging it 
over to a depth of at least eighteen inches and putting in a good supply of well- 
rotted manure. It is safe to say that the conditions which would be favorable 
to the vigorous growth of rose plants will give the best results with the Psony. 
A liberal top dressing of coarse manure is very beneficial applied in the late fall. 

prices for herbaceous peonies, except where otherwise stated. 
Numbers to the left of the variety indicate the sizes of that variety we have to offer. 

No. 1. Extra size, very heavy, Each, $1.00 Per 10, $9.00 Per 100, $SO.OO 
No. 2. Strong blooming size, Each, .75 Per 10, 6.50 Per 100, 50.00 
No. 8. Well established, Each, .50 Per 10, 4.50 Per 100, 35.00 
No. 4. Divided roots, Each, .25 Per 10, 2.00 Per 100, 15.00 

1st size, 
1st size, 

2nd size, 
2nd size, 

10 
20 
10 
20 

Special Collection, our selection only. 
varieties, $9.00 
varieties, 17.50 
varieties, 6.50 
varieties, 12.00 

3rd size, 10 
3rd size, 20 
4th size, 10 
4th size, 20 

varieties, 
varieties, 
varieties, 
varieties, 

$4.50 
8.00 
2.00 
3.75 

Note. 

2, 3, 

3, 
2, 3, 

3; 
•3; 

3, 
3, 
3, 
3, 
3, 

fra- 

1, 2 

Selected List of Varieties. ( 
The number to the left of the variety indicates the sizes we have to offer of that var ^ 

4. Alba-Superba. Very double and pure white, tinted creamy yellow in center 
grant and one of the best. 

4. Ambroise Verschaffelt. Dazzling red. 
4. Atrosauguinea. One of the best double reds. • . 
4. Keaute Francaise. Rose, with lighter center, splashed with carmine. 
“• Is0.1*,6 Neige. Very light, sulphur white with crimson edged spots. 
4. Bride. Pure white, large flowers. $1.50, $1.00. 
4. Canari. White with yellow center. $1.00 75 cents. 
4. Caroline Mather. Very large doubl e, rosy crimson. , _ 

. Chrysanthemiflora. Light rose, deep yellow center with a lemon sha S 
4. Cleopatra. Violet rose, rich yellow stamens. Single. $1.50, $1-00. 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 

$1.50, $1.0°. 
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herbaceous paeorries—Comrinued. 
O A Delachei. Dark red, fine. 

„ O A Duke of Wellington. Sulphury white sort, of fine form, recently sent out $1 00 
’ ' 75c., 50c. 

o 4 Edulis Alba. Very light rose, center yellowish. 
, „ o’ / Elegans. Outer petals rose; center full with curving and twisting petalets, shading 
h ’ ’ ’ from light rose to white. 

3 4 Festiva. Double sulphury white (syn. Queen Victoria.) 
o 3’4' Festiva Maxima. By many considered the best white yet introduced, both in color 

’ ’ ' and form. Of the purest white, splashed with a few streaks of crimson. $1.00, 
75c., and 50c. 

3 4 Formosa Alba. White and sulphur yellow center. 
, 0 3’ 4 Fragrantissima. Early and very free bloomer. Outer rows of petals clear rose, 

’ ’ ’ inner petals very numerous. 
1 2 3 4. Francis Ortegal. 'Deep maroon red. (See illustration.) 

2 3’4 Fuljisomeginu. Single, light rose, darker at base, yellow center. $1.00, 75c, 50c. 
1 2’ 3’ 4- tiigantea. Tree grower, very large, deep pink. 
1 2’3’4- liladstone. Satiny pink petals, inner petals creamy pink. 

' 2’ 3' 4- tiolden Harvest. Nearest to yellow, ideal form. $1.50, $1.00. 
’ 3’ 4] tioiiath. Carmine red, rich yellow stamens in center. Single. $1.50, $1.00. 

3] 4' (jrandiflora Superba. Eight lilac rose, light rose with nankeen center. 
1 2 3,' 4- Humeii Rosea. Enormous double flowers of a clear rose, late. 

’ 2’ 3! i- Kochkomai. Outside petals deep crimson, center showing cluster of golden stamens. 
Single. $1.00, 75c. 

2 3 4. Lutescens. White, with yellowish white center. 
’ 3^ 4. Madame de Vernevflle. Beautiful flower, anemone shape, compact form, edge of 

broad light rose petals, flesh color with carmine spots, very fine. $1.50, $1.00. 
3 4 Marie Lemoine. Sulphur, white, ball shaped, center crimson spotted, late flower- 

’ ing. $1.50, $1.00. 
2 3,4. Minenoyuki. Bure white, delicate pink timings, petals gracefully disposed. Sin¬ 

gle. $1.00, 75c., 50c. 
3, 4. Mons Rousselon. T ree bloomer, clear pink, fine for cutting. 

2,3,4. Officinalis. Single deep crimson, yellow center; earliest to bloom. 
2, 3, 4. Officinalis Flora Plena. Double crimson. Biny of the old gardens. 
2,3,4- Officinalis Mutabilis. Early, double, light pink. 
2,3,4. Officinalis Rosea Plena. Very early, clear rose. 

3, 4. Officinalis Rosea Superba. Light rose, beautiful flower, very early. $1.50, $1.00. 
1,2,3, 4. Pauline. l<osy lilac, creamy white center. 

3,4. Pink Beauty. (Ward.) Double free bloomer, light clear pink. 
3,4. Queen Victoria. A standard pure white variety. 

2,3,4. Reikaizan. Lose shading to white, beautiful center. Single. $1.00, 75c., 50c. 
1,2, 3, 4. Reine Hortense. Late flowering; light rose and full to the center. 

3,4. Richardson's Rubra Superba. Large, late, vigorous, called the Red Festiva Maxima. 
Awarded second prize at Chicago, 1905. $1.50, $1.00. 

2,3,4. Rubra Triumphans. Early free bloomer, dazzling red. 
3,4. Rubra Triumphans. (Delache). Bright carmine, almost a single flower. 
3,4. Solfatare. Sulphur yellow, very fine, $1.75, $1.50. 

2,3,4. Someganoko. Rosy crimson, golden center. Single. $1.00, 75c., 50c. 
2,3,4. Tenuifolia. Fern-leaved paeonia, deep crimson single flowers, very early. 

3,4. Tenuifolia Flora Plena. Double crimson, otherwise like preceding. 
1,2,3, 4. Thorbeckii. Deep red pink and fine form; lighter in center. 

3, 4. Whitieyi. Fine standard, double white short. 
3, 4. Whitieyi Major. Pure white, large flower, rich deep yellow center. 
3, 4. Zoe Calot. Fine rose, with lighter rose center. 

2,3,4. No. 4. Very strong. Very large petals, deep rosy red. Petalets numerous, narrow 
and twisted; from rose to white 

2,3,4. No. 8. Double and very deep red. Margin petalets yellow, white to light pink 
again in center. Very attractive. 

2,3,4. No. 9. Clear pink, shading to white in center. Finely formed. 
2,3,4. No. 11. Outer petals light pink; splendid late sort. 

Prices, see preceding page. 

"Cm paeorries. 
AVERY distinct type of Paeonies, the only one of the species which makes a shrub-like 

growth. The flowers resemble the herbaceous kinds somwhat but they are con¬ 
sidered by many more stately. They are extremely hardy and when well established 

make a grand display. The flowers appear even earlier than the old crimson Paeonia. 
Price from $0.50 to $5.00 each, according to size and variety. 

tUK SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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Rat'd)? V (Paniculata Rybrtds.) 

Phloxes in good generous masses can be effectively 
placed in the foreground of shrub plantings as well as in 
the flower garden border. 

E have in this useful plant 

one that is perfec% 

hardy, of the easiest 

culture and will thrive in an 

garden soil and at the same time 

produce in greatest profusion 

quantities of showy, hydrangea¬ 

like plumes on upright stems 

with a great range of colors 

from the purest white through 

pinks to the deepest fiery crim¬ 

son. For producing brilliant 
color effects during July, Aug¬ 

ust and September nothing is 

more useful. Those who are fa¬ 

miliar only with the magenta 

.variety of the old gardens will 

hardly recognize the splendid 

colors now offered, in many in¬ 

stances with florets larger than 

a silver dollar, and panicles of 

blooms like great clusters of 
hydrangeas. 

List of Selected Varieties. 
Ball of Fire. Crimson and very free bloomer; of dwarf habit. 

Bouquet Flouri. Medium dwarf in habit of growth, very much branched, flowers white with 
crimson centers. 

Caran d Ache. A large flower of most perfect form, of a rosy carmine color, center vio¬ 
let tinged with rose. 

Coquelicot. As brilliant as an Oriental poppy; orange-scarlet and one of the best. 

Eclaireur. Purplish-crimson with light halo; a fine large flower. 
Etna. Bright red, tinged with salmon. 

Hector. Fine pink, verv large. 

Jn^\vhftesent* grower’ ^ate bloomer, fine large creamy white flowers, one of the best 

*Sa^*rets^eC^Urn £rower> very vigorous, producing large panicles of fiery salmon-red 

Joan of Arc. Medium dwarf grower, very much branched, medium late; florets large, very 
pink with deep red center. 

Jules Jouy. Medium tall grower; florets very large, rosy purple shading to white iri cen¬ 
ter, an unique combination of colors. 

Mad. P. Langier. Vivid crimson with white eye, large and very handsome. 

aI*^i k°uise* ball grower, medium late; flowers rose to white, even varying much in 
color on the same flower stem. 

Miss Lingard. White with pale pink eye, long panicles, good form and truss. 

e lie Rainsford. Tall grower, early ; florets large, white, shading to deep rose in the center. 

an^ fr^n* Very vigorous grower and early bloomer; florets of enormous size and of an 
uniform clear deep rose pink. 

stance sron^ §’ro'ver and late, very large panicles of rosy lilac florets, of great sub- 

Pre‘uImLiVlinii vter' , VeiT strong grower, late bloomer, enormous heads of large florets, pink, 
almost white, changing to the deepest crimson in the center. 

Queen. Pure white, fine grower. 

Phlox Sublata, see page following. 

Phlox (other sorts), see page 51. 

Haz e you ever noticed hozv important a house architect considers foli¬ 

age effects? Almost never is a sketch for a proposed perspective view 

submitted without taking advantage of back-ground groups of trees and 

foi egi ound shrub masses as necessary adjuncts in setting off a plan to its 

best advantage. 

H)K s/Jtcl‘4L DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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ADAM’S NEEDLE. Perfectly hardy in exposed locations. 

Yucca f Uamentosa (Hdam’s JVeedle.) T'HE only strictly hardy member of this interesting class of decorative plants, and it is 
really one of the most attractive of the order. The above illustration, taken at the 
Nursery this past summer, gives a good idea of the airy effectiveness of the plants 

when in full flower, where a number of plants are grouped together, after the plants are 
well established, these flower heads often reach six to seven feet in height, bearing in great 
freedom these pure white pendant lilies. Hardly a garden plan but where they can be ar¬ 
ranged effectively. The flowering season is July and August, a season of comparative 
scarcity, of effective blooming garden material. As desirable a plant as this Yucca is in 
bloom, it is only one of its good points, as its foliage is quite evergreen, remaining, even in 
very exposed situations, unaffected in the severest weather, and as the character of its 
growth is so very different from any other hardy garden plant we have, it always forms 
a strong and pleasing contrast. Again, this Yucca thrives in very light sandy soil and can 
be established in reeky dry places often with telling effect. For prices see page 34. 

phlox Bublata (JVIoss pink*) THIS is the plant that forms a low mat of evergreen foliage and in early Spring is com¬ 
pletely covered with masses of bloom. 

, , . Newer sorts listed below are clear and distinct colors. No better plant can be 
ad tor carpeting or bordering and as a plant for the sunny rockery it is splendid. It will 

grow in the dryest locations. 

Ttiricttcs* 
type with rosY lilac fl°wers. SUBULATA VAR. SADIE. Clear white with 

U tu ALBA. A white form of the slightest shading of lilac producing 
SIIRii? at°4Vw a r\ a very effective tint. 
SUBULATA VAR. ATRO-RUBRA. Clear deep 

c aret' For prices sec page 34. 

Phlox Sublala, showing its adaptability for the rock garden. 

POR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER RAGE. 
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HARDY HERBACEOUS PLANTS.—Continued from page 42. 

Deep blue; grass-like 

foot. June to August. White form of the 

Purest 

May and 

May and June. Deep Rose PpS 
4 to 6 feet. September and October 

'TRADESCANTIA VIRG1N1CA. 1 to 2 feet. June to August. 
foliage. 

TRADESCANTIA VIRGINICA ALBA, 
preceding. 

TRITOMA UVARIA, see Kniphofia, page 
TROLLIES ASiATJGA. y* foot. May. Orange; a rare and beautiful garden nlmt 
TROLLIES GRAND1FLORA. Similar to preceding with clear yellow flowers^ 
'ULMARIA 11L1PEND ULA (Spiraea Filipendula). 2 to 3 feet. May and June 

Beautiful fern-like foliage which remains fresh and green throughout the Su 
Flowers are produced on spikes and are white and very graceful ummer. 

'ULMARIA FKJM1ABKTALA VAR. FL. PL. 2 to 3 feet. May and June. 
Formerly known as Spiraea Ulmaria. A fine old garden plant producing the 

white flowers on spikes. " ' ‘"l 
'ULMARIA PURl’URFA VAR. ELEGANS (Spiraea Palmata). 2 to 3 feet 

June. Light Pink. 
'ULMARIA PURPUREA VAR. RUBRA. 2 to 6 feet. 
'VALERIANA OFFICINALIS (Garden Heliotrope). 

White; fragrant. 
VERONICA SPURIA (Amethystina) (Speedwell). 1 to 2 feet. May and Jneu. 

Blue; in spikes. 
'VERONICA LONGIFOLIA VAR. SUBSESSILIS. 2 to 3 feet. July to September 

Spikes of showy flowers of the deepest clear blue make this plant verv desiroKiI 
'VERONICA INCANA (Hoary Speedwell). 1 to 2 feet. July to September! Blue delict 

spikes. ‘icdic 
'VERONICA SPICATA. 2 to 4 feet. June to August. Deep blue in spikes 
Note.—All the veronicas are very desirable garden plants and are especially valuable for rut 

VINCA MINOR (Evergreen Myrtle) (Periwinkle). 1 '"rt 
One of the best evergreen plants for covering the ground and is a success in auitr 

shady places, provided the ground is fertile. Its glossy foliage and inverted blue-bell-like 
flowers in early spring are familiar to all. KC 

VINCA MINOR VAR. ALBA. 
A pure white variety of preceding; not common in cultivation, but should be as it is 

quite as easy to grow, and the white flowers are very beautiful. 
VINCA MINOR VAR. RUSEA. 

A variety of the Myrtle with rosy red flowers of a very pleasing hue 
VINCA MINOR VAR. FL. PL. 

Another variety of this Myrtle; with double blue flowers which so resemble a doublt 
English violet in appearance as to easily deceive one. Equally as free a bloomer as 
the single variety. 

VIOLA CORNUTA (Crested Violet). 
Beautiful pansy-like violets with blue flowers and glossy foliage. The plants are in 

bloom all summer. A very desirable garden plant. ' ! 
VIOLA CORNUTA VAR. ALBA. 

Like the preceding; with pure white flowers. 
VIOLA CORNUTA HYBR1DA VAR. LUTEA SPLENDENS. 

This hybrid produces beautiful yellow flowers, and is a splendid new plant 
VIOLA ODORATA VAR. FL. PL. (Sweet English Violets). 

The true double, sweet-scented English hardy violet. Color is of the deepest blue, 
and produced in such great profusion in the early spring as to quite cover the plant 
and fill the air with their delightful fragrance. 

VIOLA ODORATA VAR. ALBA. 
Like preceding other than the flowers, which are single white and come into bloom 

earlier. 
VIOLA ODORATA VAR. ALBA FL. PL. 

Another beautiful form. Flowers double white, very large. Slightly tinted with pale 
blue. 

VIOLA TRICOLOR (Garden Pansy). From noted German strain. 
Our pansies for this season are especially fine and stocky. Prices, each 5 cents; per 10. 

40 cents-, per 100, $3.00; per 1,000, $28.50. Ready March 15th. 
WOODRUFF, see Asperuia. 
WINDFLOWER, see Anemone, page 35. 
YARROW, see Achillea. 
YUCCA FILAMENTOSA (Adam’s Needle), also see page 51. 

One of the most valuable plants in cultivation for general garden and landscape plant 
ing. Its dagger-like foliage, which is evergreen, forms an attractive clump of foliage from 
which shoots, in July and August, tall and stately spikts 3 to 6 feet high, bearing large 
panicles of white lilies which are most picturesque and decorative. While a splendid 
garden plant, it thrives equally well planted on the lawn or among shrubbery, and is 
well suited to dry, sandy and sunny locations. We cannot too highly recommend this 
Yucca. 

SEE PAGE 34 FOR PRICES ON THE ABOVE. 

Special Collections. 

Collection B. 
Collection C. 
Collection D. 
Collection E. 
Collection F. 
Collection G. 

For the convenience of those wishing to order Hardy Herbaceous Plants for special 
locations or purposes or blooming at special seasons, etc., we make up the following assort¬ 
ments which we offer at special prices, the selection to be left to us in all cases. 

Collection A. 12 Distinct Species all Yellow. 
12 Distinct Species all White. 
12 Distinct Species all Red or Rose. 
12 Distinct Species all Blue. 
12 Distinct Species giving bloom from March to December. 
12 Distinct Species blooming in May. 

v_r. 12 Distinct Species blooming in June. 
Collection IT. 12 Distinct Species blooming in July and August. 
Collection I. 12 Distinct Species blooming in September to December. 
Collection J. 12 Distinct Species growing but 6 inches high. 
Collection K. 12 Distinct Species growing about 12 inches high. 
Collection L. 12 Distinct Species growing about 24 inches high. 
Co lection M. 12 Distinct Species growing about 36 inches high. 
Collection N. 12 Distinct Species growing 4 to 6 feet high. 
Col ection O. 12 Distinct Species thriving in partial shade. 
Co lection P. 12 Distinct Species thriving in the full sun. 

# Collection Q. 12 Distinct Species thriving in light, sandy soil. 

Prices—of these Collections are $2.00 each, field grown size. $1.00 each for the smal 
sizes, sent post-paid, if requested. 

Any two of these Collections, field grown plants, for $3.75; small size, $1.75. 
ny three of these Collections, field grown plants, for $5.50; small size, $2.50. 

Any tour of these Collections, field grown plants, for $7.25; small size, $3.25. 
Any .five of these Collections, field grown plants, for $9.00; small size, $4.00. 
Special lists for special requirements made up b}' us at correspondingly low pne 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PACE. 
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The very hardy ferns that so effectively thrive in our shady woods will do equally well in 
many a shady corner about the house and garden. Why not avail ourselves of these charming 
plants? 

F)ardy ferns. 
THE demand for our interesting hardy native ferns for planting in the shady corner and 

rockery has been steadily increasing for years, until now they are considered quite as 
important as any class of hardy plants for gardening purposes. The varieties we offer 

are especially recommended for gardens. 

Botl for ferns. 
Some of the stronger types will grow in almost any soil, but it is advisable to have the 

ground well drained, with some sand and leaf mould mixed with the soil. 

<£tber> to plant. 
It is desirable to plant in early spring if convenient, but by cutting the fronds well 

back they can be successfully set out anytime up to the first of September. Later planting 
is not usually advisable, as the plants do not seem to thrive unless they make some top 
growth before going to rest for the winter. 

Key. 
For the convenience of those not familiar with the following ferns, this key will assist 

in selecting for special planting. O. S., open sun’; D. S., dry, shady places; M. S., moist, 
shady places 

NOTE—We will select ferns for any special location on request. 

Varieties. 
Adiantum Pedatum (Maidenhair Fern). - One 

of the prettiest. Grows about a foot high 
in rich shades, and responds readily to cul¬ 
tivation. ^ Plant 1 foot apart for massing. 

" ‘8.00 per M- S. 20 cts. each, $1.25 per 10, 

Asplenium Filix-foemina (Lady Fern). A 
‘TSe. handsome Fern 2 to 3 feet high, 
with finely cut foliage. Set 10 to 24 inches 
apart at back of Fern bed. O. S., M. S 

i.„,cts.' eac|b $1.25 per 1(1, $9.00 per 100. 
. The,yPterqides (Silver Spleen- 

W f , tams a height of three feet, and 
fronds 3 to 5 inches wide. Also can 

he massed effectively. M. S. Plant 18 to 

tenn hes1£Part- 12 cts- each, $1.00 per 10, ■to.UO per 100. 

Gossarnp*'r Punctilobula (ITay-scented or 
Frond?? Fern). Grows 1 to 2 feet high, 
a slender3 6 gr?en’ w,th strong stalks from 
8 inches ?ree.P'ng rootstocl<. D. S. Plant 

.$8.00 per mo 15 cts' each> $L0° Per 10> r\ ’ “ H'-i XUU. 

DfhiPs -ris Cristata. (Crested Wood Fern). 
about a fnnTr?n evergreen Fern; grows 
oring to the Flgl'i *=lves a decided col¬ 
es apar? M I™ PIant about 8 mch- 
$8.00 per mq 15 cts- each. $E00 per 10, 

Fern)eronei'ifrg,na,is .(Evergreen Wood 
!es- Fronds 1 °tUr Pr,ettles.t evergreen spee¬ 
ches wide tWV'2i feet j"1 ,lenSth> 3 to 5 
color, pta 'ehish, and of a deep green 
each, $100 nl m00^ apart- D- S. 15 cts. 41.U0 per 10, $S,00 per 100. 

pOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 

Dryopteris Spinulosa (Wood Fern). Ever¬ 
green species, about 15 inches high, with 
finely dissected fronds about 4 inches wide. 
Plant 18 inches apart. M. S'. 15 cts. each, 
$1.00 per 10, $9.00 per 100. 

Matteuccia Struthiopteris (Ostrich Fern). 
One of the most stately, and one of the 
best for cultivation. D. S. 15 cts. each, 
$1.25 per 10, $S.00 per 100. 

Osraunda Cinnamomea (Cinnamon Fern). 
Often 5 feet high and S inches wide. O. S. 
25 cts. each, $2.00 per 10, $15.00 per 100. 

Osmunda Claytoniana. Grows 2 to 3 feet 
high, is found in rather dry shaded places, 
and does well under cultivation. Plant about 
2 feet apart. O. S. 25 cts. each, $2.00 per 
10, $15.00 per 100. 

Polypodium Vulgare (Common Polypody). 
One of the best evergreen species for rock- 
work. Grows 4 to 10 inches high, form¬ 
ing dense mats. Plant about 4 to 6 inches 
apart. D. S. 15 cts. each, $1.00 per 10 
$6.00 per 100. 

Polystichum Acrostichoides (Christmas 
Fern). An evergreen species, about a foot 
high, with deep green fronds' simply divid¬ 
ed. Plant 1 foot apart. D. S'., M. S. 15 
cts. each, $1.00 per 10, $6.00 per 100. 

Woodwardia Areolata (Netted Chain Fern). 
Grows 12 to 18 inches high. M. S. 20 cts. 
each, $1.75 per 10, $15.00 per 100. 
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The New Baby Rambler. Photograph taken from branches of buds and flowers cut in October from 
plants set out the preceding May. 

Choice Hardy 

Garden Roses. 
THERE is no doubt as to the universal popularity of the rose. The fact that many of 

the most beautiful of the varieties are perfectly hardy and thrive luxuriantly in the 
garden is a source of congratulation to lovers of out-of-door gardening. Enthusiasts 

at work with the rose, by various hybrids and crosses, have succeeded in producing no 
end ot variety of form, color, and fragrance of bloom and the greatest variety of habit of 
growth, trom the little fairy roses of a few inches in height to the rampant growth of the 
well-known and popular ramblers. By a selection of suitable varieties one can have roses 
tor almost any garden position. 

All roses respond quickly to good treatment. By this we mean well enriched soil, enough 
water, suitable trimming, etc. failure to get good results is often caused by lack of suf- 

cient teitility. Under usual conditions it is well to make the ground one-fifth well rotted 
manure to a depth of at least fifteen inches when preparing for a new planting with a lib- 
' • .sprinkling of wood ashes and ground bone added, and an annual mulching of at least 

ix inches deep of coarse stable manure about the roots applied late in the Fall and forked 
■m, m the early bpring is a great help. Roses planted and treated under these conditions, 

e ground is well drained, should luxuriate to such a degree as to satisfy everyone. 

Rambler (|VIme. JNorbert LsvavasseutO 
See illustration above. 

Awarded a gold medal at the Horticultural Exhibition, World’s Fair, St. Louis, 
over all other new Roses. TTh,^wiSe- hybridists certainly made a remarkable happy combination when they sue 

ln cheating this wonderful new rose. (Crimson Rambler X Glory of Polyanlhes.) 

all the 3 f us , rose, Just right for the flower garden or a pot plant as to size with 
will bloom t color and great clusters of the crimson rambler and add to this that it 
suitahi tan'tly ^i1 summer, if planted in the garden and all the year around if given 
thus far LkiJ.TerUlture, and it seems that we have in this new rose the greatest triump 
and horrlBrc „r ■. Everybody will want this new rose, not only as single plants but beds 
their own roots e 3re 3 3 e t0 °®er a limited stock of strong field grown plants on 

prices of Baby Rambler Only. 
Each, $0.75 Per 10, $6.00 
Each, .50 Per 10, 4.50 
Each, .50 Per 10, 4.50 
Each, .35 Per 10, 3.50 

Baby 

Very strong field grown, 
otrong field grown, 
Strong from 4-inch pots, 
i^ice plants, 3-inch pots, 

Per 100, $50.( 
Per 100, 35.( 
Per 100, 35.( 
Per 100, 25.0 

frau Karl DmscbM. 
PerpetuaWerintrnrL^6’,! heautiful, pure white. This promises to be the best white B 

in this countrv jnd °,ne of tlle novelties of recent years. It is behaving spier! 
“Of y H alH?dy takes the foremost rank- 

takes m MStrmUte^,i.n if900. Krau Karl Druschki, although new to the an; 
and only shows whatTri0’ 17'i Thls .,s ln itself a remarkable performance for any new 
already become Tn n3 ntra , iavo.r'te with exhibitors this beautiful pure white H. 
claim to be iddori tn6 mSi P a<;e it is pure white, which none of its predecessors c 

freest flowering if It Tim 'U35 a. good/ vigorous habit, and is, moreover, one c 
owenng, it not the most continuous flowering, of all the H. P’s.” 

Prices same as other hardy roses, see page 55. 

The Rural New-Yorker 'UW roSe shown on the frout cover is from Ph°t°£raPh by COUrt‘ 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNT S SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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Garden f)ybrid Roses—strictly Dardy. 
This class of roses blooms profusely in June and at intervals throughout the Summer 

and Fall. The popular garden roses mostly belong to this class and are always satisfactory. 

Do not allow roses to suffer for want of plenty of fertilizer, as they are gross feeders 
and only when they have plenty to feed on can they be expected to produce best results.’ 

prices of all Roses. 
(Excepting where 

Very strong held grown, 
Medium grade, field grown, 
Light grade (o it selection of varieties only), 

otherwise noted.) 
Each, $0.50 Per 10, $4.50 
Each, .30 Per 10, 2.75 
Each, .20 Per 10, 1.80 

All the following roses are strong field grown plants. 

Per 100, $30.00 
Per 100, 20.00 
Per 100, 15.00 

Alfred Colomb. Raised from Jacqueminot. 

Brilliant carmine crimson; very large, 

full, and of fine globular form; extremely 

fragrant and in every respect a superb 

sort. Green wood with occasional pale 

greenish thorns; foliage large and hand¬ 

some. One of the most useful of all 

sorts for general cultivation. 

Anne De Diesbach. (Syn. Glory of France.) 

Raised from La Reine. Carmine, a 

beautiful shade; very large. A superior 

garden sort; fragrant; one of the hardiest 

also valuable for forcing. 

Baby Rambler. See page 54. 

Baron De Bonstetten. Rich velvety maroon; 

large, full. A splendid sort. 

Baroness Rothschild. Light pink, cupped 

form; very symmetrical; without fra¬ 

grance. Very distinct and beautiful; one 

of the finest exhibition varieties. The 

wood is short joined; very hardy and a 

late bloomer. 

Clio. Flowers large, of fine globular form, 

flesh-color, shaded in the center with 

rosy pink; growth vigorous; handsome 

foliage. One of the best roses. 

Countess of Oxford. A seedling from Victor 

Verdier. Bright carmine, fading in the sun; 

very large and full; not fragrant. Wood 

almost thornless; foliage very handsome, 

large and distinct. 

Earl of Dufferin. Rich brilliant velvety 

crimson, shaded with dark maroon; large, 

full, finely formed; delightful fragrance. 

A vigorous grower. One of the finest 

dark roses. It should be in every col¬ 
lection. 

Fisher Holmes. Shaded crimson scarlet, 

large, full and perfect form, very beauti¬ 

ful and free blooming. 

Francois Levet. Cherry red; medium size; 

well formed; of the Paul Verdier style; 

very free bloomer and vigorous habit. 
On own roots. 

Frau Karl Druschki. See page 54 with illus¬ 

tration on cover. 

General Jacqueminot. Brilliant crimson; 

not full, but large and extremely effec- 

|'ve; fragrant, and of excellent hardy 
habit, also forces well, 

ules Margottin. Carmine rose, fine in open 

ower and in bud. It may be grown 

either as a Pillar Rose, or by pruning 

ept in bush form; it should be in every 
collection. 

Madame Gabriel Luizet. Pink, distinct, 

very large, cup-shaped; somewhat fra¬ 
grant. One of the choicest. 

Marchioness of Lome. Large, full, cupped 

shape; buds long and handsome, rich 

and fulgent rose-color, shaded with vivid 

carmine, remarkable for its perpetual 
habit. 

Magna Charta. See page 58. 

Margaret Dickson. Of magnificent form; 

white, with pale flesh center; petals very 

large, shell shaped, and of great sub¬ 

stance; fragrant, a fine variety; foliage 

very large, dark green. 

Marshall P. Wilder. Of vigorous growth, 

with healthy foliage; flowers large, semi- 

globular, full, well formed; color cherry- 

carmine and very fragrant. 

Mrs. John Laing. Soft pink; large and oi 

fine form, produced on strong stems; 

exceedingly fragrant; one of the most 

valuable varieties for forcing, and flowers 

continuously in the open ground. One 

of the most beautiful roses of recent 

introduction. 

Mrs. R. G. Sharman Crawford. Color deep 

rosy pink, outer petals shaded with pale 

flesh, white at base of petals; flowers 

large, of perfect imbricated form, and 

freely produced, flowering from early 

summer until late in autumn. Growth 

vigorous. A valuable addition. 

Paul Neyron. A seedling from Victor 

Verdier. Deep rose color; good tough 

foliage, wood rather smooth; by far the 

largest variety in cultivation. A free 

bloomer; very desirable as a garden rose; 

valuable for forcing. 

Prince Camille De Rohan. Deep velvety 

crimson; large, moderately full. A splen¬ 

did rose. 

Soleil D'Or. See page 58. 

Ulrich Brunner. Raised from Paul Neyron. 

Brilliant cherry red, a very effective 

color; flowers of fine form and finish, 

carried well upon the plant; petals of 

great substance; plant vigorous, hardy, 

and resists mildew. One of the best 

varieties for forcing and open air culture. 

Victor Verdier. Bright rose, with carmine 

center, a very fresh shade of color; not 

fragrant; free bloomer; wood nearly 

smooth. This variety, with its numerous 

progeny, is more tender than any of the 

other types in the class. A beautiful rose. 

For prices see above. 

Roses for gardens are a specialty at the nursery, our sales 
amounting to many thousands annually. The plants are strong, field- 

Orown bushes, large enough to make a sturdy growth and produce a 
to usion of bloom right away. This grade of plants is very popular 

Wlth 0ur customers. 

FOR special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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DOROTHY PERKINS. 

Rambler 
and Climbing 

Roses. 
WllEiiN 'the last few years a num 

ber 01 new picturesque climb 
mg and .trailing roses have been 

unreduced which made possible nS 
end of delightful garden effects. Even 
re t acted city gardens can often be 
made wonderfully beautiful by the free 
use of these new roses, and other vine 
hke plants, disposed about the fence 
lines, over arbors, and by covering Un 
sightly buildings, etc. The Rambler 
roses are by no means the only climb 
mg roses of great beauty recently in 
troduced. There are many hybrids of 
the Wichuriana rose and various others 
all delightfully beautiful. ’ 

prices of all Roses. 
(Excepting where otherwise noted.) 

Very strong field grown, Each, $0.50 Per 10, $4.50 Per 100, $30 00 
Medium grade, field grown, . . Each, .30 Per 10, 2.75 Per 100,’ 20 00 
Light grade (our selection of varieties only), Each, .20 Per 10, 1.80 Per 100,’ 1500 
Not less than 5 of any one single variety at 10 rates. Not less than 25 of any one single variety at 100 rates 
Baltimore Belle. Pale blush, becoming 

nearly white; compact and fine. 
Crimson Rambler. The wonderful Japanese 

Rose is one of the most important and 
valuable acquisitions of recent years. Pro¬ 
duces in marvelous abundance clusters of 
the brightest crimson semi-double roses. 

Dorothy Perkins. A splendid, new, climb¬ 
ing rose. Very double, of good size and 
are borne in clusters of ten to twenty. 
The color is a clear shell-pink and holds 
a long time without fading; very sweetly 
scented. 

Empress of China. Dainty carmine pink 
roses in clusters; blooms all summer. 

Evergreen Gem. Foliage fine, rich bronze 
color, buff in bud, opening to almost 
white, two or three inches in diameter, 
perfectly double, and of a delightful sweet 
brier fragrance. 

Pink Rambler. Flowers medium size, pink, 
in clusters, very pretty. 

Multiflora. A charming species, introduced 
from Japan. Great clusters of white, 
single flowers. 

Manaa’s Triumph. Large clusters of double 
pure white flowers, sweetly scented. 
Growth free; luxuriant foliage. 

Setigera. The Michigan or Prairie Rose. 
Single roses are popular and this variety 
is much sought after. Large single flow¬ 
ers, of a deep rose color. 

South Orange Perfection. Double flowers in 
great, profusion; color soft blush pink ai 
the tips, changing to white. 

Sweet-Brier. Old favorite with fragrant 
foliage. 

Universal Favorite. Double flowers of a 
beautiful rose color; fragrant. 

White Rambler. White flowers in large 
clusters; fragrant, very ornamental. 

Wichuriana. Memorial Rose. A distinct and 
valuable variety from Japan; it is a low 
trailing species, its stems creeping on the 
earth almost as closely as the ivy. Pure 
white, single, with yellow stamens. 

Yellow Rambler. Yellow in bud but lighter 
when fully open; very fragrant. Plant 
vigorous and free-blooming. 

Che JNew Crimson Rambler Rose Philadelphia. 
In rapidity of growth it rivals the Crimsan Rambler and also surpasses it in beauty of 

foliage. The blooms are larger than the old Crimson Rambler and full to the center and 
of a deeper crimson color, and is in full bloom before the Crimson Rambler is showing 
color. Prices above, 

Philadelphia Rambler, described above. 
FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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The Popular Killarney Rose. 

fiybrtd Cca Roses. 
Very free bloomers; hardy with slight protection. These delightful, delicately formed antE 

fragrant roses are very popular in gardens where good culture is provided, as they bloom 
profusely all the growing season and are ideal in form, color, fragrance and foliage. 

Prices see page 56. 

Burbank. Graceful rosy pink. A constant 
bloomer, in clusters. 

Captain Christy. Rosy pink, perfect shape, 
tea scented; very free bloomer. 

Clothllde Soupert. Medium size; very 
double and beautifully imbricated, pro¬ 
duced in clusters; pearly white. 

Duchess of Albany. A sport from the well 
known La I-ranee. Quite distinct in 
col°r’ being of a rich, deep, even tint, 
and the shape is more finished. 

uruss an Teplitz. Color scarlet shading to 
velvety crimson, very fragrant, a free 

grower and most profuse bloomer; hand¬ 
some foliage, especially valuable. 

Keiserin Augusta Victoria. An extra fine 
white variety, faintly blended with cream 
color; very large, full and double, almost 
perfect in form. See illustration below. 

Killarney. A charming Rose of robust 
habit; blooms large, buds long and: 
pointed. 

La France. Delicate silvery rose, changing 
to silvery pink; very large, full, of fine 
globular form; a most constant bloomer. 

Maman Cochet. Flowers large, full, clear 
carmine rose, shaded with salmon yellow. 

Kaisenn Augusta I'icturiu, see auaee. 

FOR special discounts see inside front coper page. 
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Rosa Rugosa Alba, the purest zvliite imaginable. 

Rosa Rugosa and its hybrids. 
Rosa Rugosa in its several forms not only make an effective individual plant but is very de¬ 

sirable for hedges and generous masses. 

Agnes Emily Carmen. (Hybrid). A rich 
red hybrid of rugosa semi-double, long 
pointed bud. 

Madame Geo. Bruant. (Hybrid). One of 
the best of a new race of hybrids. In 
the bud state the flowers are long and 
pointed, when open, semi-double; pure 
white and fragrant and produced freely 
at intervals all summer. 

Chedane Guinoisseau. Flowers very large, 
color rosy red, flowers in clusters and 
continues to bloom until frost. 

Rugosa Alba. Single pure white flowers, 
highly scented; a splendid shrub-like rose. 

Rugosa Rubra. Flowers single, of a most 
beautiful rosy red, succeeded by large 
berries of a rich orange red color. 

Prices see page 55. 

7um and Moss Roses—'Very r>ardy. 

Annual bloomers in June and at th 

Blanche Moreau. (Moss.) Pure white, large, 
full, and of perfect form. 

Blanda. Single pink flowers in greatest pro¬ 
fusion followed with showy bright red 
fruits which persist throughout the early 
winter. This, together with the fact 
that te twigs are of the brightest crim¬ 
son and practically thornless, make it 
especially desirable as a shrub for mass¬ 
ing with other shrubs. 

Centifolia, Cabbage, or Provence. Rose 
color, large size; globular form; very 
fragrant. A superb variety. 

Cumberland Bell. (Moss.) A true climbing 
moss rose, of great vigor. Bright silvery 
rose. New. 

Damask. Popular old-time rose of delight¬ 
ful fragrance and delicate almost tea rose 
like delicacy to the opening buds. 

Harison’s Yellow. Golden yellow, medium 
size; semi-double. A free bloomer. 

Lucida Alba. Beautiful white form of one 
of our pretty low native roses. 

Madam Plantier. Pure white. Produced in 
great abundance. Foliage rather small, 
seven leaflets. 

Magna Charta. Pink, suffused with carmine; 
full globular. Foliage and wood light 

For pricei 

t time in the greatest profusion. 

green, with numerous dark spines. Ex 
cellent rose. Valuable for forcing. 

Persian Yellow. Bright yellow, small, nearly 
full. It is desirable to grow more than 
one plant, and by pruning one this year 
in the usual way, and the other plant the 
next year, annual crops of flowers may 
be had. 

Salet. (Moss.) Deep pink colored buds, 
surrounded with a mossy fringe and crest. 
A fragrant and very beautiful moss rose. 

Scotch Rose. Dainty little roses, seldom 
getting more than 18 inches high, blow¬ 
ers light rose pink to white. This is a 
splendid little rose for naturalizing and 
will grow in very dry rocky places. 

Soleil d’Or. (Golden Sun.) This is the first 
of a new race of Roses, and the result oi 
a cross between the well-known Persian 
Yellow and the Plybrid Perpetual An 
toine Ducher. It is perfectly hardy 
Color, varying fr • 
yellow to reddish-gold, shaded with nas¬ 
turtium red. 

York and Lancaster. Produces great quan¬ 
tities of handsome large semi-doube 
blooms which are splashed and stripe 
in a most interesting manner. ■hpS 
red, white and yellowish tints. Feligi 
fully fragrant. 

see page 55. 

Rosa Rugosa is very beautiful as a hedge plant. 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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Specimen formal X>ees and Shrubs 
In pots and Cubs. 

THE places where formally 

trained trees and plants 

can be used with telling 

effects are so many that we 

have gathered together from 

various European sources a 

large collection of specimen Bay 

trees, Box, Holly and other 

plants so adaptable to this spec¬ 

ial purpose. We will be pleased 

to make special quotations by 

letter to those who do not find 

it convenient to visit the Nur¬ 

sery for personal selection. 

Hydrangeas (Horiensis) in Pots and Tubs. 
We are growing some fine specimens this season and allowing them 

to come in naturally so as to be at their best for the balance of -the 

summer after June 20th. They are therefore* fine for general decora¬ 

tive purposes and especially so when replanted into some of the beautiful earthern pots 
noted at the foot of this page. 

PRICES are from $1.00 to $15.00 each, according to the size, some of them producing 

75 to 100 heads of bloom. Write for detailed description and prices. See illustration. 

Shrubs, Vines and Roses in pots. 
In spite of the best planning, one often finds the season too far advanced to make it 

safe to plant out in the usual way. For these emergency orders, we are this season pot¬ 
ting up many of the more desirable shrubs, vines, roses, etc. 

Shrubs in pots. 

Azaleas, Barberries, Japan Maples, Deutzias, Forsythias, Altheas, Hydrangeas, Hollies, 
Privet, Spiraeas, Lilacs, Snowballs, etc. 

Bay 1 ree. 

Rarely Vines in pots. 

Akebia, Ampelopsis, Dutchman’s Pipe, Bittersweet, Clematis in variety, Honeysuckle 
Wistaria, etc. 

Rarely Roses in pots. 

Most of the varieties, especially the climbing sorts listed under Roses, see pages 54 to 5«. 

l,e l Specially potted stock can be transplanted any time during the summer and 

tin,3 '°UrCe a decided saving of time as well as producing immediate effects, which often- 
times is paramount. 

ni .. . ''V B e gladly send lists of what is available at any time throughout the season 
r ns specially prepared material with prices. 

Summer Bedding plants. 
ros/1?1]1"0115 Be£0tl,as- These charming bedding plants we offer in white, yellow, pink. 

10 fin ,.m°n’ scarlet and mixed colors. Dormant bulbs up to May 15th. Each, 8 cts.; per 
u’ bu cts-l per 100, $10.00. . y 

Xhc k 
per iqq ^1q°qq Beg°nias well established in pots after May‘l5th, each. 15 cts.; per 10, $1.25; 

Alphonse "B* ^ C °^er Ble ^Bowing varieties, believing they are the cream of the list, 

son; piami °UV^er’ cr*mson; Black Beauty, bronze leaf; Chas. Henderson, dwarf crim¬ 

py 1&°’ scar^et’ Florence Vaughan, yellow; Madam Crozy, crimson, yellow border. 

Prices! "V ¥ay lst- Each, $0.10 Per 10, $0.S0 Per 100, $5.00 
Gladioli ” flatS’ aftEr Apnl 20th’ Each, .15 Per 10, 1.25 Per 100. 10.00 

Eart, r r°^ S ^*ew Hybrid. Greatest diversity of color and very vigorous growth. 

Dahlias.’ Send/"1' ^ 50 "" 10°’ $4'5°- 
or special list. No finer assortment in the country. 

for 
We carry 

out-of-doo 

Garden pottery and Boxes. 
a selected stock of special designs in garden pottery manufactured exclusively 

use. Prices and designs will be gladly submitted on request. 

F0R SP£cial DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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Fkdge plants. 
THE usefulness of suitable hedges for both ornament and defense is 

appreciated. The result of this is that a general demand has arisen°T evtrywhere 
suitable materials for the purpose. At our nurseries we have been t • e m°st 

very extensive stock, for this purpose, which we offer below. getting Up a 

California privet (Ltgustrum Ovallfolumi.) 
This shrub is now in universal demand as a hedge plant. It will grow 

in quite a shady location, in a crowded city atmosphere or on the seashore ti"1 evcn 
are bright glossy green and almost evergreen. Transplants without loss and rt' n he leav« 
into any desired shape. It would be hard to find a more useful plant “TTrm . tSmme<l 
Privet Pledge” is a special circular we send out. Ask for it. w t0 Plant a 

prices of California privet. 
4 to 5 feet, very stocky, extra fine, 
3 to 4 feet, very stocky, extra fine, 

30 to 30 inches, very stocky, 
24 to 30 inches, stocky, 
18 to 24 inches, well branched, 
12 to 18 inches, some branched, 

Other fiedge plants. 

Each. Per io. 
$0.30 $2.50 

.25 2.00 

.20 1.50 
.15 1.00 
.10 .75 
,0S .50 

nte. 
purpose. The 

Per ioo. 

$15.00 
10.00 
8.00 
6.00 
5.00 
3.00 

Per iooo 

$75.00 
60.00 
40.00 
35.00 
30.00 
25.00 

are strong, vigorous and well rooted. 

Arborvitae, American, 

* . s—*—Hiuiviuucii niants 
price m this catalogue, though they 

Box, for edging, 

Ilex Crenata (Japan Holly), 

Pine, White, 
S'pruce, Hemlock, 

Spruce, Norway, 

Althea (Rose of Sharon), 

Barberry, Purple Leaved, 
Barberry, Thunbergii, 

Beech, European, 

Indian Currant, 

Lilac, Purple, .... 
Lilac, White, .... 
Rosa Rugosa, . . 

Other trees and shrubs can be 
variety in a hedge-like row can be 

Suggestions along this line and 
if inquiry is made at the office. 

\ . 
feet, 

Per inn. Per 1000. 
3 to 4 $35.00 $300.00 
2 to 3 25.00 200.00 

15 to 24 inches, 15.00 100.00 
S to 15 “ 6.00 50.00 
3 to 4 (1 8.00 75.00 
2 to 3 “ 6.00 50.00 
1 to 2 “ 3.00 25.00 
2 to 2J4 feet, 100.00 
6 to 10 inches, 12.50 100.00 
2 to 3 feet, 25.00 150.00 
1 to 2 20.00 125.00 

10 to 12 inches, 15.00 100.00 
2 to 3 feet, 30.00 250.00 
1 to 2 20.00 150.00 

2 to 3 feet, $15.00 $100.00 
1 to 2 ‘ C 12.00 80.00 
2 to 3 12.00 100.00 

15 to 18 inches, 18.00 150.00 
12 to 15 15.00 120.00 

2 to 3 feet, 25.00 225.00 
1 to 2 “ 15.00 125.00 
3 to 4 “ 20.00 150.00 
2 to 3 “ 15.00 125.00 
1 to iy2 “ 10.00 75.00 
2 to 3 “ 8.00 60.00 
i to v/2 “ 10.00 80.00 
1 to 2 «« 15.00 125.00 

A planting of shrubs in 

distances apart to set hedges will gladly be supplied 

used effectively as hedges, 
made an attractive feature. 

Hemlock Hedge. See above for prices, also page 15. 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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CAMT'JLJKJLJL’S KARJLY LRAir'E—One-third natural size, see page 62. 

fruit Department. 
FRUIT growing on a large scale is one of the country’s profitable in¬ 

dustries and in old New England large tracts of country are now 
being rapidly put into orchards, which only a few years ago were 

practically abandoned as worthless. It is probably true that no part of our 
country offers an opportunity to grow better flavored or colored fruits, 
especially apples and peaches, than the New England hills, 

k ^ le large profits from peach orchards within the last few years are well 
nown. In a smaller way the home acre, yes, even the small city garden, 

n be made to return crops of fruit well worth all the labor expended; 
u^n, t°° there js the other side, the genuine pleasure and profit many of 

the^ anC^ more woul£l they only knew what they are missing, in watching 
thp flreeS ®T0W’ from the blossoming time, when the orchards rival in beauty 
their HWeriSarclens> Uien the doubtful time of fruit forming, and on through 

h , e''flopment until the ripening colors appear and in the full maturity 
ve lle actual fruits of our watchfulness and care. 

s APPLES—Standard. 
^ed Astrachan, Yellow Transparent, Sweet-bough. 

Winter_i.N I 'PP*n> Gravenstein, Maiden’s Blush, Pound Sweet, Red-Beitigheimer. 
6 to 9 ft dwin, Ben Davis, Bismarck, King, Northern Spy, R. 1. Greening. 
5 to 6 ft'’ transPlanted. Each, $0.50 to $3.00 
< to 5 ft. Each, .35 Per 10, $3.00 Per 100, $25.0G 
. Each, .25 Per 10, 2.00 Per 100, 18.00 

Varietie CRABAPPLES. 
s- Hyslop, Transcendent, etc. Prices same as Standard Apples. 

Varietie • c PEARS—Standard. 
Worden.Seckel (neiv™^ ^utum^—Clapp’s Favorite, Bartlett, Keiffer, Seckel, Sheldon. 

« to u fr'^'N^ce, Vicar. 
6 to 6 ft..’... bp anled. Each, $0.75 to $3.00 
’. Each, $0.75 Per 10, $6,00 Per 100, $50.09 

°R SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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fruit Department.—Continued 

Varieties: 
6 to 7 ft. 
5 to 6 ft. 

Early-Richmond, 
CHERRIES. 

Empress-Eugenie, Gov.-Wood, May-Duke 
Each, $1.00 
Each, .75 

Per 10, $8.00 
Per 10, 6.00 

Windsor. 

Per MO, $50.00 

PEACHES. 
Varieties: Alexander, Crawford-Early, Crawford-Late, Champion, Elberta, Mt. 

Old-Mixon, Stump-the-World, and others. Rose 

6 to 8 ft., 
4 to 6 ft.. 
3 to 4 ft. 

extra selected 

(Special low rate per 1,000). 

Each, $0.50 
Each, .25 
Each, .15 

Per 10, $3.50 
Per 10, 2.00 
Per 10, 1.25 Per 100, $15.00 

Per 100, 9.00 

QUINCES. 
Varieties: Orange or Apple, Champion, etc. 

6 to 8 ft., trasnplanted... Each, $0.75 to $3.00 
4 to 6 ft . Each, .50 Per 10, $4.00 
3 to 4 ft.'.'. Each, .35 Per 10, 3.00 

PLUMS. 
Japan—Abundance, Burbank, Wicksen, Red-june. 
English— Lombard, purple; Washington, large white, 

to 8 ft . Each, $1.00 Per 10, $9.00 
5 to 6 ft   Each, .50 Per 10, 4.50 
2 years . Each> -25 Per 10, 2.25 

HARDY GARDEN GRAPES. 
HE wonderful development of the American Hardy Grape, through the enthusiastic 

grape breeders’ persistent endeavor in this country, has reached such a high stage oi 
perfection that to-day many prefer some of these latest varieties to the choicest of 

European kinds. 

Per 100, $35.00 
Per 100, 25.00 

Per 100, $40.00 
Per 100, 15.00 

T 
BRIGHTON (Red). Bunches large and well 

formed; berries medium to large, of good 
flavor and quality. An excellent early 
grape, ripening with Delaware. 

CAMPBELL'S EARLY (Black), see illustra¬ 
tion, page 61. This superb new grape is 
fulfilling the promises made for it re¬ 
markably well. It forms large and hand¬ 
some clusters thickly set with large 
round berries. Flavor is rich, sweet and 
delightful. The clusters ripen very early. 

CATAWBA (Red). This excellent table and 
wine grape has round berries; when fully 
ripe they are a dark copper color. 

CONCORD (Black). The fine market leader, 
with large, handsome clusters of large, 
luscious berries. Entirely hardy, produc¬ 
tive and reliable; succeeds well over a 
great extent of country. 

EATON (Black). So large in both cluster 
and berry as to be very showy. 

DIAMOND (White). This handsome and 
valuable grape is a seedling of Concord 
has the same sturdy qualities of vine! 
and ripens its fruit several weeks earlier! 
One of the best of recent introductions. 

NIAGARA (White). Its clusters are large 
and handsome, compactly filled with 
large berries and having a thin but 
tough skin. Flesh is slightly pulpy, 
tender, sweet and delightful. Ripens 
with Concord. 

POCKLINGTON (White). Clusters and ber¬ 
ries large, light golden yellow when fully 
ripe; sweet and tender, with little pulp. 
Ripens after Concord. 

WORDEN (Black). This seedling of Concord 
is larger than the type in bunch and 
berry, of better flavor, earlier, as hardy 
and healthy in every way, producing fine 
crops. A very superior grape. 

Prices. 
Extra selected, 2 years 
Selected, 2 years . 
Selected, 1 year . 

Each, $0.50 
Each, .35 
Each, .25 

Per 10, $4.50 
Per 10, 3.00 
Per 10, 2.25 

CURRANTS. 
Varieties: Fay’s, Wilder, White Grape, Black Champion. 

Bearing size. 
2 years. 

Each, $0.25 
Each, 

Per 10, $2.25 

Rathbun, Snyder, Agawam 
Lucretia dewberry . 

Black—Gregg, Cumberland. 
Red—Cuthbert, Columbian. 
Yellow—Golden Queen. 

BLACKBERRIES. 
. . Each, 
. Each, 

RASPBERRIES. 
. Each, : 
. Each, 
. Each, 

GOOSEBERRIES. 
Downing (white), Houghton (red) 2 years Each, 
Industry (large red), 2 years. Each, 
Red Jacket, 2 years. Each, 

STRAWBERRIES—S ee page 63. 

ASPARAGUS—See below. 

.10 Per 10, .90 

$0.10 Per 10, $0.75 
.10 Per 10, .75 

$0.10 Per 10, $0.90 
.10 Per 10, .90 
.10 Per 10, .90 

$0.10 Per 10, $0.90 
.20 Per 10, 1.75 
.25 Per 10, 2.25 

page 63- 

Per 100, $15.00 

Per 100, $20.00 
Per 100, 6.00 

Per 100, $4.00 
Per 100, 4.00 

Per 100, $4.00 
Per 100, 4.00 
Per 100, 4.50 

Per 100, $6.00 

Rhubarb (pie plant), 2 years. 
Fennel Roots, pot grown,. 
Horse Radish. 
Hop-vines. 
Sage—Holt’s Mammoth. 
Wormwood.. 

OTHER GARDEN ROOTS. 
Each, 
Each, 
Each, 
Each, 
Each, 
Each, 

0.25 
.15 
.05 
.15 
.20 
.25 

Per 10, $2.25 
Per 10, 1.35 
Per 10, 
Per 10, 
Per 10, 
Per 10, 

.40 
1.35 
1.80 
2.25 

Per 100, $15.00 
per 100, 
Per 100, 
Per DO, 
Per 100, 
Per 100, 

10.1 
3.00 , 

10.00 
15.00 
15.00 

T 
ASPARAGUS. , city 

PIIS lucious and healthful vegetable can be planted to advantage even in the is 
garden and certainly where the garden area is not so restricted, an aspaiag etable. 
likely to yield more for the space and care required than almost any_ other . _roUnd 

A planting once established remains for years, a source of yearly supply- Make way 
very rich at planting tme and fertilize freely each season. Plant one foot apar 
m the open field. 

Variety. 
Columbian Mammoth. 

A new variety, producing enormous and delicious sprouts. 
Extra strong, 3 years. per 10, $0.40 Per 100, $3.00 
Extra strong, 2 years. Per io, .30 Per 100, 2.00 
Strong, 1 year. per 10- .15 Per 100, 1.25 

per 1.060. 
Per 1.000: 
Per 1,000, 

$15.00 
10.00 

6.00 

. Per 10, 

FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS SEE INSIDE FRONT COVER PAGE. 
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fruit Department—Continued. 
Pot' grown plants ready August 15th. 

New Variety. LESTER LOVETT. 

New Variety. WILLIAM BELT. 

New Variety. McICINLEY. 

Strawberry plants. 
IT is surprising what a quantity of luscious 

berries can be picked from a garden patch of 

strawberry plants. One who enjoys fresh ber¬ 

ries, direct from the garden, with their delicious 

flavor, rich aroma, and beautiful color, needs no 

argument to convince him that they are far 

superior to berries obtained in the market. Straw¬ 

berry plants are of easiest culture, requiring only 

usual garden conditions. Plants set out this 

Spring will, by another season, have formed solid 

rows, and produce a full crop. Set plants for 

garden culture in rows from one to two feet 

apart and the plants in the rows from six to 

twelve inches apart, depending on the method 

to be used in cultivating. 

We have many new varieties on trial, but offer 

below only such varieties as we believe are sure 

to give general satisfaction. 

Varieties marked (P.) are pistillate; (S.) staminate. 

Every fifth row or about every fifth plant in the 

row should be a staminate variety to get the heaviest 

yield of fruit. 

Selected List of Sflell tweeted 
Varieties. 

Brandywine. (S) Of immense size, firm, solid 

and shapely. Flesh red to the core and de¬ 

licious. Of remarkable vigor. A grand berry 

for either the home or market. 

Bubach. (P) A splendid bearer of fine quality 

fruit, which is large and showy, ripening mid¬ 

season. 

Gandy. (S) The leading late variety. Very ro¬ 

bust habit. Fruit large and firm, and of good 

quality. 

Glen Mary. (P) Enormous bearer of very lus¬ 

cious fruit. Color glossy crimson. An ideal 

berry for the home or market. 

Haverland. (P) A fine grower, very productive. 

One of the leading early market sorts. Ber¬ 

ries uniform, long, medium size and quality. 

Lester Lovett. (S) See illustration. A giant in 

growth and extra late. Quality of a high, 

rich flavor, and with a delightful aroma. Late. 

McKinley. (S) See illustration. Vigorous, healthy 

and great yielder of finely formed, rich col¬ 

ored, delicious fruit. Ripening in mid-sea- 

son. 

President. (P). Strong grower. Fruit very large 

and round, of solid texture and rich quality. 

Ripening in mid-season, covering a longer sea¬ 

son of ripening than any berry we have 

tested. 
Rio. (P) Very early. Medium size and splendid 

quality for so early a berry. 

William Belt. (P) See illustration. Early sea¬ 

son. Luxuriant grower and very productive 

Fruit often of enormous size. Rich colored, 

firm, and of the best quality. No fruit can be 

more desirable for the home garden. 

s prices. 
'eected Layers, . Each, $0.05 Per 10, $0.25 Per 100, $1.00 

Low rates per 1,000 and 10,000 given on application, 

r, ?'ea?e let us know if yem desire a copy of our list of pot-grown straw- 
eriles, lssued about July first. 

“StS thants lor ^’!c stock-” 
“Vn-v lfceived all right and very satisfactory, thanks 

"The EvaSed Wilh the little box Pi™**” 
eigreens you sent us came in very good condition 

FOR special discounts see inside front cover pace. 
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fertilizers, 
ONE can well afford to be quite certain that their growing trees, other 

plants and lawns are well supplied with plant food. There are many 
ways of supplying the soil with fertilizing material. For economy and 

good results we recommend the following: 

Sheep failure, 
A Safe and Convenient Fertilizer for 

Lawns, Gardens and Greenhouses. 
This is dry and finely pulverized, easy 

to handle and highly nutritious. Its 
effects are immediate and lasting. Foi 
lawns apply on the surface broadcast ioo 
pounds to the 1000 sq-. ft.; for the garden, 
two to three times this amount, de¬ 
pending upon the soil. There is no 
better fertilizer than this for roses, either 
in the garden or the greenhouse and the 
lawn responds quickly. There is no need to 
cover ones lawn with offensive looking and 
bad smelling stable manure when better re¬ 

sults as well as for more economical results can be easily gained by the. use of 
either sheep manure, wood ashes or ground bone. 

Prices':' 5 lbs., $0.35; 10 lbsi, $0.50; 100 lbs., $2.50; ton, ,$25.00. 

Sdgewood Brand Canada f)ard-C£lood. 

Gnleacbed Hsbes. AS a good all-round fertilizer, our Edgewood Brand Canada Unleached 
Hard-wood Ashes, have unchallenged value. For lawns, for fruit and 
ornamental trees and plants, they are superior to manure in many 

respects. They carry no weed seeds, are entirely odorless, are clean, easy 
to handle and spread. The beneficial effect resulting from the use of our 
brand is immediate and the marked improvement in health and vigor is 
readily seen. 

Besides a good proportion of Potash and some Phosphoric Acid, both 
valuable plant foods, our Canada Unleached Hard-wood Ashes contain a 
liberal amount of Wood Lime. This latter element is especially valuable 
in renewing and sweetening land which has become stiff and sour from the 
too frequent application of stable manure, or from other causes. 

Spread evenly from one to two tons to an acre,, according to the con¬ 
dition of the soil, or, for small lawns, 100 to 150 pounds to 1000 square feet 
of sod. 

Prices: We put them up in 50 and ioo-pound bags: SO pounds for 
$1.00; 100 pounds for $1.50; 200 pounds for $2.00; one ton, $18.00, including 
bags. Even less prices on car-load lots in bulk or bags, given on application. 

Ground Bone. THIS is for general fertilizing purposes and valuable on the lawn, meadow 
or in the garden. The finer particles are immediately beneficial, the 
coarse keeping up the supply of plant food for a long period. Price, 

■six pounds, 25c.; twenty-five pounds, 75c.; per-one-hundred-pound bag, $2.50; 
per ton of two thousand pounds, $35.00. 

Insect Bxterminators. 
SLUG SHOT. Kills potato bugs, currant 

worms, canker worms, etc. Five and ten-lb. 
packages, 5c. per lb.; 1-lb. cartons with per¬ 
forated top, ready for use, 15c. 

PARIS GREEN. 25c. per lb. 

GRAPE DUST. Destroys mildew. Five- 
lb. package, 35c.; 10-lb. package, 65c. 

HELLEBORE. 5c. per oz.; A lb., Me. 

VVPIALE-OIL SOAP. 15c. lb.; 8 lbs., $!■<»- 

JYKscellaneous Requisites 
CEDAR POSTS, cut to any required length. 

FLOWER POTS, all sizes, at factory prices. 

GRAFTING WAX. $4 lb., lOc.; U lb., 
15c.; 1 lb., 25c. 

POTTING ■winrln-,,, i ~ SOTL. Special mixture for 

50c •O90cbpereSbusnhdel.POt PUntS' H bushe1' 

LW,nELS-' ,Wood> 25c- Pet 100; $L80 per t.uuo. copper, mdestructibl — — 

TREE PROTECTORS. Several styles. 

TREE PRUNERS. Plenty's 10-foot pole, 
$1.50 each. 

PRUNING SHEARS. Schollhorn’s, 95c. 

RAPPHA, for tying, 20c. per lb.; 5 lbs., 75c. 

PEA-BRUSIT. Per bundle, 25c. 
BRASS GARDEN AND SPRAY 1PUMF 

See complete catalogue telling when 
to spray, with descriptions of wnat 
with, and prices, sent free to apphe e, $1.50 per 100, 

for special discounts see inside front cover page. 
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Broad areas of velvety lawh arc beautiful to look upon, bill they are most 

lovely when the surroundings are so arranged by suitable plantings as to accentuate their 
smooth and velvety surface. 

Lawn Grass Seed. 
WE offer only the best grade of grass seed the market affords, and as you will note, 

offer it by weight. The old way of selling seed by bulk measure was at best very 

unsatisfactory to the purchaser. Modern recleaning machines now make possible the 

removing of much of the chaff and foreign matter, so that seed so treated is very much 

heavier for the same bulk. It is therefore necessary to read the following table of quantities to 

use, olhcnvise you are in danger of buying more seed than is required. A pound of our cleaned 

seed contains more grass seed than two quarts of many grass-seed mixtures pul up in the chaff 

avd sold by the quart. 

Quantities to Use of the following Mixtures: 
1 pound package for 400 square feet. 25 pound bag for one-fourth acre. 
5 pound package for 2,000 square feet. 50 pound bag for one-half acre. 

10 pound bag for 4,000 square feet. 100 pound for one acre. 
15 pound bag for 6,000 square feet. 

edgewood fixture. 
Composed of a variety of grasses, so as to produce a permanent velvety lawn under vary¬ 
ing conditions and in the quickest time. Especially valuable for seeding newly graded 
lawn areas, pleasure grounds, golf links, etc. It is just the mixture to use in re-seeding 
the bare places that will appear in established lawns, and for thickening thin lawns. 

Shady place )VH*ture. 
Composed of varieties specially suited for shady places. 

prices for the Hbove Cwo JHi^tures: 
Per lb., 25 cts.; 3 lbs., 05 cts.; 5 lbs., $1.00: 10 lbs., $1.85; 15 lbs., $2.75; 

25 lbs., $1.25; 50 lbs., $8.25; 100 lbs.. $16.00. 

Other Grass Seeds. 
Lawn Grass Seed, Good Mixture.—Composed of the finer grades of grasses, and in such 

variety as to produce good results throughout the season. Use same quantity as above. 
1 rices.—Per lb.. 20 cts.; 3 lbs., 50 cts.; 5 lbs., SO cts.; TO lbs., $1.50; 15 lbs., $2.10. 

Kentucky Blue Grass.—Many prefer this to a mixture of grasses, and the fact cannot be 
cenied that a lawn of blue grass only is magnificent; it takes longer, however, to get it 
established. J 

Red ^r*CCS‘ bancy ^cleaned seed. Per lb., 20 cts.; 3 lbs., 50 cts.; 100 lbs., $12.00. 

6 ,70P Grass*. ^.valuable native, permanent grass, as a mixture in meadows, pastures or 
awns, growing in almost any soil, moist or dry, and standing our hot climate. 

1 ness. r ancy recleaned, pure seed. Per lb., 25 cts.; 5 lbs., $1.00; 100 lbs.. $12.00. 
ode Islund Kent Grass.—A valuable grass for lawns. 

' 1 rices- Per lb., 25 cts.; 5 lbs., $1.00. 

■te Clover. Per yA lb., 10 cts.; per lb., 20 cts.; 25 lbs. and over, IS cts. 

Add 8 cents per pound if to be sent by mail for all the above grass seeds. 

^ These prices on grass seeds are subject to no discounts. 

member that our grass seed is all recleaned and it takes far less bulk quantity than is 
case with most grass seeds sold. 

the elm city nursery c ompany, 

EDGEWOOD. Edgewood Avenue, 

Telephone. lectnc Cars to Nursery. New Haven, Connecticut. 




